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Doctor of Engineering
by Jennifer L. Blackii
Linked Data (LD) is a set of best practices for publishing and connecting structured
data on the web. LD and Linked Open Data (LOD) are often conated to the point
where there is an expectation that LD will be free and unrestricted. The current re-
search looks at deriving commercial value from LD. When there is both free and paid
for data available the issue arises of how users will react to a situation where two or
more options are provided. The current research examines the factors that would aect
choices made by users, and subsequently created prototypes for users to interact with,
in order to understand how consumers reacted to each of the dierent options. Our ex-
amination of commercial providers of LD uses Ordnance Survey (OS) (the UK national
mapping agency) as a case study by studying their requirements for and experiences
of publishing LD, and we further extrapolate from this by comparing the OS to other
potential commercial publishers of LD.
Our research looks at the business case for LD and introduces the concept of LOD and
Linked Closed Data (LCD). We also determine that there are two types of LD users;
non-commercial users and commercial users and as such, two types of use of LD; LD
as a raw commodity and LD as an application. Our experiments aim to identify the
issues users would nd whereby LD is accessed via an application. Our rst investigation
brought together technical users and users of Geographic Information (GI). With the
idea of LOD and LCD we asked users what factors would aect their view of data quality.
We found 3 dierent types of buying behaviour on the web. We also found that context
actively aected the users decision, i.e. users were willing to pay when the data was to
make a professional decision but not for leisure use.
To enable us to observe the behaviour of consumers whilst using data online, we built a
working prototype of a LD application that would enable potential users of the system
to experience the data and give us feedback about how they would behave in a LD
environment. This was then extended into a second LD application to nd if the same
principles held true if actual capital was involved and they had to make a conscious
decision regarding payment. With this in mind we proposed a potential architecture for
the consumption of LD on the web.
We determined potential issues which aect a consumers willingness to pay for data
which surround quality factors. This supported our hypothesis that context aects a
consumers willingness to pay and that willingness to pay is related to a requirement to
reduce search times. We also found that a consumers perception of value and criticality
of purpose also aected their willingness to pay.
Finally we outlined an architecture to enable users to use LD where dierent scenarios
may be involved which may have potential payment restrictions. This work is our
contribution to the issue of the business case for LD on the web and is a starting point
for further research regarding the pricing of LD on the web.Contents
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Introduction
In this document, we look at three research areas: The Semantic Web (SW) and specif-
ically LD, Geographic Information (GI) and the business case for linked GI.
The W3C's intent in developing the SW and introducing a range of SW technologies
including Resource Description Framework (RDF), Sparql Protocol and RDF Query
Language (SPARQL) and Web Ontology Language (OWL) has been to extend the cur-
rent web of documents to encompass structured data in addition to human-readable
text.
However, the scope of W3C's work has been almost entirely technical, rather than social
or economic: these areas need to be investigated and understood if the SW is to realise
its full potential. With a new culture of data publishing on the web, we investigate the
opportunities to derive value from linked data that is explicitly geographical in nature
and we consider three themes within this: the technology used to create links, GI and
the business and economics of a Linked Data Web. More specically we will investigate
the opportunities to derive value from LD that is explicitly geographical in nature.
1.1 Motivation
The Open Data White Paper (The Stationery Oce, 2012) explores how the govern-
ment aims to unlock the potential of Open Data. Now that this movement has gained
momentum we are aware of the need to investigate the factors which will contribute to
a world where data is a raw commodity.
There is a great deal of research being carried out looking at the value of Public Sector
Information (PSI) and over the past two years the availability of more PSI has meant
that consumers of data are now able to begin to understand the possibilities for open
data.
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It is not just the inherent value from PSI alone, the recent emergence of the Open
Data Institute1 has demonstrated the potential for public and private sectors to merge,
thus producing value. Two key concerns for organisations that hold large quantities of
information are determining the value of their data and the establishment of the most
suitable and lucrative way of exposing such data to customers. Current models such as
subscription and advertising are suitable for businesses where large amounts of data are
purchased as a whole (Novak and Homan, 2001). However new models such as pay as
you go and micro-payments will need to be developed to keep up with the development
of new technologies to enable greater exibility for users to purchase data on the web.
Currently users are subject to using free data with little knowledge over the reliability
of the content. For example, Wikipedia content can be edited and created by anyone
and thus highlights issues of reliability. This problem also exists for the organisation of
control over how its data is used and reused (Mitchell and Wilson, 2012). There is also
the problem of the transition between free data and paid data from one organisation.
OS for example now has free data and data which can be paid for, but the transition
between free content and paid content needs to be seamless to ensure continuity. This
is also a problem for users who are unsure of the benet they will get from paid for
data. There is also a factor of perceived value of the data that will aect the price
that the user is willing to pay for the data. Without a way of showing the dierence
between free data and paid data it is dicult for a user or consumer to make a decision
regarding the transition from free to paid. This research aims to explore the factors
which aect the business of LD on the web, in particular we look at the factors which
aect users in situations where free and paid content are available and how these factors
aect purchase decisions.
We mention users throughout the thesis. Users for this purpose are potential users of
LD on the web or people who purchase information on the web. We note that these
`users' may not be aware that they are using data that is linked. They will therefore not
be developers and have little or no specic knowledge of the technology or how it works.
In this thesis we refer to users as lay people who use the web and who will continue to
do so, despite any changes to the underlying architecture. This architecture is the way
in which the data is structured on the web behind the webpages which they interact.
The web has dramatically changed the way in which we use information and LD will
aect the way data is consumed on the web. This may have repercussions for content
providers such as how data is made available and sold in dierent formats. Much eort
has gone into the technologies and tools used to create and manipulate data, but cur-
rently no suggestions are available to address the problem of the consumption of data
from the general public with little technical knowledge (Bizer, 2009). For example, OS
has built its business around supplying products (maps) as a whole. It has large con-
sumers such as insurance companies or local authorities and they have the funds to be
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able to make purchases of whole products. To date it has been possible to sell the data
in packages. Users may not be able to initially say which parts of a data package they
need and may require some time to establish what they need. This is a challenge for
data providers to be able to oer a subsection of a product with a pay-as-you-go access
option to certain parts of the product. For example, a leisure user with no or very little
budget for access to data executes a search for points of interest in a particular city,
the search may return a number of options but the user may only require one of those
options and would not necessarily want to purchase them all. Criticality of purpose is
another factor which we are aware of with dierent consumers from various sectors. For
instance large insurance companies will not only have readily available funding to make
purchases but could view the purchase of data more critical than a member of the public
looking for points of interest in a local village.
The technical issues surrounding LD lie with being able to search, distribute and secure
data in small packages rather than provide users with complete datasets. As we have
explained above, users may want to scan a large dataset and establish specically a small
amount of data for their end use. The issue for data providers is how to partition data
and sell it or give it away for free, which leads us to the importance of a smooth transition
between free and premium products to ensure that if a user has been interacting with
a free product, they are able to purchase the premium product and transfer without
any issue. We look into this in Chapter 8, where we look at a case study for Linked
Geospatial Data. We propose that users may be able to search a whole dataset and
make a selection for data, which they are then able to make a micropayment to receive
or are able to obtain it free.
The web has evolved into a space where consumers are able to readily nd data and
information for free with the cost of some eort spent searching. With LD, applications
can be built around real data which can signicantly reduce costs associated with access-
ing data. We are concerned with the users interaction with LD in this thesis and focus
on their interaction with data via the technology rather than a directly manipulating
the data. With this in mid we are concerned with essentially a new product on the web,
how we might be able to charge for data which was once potentially not available or
available for free. We want to consider dierent scenarios and how the user may react
under dierent conditions.
1.2 Research Hypotheses
Based on the issues we outlined in the earlier part of this introduction, our experimental
hypotheses are as follows:
h1 { Does criticality of purpose aect a user's decision whether or not to pay for pre-Chapter 1 Introduction 4
mium LD when free alternatives are available?
We are concerned with understanding how the intended use of data will aect a decision
the consumer makes in regards to making a purchase. We are aware that there are a
number of free alternatives to data on the web, and therefore the consumers will have a
variety of data to choose from. We wish to nd whether this is a contributory factor in
the purchase of data on the web.
h2 { Is willingness to pay for premium data positively inuenced by consumers' percep-
tions of its value?
The same datasets may be used by a number of dierent users and we would like to
consider whether dierent types of users rate the same data dierently depending upon
the end use it will be put to.
1.3 Approach
In order to test the hypotheses outlined above, we propose to nd answers for the
following questions
1. Which factors aect a user's perception of information quality?
2. Which of these factors are specic to LD?
3. What proportion of users choose free data over data which must be paid for?
The main contributions made in this thesis are:
1. Identication of the dierent types of consumers of LD
2. Identication of the factors which aect a users willingness to pay.
3. Determine the quality factors of data which aect a users choice of data
4. A technical framework for the consumption of LD
We state that the work carried out in this thesis has limitations which should be consid-
ered. The key areas which require further development are outlined in the nal chapter.
We have begun by introducing the key literature surrounding the topics and nd this a
valuable resource for introducing the key points and issues surrounding LD. We demon-
strate the use of LD through discussions and 2 prototypes of a LD model. However weChapter 1 Introduction 5
do not venture into the specic pricing of the data or implement the architecture which
has been dened. We suggest that this is a further development for future work outside
of this research.
1.4 Thesis Structure
Chapters 2 covers the technical side of this research. We begin by outlining the archi-
tecture of the World Wide Web. We describe the web as we are accustomed to using
now and the developments which will be noticed with LD and SW.
Chapter 3 introduces PSI and its importance to LD and more specically we describe
GI. This chapter also describes in more detail OS which is the case study for thesis.
Chapter 4 provides a background to the business of OS and demonstrates the potential
for the application of LD. This chapter provides a use case for LD and looks at the
dierent types of products provided by OS. It also looks at the pricing and licensing of
these products to enable a view of the possible issues which arise.
Chapter 5 covers the important background material regarding the issues surrounding
the business of LOD. We address the potential to add value to linked data and how LD
ts into the SW.
The remaining chapters of this thesis detail our contribution which aims to answer the
hypotheses. Chapter 6 details the requirements elicitation for the LD experiments we
carry out in chapter 6. Chapter 5 includes details on the informal engagement and qual-
itative consultation with the community, which included the TerraFuture workshop and
an investigation into users of the OS OpenSpace platform. This chapter introduces the
need for encouragement to use new technologies and describes an experiment designed to
bring together GI and linked data communities to discuss the possibilities. This chapter
also includes details of a questionnaire which was carried out in order to discover the
criteria which may aect a consumers decision to pay for data.
Chapter 7 details an experiment which was a carried out to discover if users are prepared
to pay for premium data even if there is a free option and what are the factors which
aect their decision to move from free to premium or premium to free.
The empirical research we carry out in chapters 6 and 7 give us the detail required to
outline a case study using OS Linked Geospatial data in chapter 8.
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by reviewing the work and proposing ideas for further
research.Chapter 2
Architecture of the World Wide
Web
In this chapter we begin by setting the background for this research by exploring the
architecture of the web as we experience it now, including the technologies and devel-
opments noticed over time. We then introduce the concept of LD. We highlight the key
technologies and detail the uses and benets which support the business case for LD.
We also detail the SW and explain its extension from the web which we have become
familiar with using from its early stages of development.
In order to understand the technology of LD in more detail it is important that we look
at the history of the web from its introduction through to how we use it today. The
web was intended to be a network of information resources and was originally used as a
medium for retrieving information.
The W3C outlines three mechanisms used to make resources on the web available. These
are Uniform Resource Identier (URI)'s, Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML).1
Everything on the web has an address or more specically an identier which is encoded
by a URI and given an address at a Uniform Resource Location (URL). We explain
URI's in more detail in the next section. Pages are written in HTML and hyperlinks are
used to link to other pages (Chakrabarti et al., 1998). In the past anyone could upload
pages about their business and individuals were able to create pages about hobbies and
personal projects. These pages were primarily just text and pictures, displayed with
little formatting. Later some pages began using Extensible Markup Language (XML)
to structure and format large sets of information. Figure 2.1 demonstrates a simple web
page from the beginning of the web.2 Notice this page shows no text formatting, no
1http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/intro/intro.html
2http://www.w3.org/History/19921103-hypertext/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html
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background colour or ash. More importantly when we look at the source for this page,
it contains:-
1. A header The World Wide Web Project
2. Title World Wide Web and
3. Body The WorldWideWeb is a wide-area...
Web pages now contain formatting of text, background colours, links, videos and sounds.
We also note that early web pages had no social input, i.e. comment pages and uploading
of user content.
Figure 2.1: An example of an early web page taken from the W3C from 1992
http://www.w3.org/History/19921103-hypertext/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html
Web pages now contain several other elements such as Adobe's Flash which is a multi-
media platform used to add animation, video and interactivity to web pages. Cascading
Style Sheet (CSS)'s3 are also used as a mechanism to add style to pages in the form of
fonts, colours and spacing. We also see that users are able to add their own comment,
pictures and content and suggest links to similar sites. This trend has become popu-
lar for various sites, for example pages displaying the news and social websites such as
Facebook c  and Twitter c . Web 2.0 or the social web is the same but we notice that in
web 2.0 there are better tools available for people who are not the author of the page
to add comment and content to pages. As a result of users being able to contribute
more to the web by sharing content and comments, the need to observe the quality of
3http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/Overview.en.htmlChapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 8
this rapidly growing information resource is essential. The web as we use it has no real
control of what is published and if individuals or organisations are to add more data
to this, we need to ensure there is a way of making decisions about the quality and
trustworthiness of the additional resources we contribute. Information quality, value
and trust is a major consideration which we will explore in more detail in chapter 4.
Despite this evolution into the formatting and interaction with webpages, there still lies
an area of the web which has not been utilised - there is no formal way of creating links
or reasoning between the content on disparate web pages. We are able to create links to
pages but it is the utilisation of the links between the content which we explore using SW
technologies and LD. The SW, seeks to overcome this problem by creating a web of data
(LD) rather than a web of documents. SW data is stored in pages in a structured format
using standards such as RDF (Miller and Manola, 2004) and OWL (Hitzler et al., 2009)
which are set out by the W3Ca.4 Content is described using ontologies and knowledge
is inferred through reasoners applied to these ontologies. Data can be copied, adapted
and re-used. Whereas, in formats such as CSV or XML, the data can be changed and
the meaning is lost as it is passed around. SW standards also enable the publishers of
LD to remain in control of their data.
Web pages on the SW are structured in RDF, as opposed to HTML, which makes the
content of these pages accessible to machines. Typically HTML only enables machines
to read the formatting of the data, but encoding data as RDF enables further reasoning
to be performed. Computers or machines are able to reason with parts of the page
specic to search requirements of users and can then be displayed in a web browser in
a human readable form (Halb and Raimond, 2008). This structure enables a computer
to make decisions and reason with data without a prior knowledge of the subject, which
was previously not possible due to the incompatible formats of dierent data stored on
the web (Shadbolt et al., 2006).
2.1 Key Technologies
In this section we outline in more detail the key technologies of the web. We detail
URIs which are used to identify names or resources. We describe HTML the publishing
language for the World Wide Web (WWW) and HTTP which is the protocol used for
interaction between webpages. We also explain XML, a set of rules used to encode
documents in a machine readable format.5
4http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data
5http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 9
2.1.1 URI
A URI is a way of linking documents and resources together. These can include images
and objects.6 A URI is made up of string of characters and is used to identify resources
individually(Masinter et al., 2006). There has been some confusion between the existence
of URIs, URNs and URLs. A URN in general refers to an item's identity (for example
a book's ISBN number) whereas a URL provides a method which can be viewed as the
pathname or address.
In order for objects to be retrieved on the web we need a way of identifying and retrieving
them and the use of URIs solves this problem. The act of retrieving this information
using a URI is know as dereferencing that URI.7 When a user clicks on a URI they are
directed to the URL which tells the computer where to nd the item.
An example of a http URI could be:
http://exampleuri.co.uk/example/example.html
 The http in the URI refers to the HTTP which is the communication protocol
used for the request, this tells the server how to send the information. We explain
HTTP in more detail below.
 `exampleuri' part of the URI species a computer on the internet which is storing
the page (the server)
 `/example/' outlines the name of the directory stored on the server or host, this is
used where there are many documents stored on the same computer.
 `example.html' is the name of the le stored on the server or host. The extension
can be any type. For example .txt, .jpg or .pdf depending on the document.
The `#' is used in the URI to help eliminate the issue of naming things and represen-
tations of things. To solve this the `#' is used at the end of the URI to reference a
page about something whereas the `n' extension represents the thing itself. For exam-
ple the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) uses the document URI with #pro-
gramme to refer to a recommendation about a programme it is broadcasting. Then
`nprogrammename' is used to refer to the programme itself.
For example the URI for the programme is:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m86d#programme
The programme itself would be:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m86dnprogramme
6http://www.w3.org/TR/uri-clarication/
7http://www.w3.org/TR/uri-clarication/Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 10
2.1.2 HTTP
This is a protocol for interaction between webpages. It is used to enable computers
to communicate with other computers. The HTTP protocol is a `request/response'
protocol. A client sends a request to the server containing information such as request
method, URI and message. The server then responds with a status line and a code of
success or error and the URI is resolved (Fielding et al., 1999).
When a webpage has an error and cannot be loaded, a set of status codes were developed
to handle this. These codes help to identify causes of problems when web pages do not
load. The HTTP status line includes a code and a reason phrase.
Table 2.1 shows the two types of classes used when the client's request is successful and
when further action is required.
Client Request Successful Further action Required
200 OK 300 Multiple choices
201 Created 301 Moved permanently
202 Accepted 302 Found
203 Non-authoritative information 303 See other
204 No content 304 Not modied
205 Reset content 305 Method not allowed
206 Partial Content 307 Temporary redirect
207 Proxy authentication required
Table 2.1: Table to show the successful and further action required http status codes
The two types of error code are Client Error codes (400) which in the instance of pro-
viding LD are on the users side and Server Error codes (500) which are on the data
providers side. The client error is used when a request for a webpage contains errors.
The server error is used when the request for the webpage is understood but is not
capable of fullling the request. The most commonly found client and server error codes
and phrases are listed below in 2.2 .
The status codes beginning 2XX refer to actions which have been requested by the client
and have been processed successfully. Codes which begin with 3XX represent redirection
and in order for the request to be completed further action must be taken. Codes which
begin with 4XX mean that the request contains bad syntax and cannot be fullled.
Codes which begin with 5XX are server side errors and suggest that the server failed to
full a valid request.
When considering LD and the possibilities for the sale of data we must consider ways to
restrict access to content on the web. We suggest a number of http status codes suitable
for this in more detail in our suggested technical framework for LD in Chapter 8.Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 11
Client Server
400 Bad request 500 Internal server error
401 Unauthorised 501 Unauthorised
402 Payment required 502 Bad gateway
403 Forbidden 503 Service Unavailable
404 Not found 504 Gateway timeout
405 Method not allowed
406 Not acceptable
407 Proxy authentication required
408 Request timeout
409 Conict
410 Gone
Table 2.2: Table to show the client and server http codes
2.1.3 HTML
HTML gives authors of webpages the ability to publish documents online with text,
tables and other elements such as photos. It also allows the retrieval of information via
hypertext links. Figure 2.1 shows an early webpage written in HTML.
An example of a simple page written in HTML is shown below.
<HEADER>
<TITLE>The World Wide Web project</TITLE>
<NEXTID N="55">
</HEADER>
<BODY>
<H1>World Wide Web</H1>The WorldWideWeb (W3) is a wide-area
<ANAME=0 HREF="WhatIs.html">hypermedia</A> information retrievalinitiative
aiming to give universal access to a large universe of documents.<P>
Everything there is online about W3 is linked directly or indirectly
to this document, including an <A NAME=24 HREF="Summary.html">executive
summary</A> of the project
</BODY>
2.1.4 XML
XML is similar to HTML; it is a language used to display content on webpages. It allows
users to design their own tags and structure data and therefore enables users to make
data transportable. HTML, however, is designed just to display the data.
Although text written in HTML is easier to read by humans, XML is readable by both
machines and humans, whereas only humans can understand text written in HTML.Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 12
XML is a format which enables computers to reason with other data in XML format.
XML is one example of a basis of RDF, which is a standard model for data interchange
on the SW.8 which we also explain in more detail later
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<CATALOG>
<CD>
<TITLE>Empire Burlesque</TITLE>
<ARTIST>Bob Dylan</ARTIST>
<COUNTRY>USA</COUNTRY>
<COMPANY>Columbia</COMPANY>
<PRICE>10.90</PRICE>
<YEAR>1985</YEAR>
</CD>
<CD>
<CD>
<TITLE>Greatest Hits</TITLE>
<ARTIST>Dolly Parton</ARTIST>
<COUNTRY>USA</COUNTRY>
<COMPANY>RCA</COMPANY>
<PRICE>9.90</PRICE>
<YEAR>1982</YEAR>
</CD>
The dierence in formatting between XML and HTML is that XML is displayed with no
formatting whereas HTML enables colours, fonts and backgrounds to be modied. XML
also enables information to be structured which is important especially when looking to
reason with the data.
2.1.4.1 OAuth
OAuth is an authorisation protocol which allows a third-party application to obtain
access to an HTTP service (Hammer-Lahav, 2010). OAuth is the bridge between users
and the Service Provider (SP) or owner, acting as an authorisation layer. The system
uses access tokens which are assigned to users, which replaces the need for a username
and password. This is a system which could easily be integrated with LD to provide a
suitable method to authenticate transactions on the web.
There are a three actors within the OAuth Authentication System:
8http://www.w3.org/RDF/Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 13
 The Service Provider - A web application that allows access via OAuth.
 The User - An individual who has an account with the SP.
 The Consumer - A website or application that uses OAuth to access the SP on
behalf of the user.
There is one key in the system which is granted through a Consumer Secret:
 The Consumer Key - A value which is used by the consumer to identify itself to
the SP.
 The Consumer Secret - A secret which is used by the consumer to establish own-
ership of the consumer key.
There are also two tokens in the system:
 The Request Token - A value used by the consumer to obtain authorisation from
the user and is exchanged for an Access Token.
 The Access Token - A value which is used by the consumer to gain access to the
resource on behalf of the user instead of using the SPs credentials.
Figure 2.2 (taken from http://oauth.googlecode.com/svn/spec/core/1.0/) shows the data
ow through the OAuth authentication system. There are 7 steps in this system which
we describe in more detail below:
(A) The Consumer requests an unauthorised Request Token. (This includes the con-
sumer key).
(B) The Service Provider grants a Request Token. (This includes the token and the
token secret).
(C) The Consumer (website or application using OAuth to access SP on behalf of the
user) directs the user to a a Service provider.
(D) The Service Provider then directs the User to the Consumer.
(E) The Consumer Requests the Access Token. (This includes the consumer key and
the token).
(F) The Service Provider Grants the Access Token. (This includes the token and the
token secret).
(G) The Consumer Accesses the Protected Resources. (This includes the consumer key
and the token).Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 14
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2.1.5 Limitations of data on the Web
Despite the huge number of capabilities of the web as we use it now there are a number
of limitations which we will explore in more detail below.
Tim Berners-Lee, the founder of the web, intended it to be for data as well as documents.
However, the web as we use it now is a web of documents which although are linked,
the content in these documents is not. Many ways of creating colourful and interactive
websites have been developed making them accessible and easy to use, but do not readily
enable computers to interact in ways which we would like, for example only returning
relevant results of queries which we execute. Due to the fact that the web is geared to
use by humans, a great deal of additional work and time is spent trying to search for
and make decisions about the data and information which is retrieved.
The rst issue of time consuming tasks on the web is search. A considerable amount of
time spent on the web by users is searching for required information.
Pages stored on the web are indexed and can be retrieved through standard web search
engines such as Google 9. The Google search engine uses a web crawling robot (google-
bot) to nd and retrieve web pages (Price, 2001). An indexer is then used to sort and
store words from every web-page. This results in an index of words which is stored in
a database. A query processor compares a user's search query with the database index
and then suggests the documents which it nds most relevant.
The search however is a keyword search, where the search engine used will look for
occurrences of a word despite its relevance to a users search term. For example, if a user
enters a search for `Lion', they may retrieve pages regarding the operating system `Lion',
the animal `lion' or book about a `lion' and so on. This initial search may return all the
instances of lion but is not able to reason with the information found in the documents
containing that reference. The aim of the SW is to enable users to search for the search
term `lion' and return pages which contains metadata about the subject. For example,
the technology will be able to infer that lion is a particular version of the Mac OSX
operating system and that Mountain Lion is another instance of the operating system,
from this it will be able to oer other instances of OSX for example Leopard and Snow
Leopard. This level of inference will enable users to reduce search times for data and
information on the web as searches will be carried out more precisely and return more
accurately reasoned results. Other benets of the SW include the ability to integrate
dierent datasets easily with others in structured formats. These datasets can then be
easily shared and added to at later stages without the need for repetition of similar
datasets.
Search engines are unable to nd specic content on the web due to the large amount
of information available. Much content is stored in a part of the web which is not
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seen from a users browser (Wright, 2008). This is called the `deep web' (He et al.,
2007). The content on the `deep web' is stored in searchable databases. Traditional
search engines do not yield results from the deep web and will only produce a result
to a direct request (Bergman, 2001) but, how do we search the databases in the deep
web? If the content in the `deep web' is stored in standard formats using RDF, it
becomes much more manageable, as links can be made to particular resources and more
structured responses from searches are achieved. This is possible due to the nature of
the technology which aims to give everything a URI. The unique identier represents
physical resources, concepts or information resources on the web (Hyland, 2010).
Organisations who hold a great amount of digital information nd that their data is
unstructured, and, consumers of this information, although able to search for the infor-
mation, are unlikely to nd specically what they are looking for. More powerful search
engines are only useful if the content is structured in a way that users can nd exactly
what they are looking for with minimal extra eort (Harris, 2010; Hendler, 2010).
LD will enable the structuring of knowledge to be more rened with the use of XML
Schema (Antoniou and van Harmelen, 2008). LD will enable individuals and organisa-
tions to structure the data and information which they hold in a way which will help
to remove problems such as inconsistencies in the data and the addition and removal
of data which maybe distributed across many systems. It is also useful for the retrieval
of information as it can be stored in structured forms which rather than searching via
keywords, queries can be executed and presented in a human readable form.
Once in a structured form the data is then easy to re-use and share by others and there-
fore makes the data useful for a wider audience than has previously been experienced.
We also note that the data can be integrated with other datasets more easily due to
being in standard formats.
2.2 The Semantic Web
2.2.1 What is the Semantic Web?
The SW is not a new concept in computer science. Its origins come from knowledge
representation techniques(Davies et al., 2003). Tim Berners-Lee quotes that the SW
is the vision he had of the web from the beginning. However it has taken time for
technology to improve and more tools become available to realise this vision.
2.2.2 The Technologies
We explain in the next section, there are key technologies used on the web and for LD.
We now explain the critical technologies for explicitly specifying semantics.Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 17
By using these methods we are able to add context to the information we publish: i.e.,
where it came from, who created it, what it is about, make links to other data and where
semantics of the data is explicitly specied.
In the previous section we outlined URIs. Further to this we note that a URI identies
a document on the web. This document is data about a thing, be it a place, person
or concept. In order to understand the SW we should clarify that a URI of a thing is
separate to the URI of a web page which talks about it. The power of the SW means we
can use tools to infer that things are the same. For instance if two individuals provide
information about Southampton we are able to infer that these things are the same thing
or have the same name but are in fact dierent `things'.10
2.2.2.1 Ontologies
An ontology is a way of formally representing knowledge as concepts within a domain
(Antoniou and van Harmelen, 2008). The ontology allows relationships to be made
between the concepts and also allows reasoning about entities within the domain.
OWL is a SW language designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about things,
groups of things, and relations between things (Hitzler et al., 2009).
2.3 Linked Data
2.3.1 What is Linked Data?
The introduction of a new technology (in this instance, LD) inuences the added value
of data (Longhorn and Blakemore, 2007) and models for distributing this LD have,
therefore, become a pivotal area of research (Lytras and Garcia, 2008). Feigenbaum
and Herman (2007) detail organisations who are adopting Semantic Web Technologies
(SWT): this includes British Telecom, who have used the technology to build an on-
line prototype to help vendors develop new products together. Vodafone are using the
technology to enable their consumers to download content to devices faster. Renault
have used the technology in car repair and diagnostic documentation as they found that
numerous objects are found across many dierent systems, and that the technology was
well suited to linking these together (Servant, 2008). Alongside the development of the
technical aspects of a new system, the environment in which the organisation operates
must also be investigated to inform a model the organisation can use to carry out busi-
ness (Picard, 2000; Kanliang, 2004; Latif et al., 2009; Allemang, 2010; Chan-Olmsted,
2004). A pivotal area for research for the LD community would be to discover how the
technology will impact the business or revenue model of LD.
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LD is structured data from multiple sources, the technology enables users to create links
between data from dierent sources (Bizer et al., 2009). LD is currently published on
the Web in a way that can be read by machines. This diers from most data which is
published on the web as it can only be understood by humans. Data written in RDF is
able to be linked to other datasets in the same format (Bizer et al., 2009; Becker and
Furness, 2010; Yu, 2011).
LD is where hypertext meets data. Hypertext is the link between text documents (Rizk
et al., 1990). RDF is used in LD to link data to other data using triples. We go into
more detail about triples below.
We point out at this stage that LD is concerned with the data itself, in particular the
storage, linking presentation and distribution of data, whereas the SW is concerned with
the reasoning behind the data, and the relations and vocabularies used for manipulating
the data. With this in mind we will explain LD in more detail. By structuring data in
this way, dierent data sources are able to interact with each other in a useful form. The
linked web of data uses RDF to link the documents, whereas traditionally Hyper Text
Mark-up Language (HTML) pages used hyperlinks to other pages have been used on
the Web (Bizer et al., 2008). The concept of a linked Web of data will encompass many
dierent data sources linked by features that previously were not feasible, for example
relations to things and similar features. SWT enable these data sources to be linked
and reasoned with and have the capability to expose previously inaccessible databases
to users who would otherwise not be able to access such data sources.
Tim Berners-Lee11 has outlined how links work in LD. The example given shows when
an individual searches for information about a person on the Web, they will encounter
a Web page with a URI beginning http://. This Web page will have information about
the person, perhaps their date and place of birth. Each Web page will contain links to
other web pages which will contain information about the place, events, places to visit
etc which, as a whole, are much more valuable than just plain information.
Tim Berners-Lee also outlines four key principles for creating LD:
 URIs are used as names for things.
 HTTP URIs are used so that people can look up those names.
 When someone looks up a URI, useful information is provided in RDF form.
 RDF statements are included that link to other URIs so that they can discover
related things.
Figure 2.3.1 shows all the datasets which have been published and are available as LD.
The larger the circle in the diagram shows an organisation which has published large
11http://www.ted.com/talks/tim berners lee on the next web.htmlChapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 19
quantities of data. The diagram shows the links between 295 datasets and arrows are
used to illustrate the links. The diagram is updated as more datasets are published.
The diagram below is the most recent version updated in September 2011. The rst LD
diagram published in 2007 (see 2.3.1) showed 12 datasets so we notice that in four years
this diagram has grown considerably.Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 20
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Figure 2.3: Linking Open Data cloud diagram, as of September 2011, by Richard
Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch. http://lod-cloud.net/Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 21
Figure 2.4: Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja
Jentzsch. http://lod-cloud.net/Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 22
We can see from the cloud and the classications which have been used that government
data includes OS data but this is not necessarily a good classication as governmental
data does not necessarily mean it is geographic and geographic data is not necessarily
governmental.
2.3.2 Datasets in the Linked Data Cloud
This next section highlights and examines the key datasets in the Linked Data Cloud
illustrated in Figure 2.2. We have sampled Open data with the greatest number of links.
Table 2.3 outlines the data and in what format it is downloadable.Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 23
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We notice from the data we have listed in the table above that there is a lack of com-
mercial data. In Chapter 4 we examine the possibilities for commercial data and the
potential for charging for data.
The cloud has been sectioned into dierent classications. These include media, geo-
graphic, government and life sciences. We notice however that the classications are not
necessarily true. We take OS as an example, we can say that the business of OS is truly
geographic and yet it has been classied into the government section in the diagram.
We would suggest that this classication it not necessary as it tends to blur what it
illustrates in the diagram.
2.3.3 W3C and Data Publishing
The W3C produces technical recommendations for publishing of data. Five rules for
publishing data were outlined by Tim Berners-Lee to help organisations understand the
aim of publishing data and how we can make the most of it. By introducing a ranking
system it allows people to have an introduction into publishing data without being
overwhelmed with requirements. This makes the publishing of data more accessible
with the long term aim to achieve all of the stars.12
* On the Web, open licensed
** Machine-readable data
*** Non-proprietary format
**** RDF standards
***** Linked RDF
We explain what each of these stars represent in more detail below. To achieve one star
the data can be available on the web in any format as long as it has an open license.
For example a scanned image of some data or a pdf document. To achieve two stars the
data must be available in a machine readable format with structure, such as an excel
le rather than a scanned image. To reach three stars the data must be in a machine
readable format plus a non-proprietary format, that is, rather than using the excel le
format, the data would be saved in CSV instead. The four star tier comes closer to the
ideal standard required which is as three stars but the data is available in open standards
set out by the W3C. This would include RDF and SPARQL. This enables identication
of objects and enables items to be linked to them. Five star data states that it must be
all of the four star ranking, but with links to other data in order to provide a context
to the data which a user has available.
12http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.htmlChapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 25
2.3.4 The Application of LD
LD has the potential of application across both the public and private sector. Dierent
organisations have their own reasons for making use of LD and the surrounding tech-
nologies. First we notice organisations such as the BBC who have large datasets on say
wildlife and music. They are not selling their data to make revenue but have produced
their data in RDF which in turn will make the data more structured, more accessible
and easier to direct to. The end user may not see the data or realise that it is being
stored as LD, but, for the holding organisation it has the benet of being structured
with the ability to link to other datasets if required. There are also other organisations
who have data which they wish to sell for prot. We recognise that organisations such
as OS have a large amount of data which if sold in parts could be of benet to its users
and still maintain economic benet to the holding organisation. In order to sell data
in portions rather than whole datasets it is important that all aspects of a change in
business model are investigated to ensure that the most suitable model is selected in
order to maintain prot.
Despite the apparent economic and commercial issues surrounding LD we notice other
issues for organisations which include privacy and sensitivity of data. This reaches to
both the public and private sectors, as data published must maintain privacy of individ-
uals and organisations and therefore must adhere to certain restrictions to ensure the
data published does not cause damage to organisations and individuals either nancially
or ethically.
The web as we use it now allows social interactions from sites and communities with
similar interests but the value is added by using semantics stored in, for example, a travel
ontology. This is also known as the network eect which is extended when dierent sites
containing information about dierent topics can be linked together.
Hyland (2010) discusses the key features of LD which include decentralising and exposing
large stores of data enabling users to build new applications and acquire better resource
discovery and re-use.
The next section goes on to explain the technologies surrounding LD and gives specic
examples of the technology in order to help the reader understand the context in which
the technology can be applicable.
2.3.5 The Technologies
As we detailed earlier, there are the four main technologies used on the web. These are
URI's, HTTP, HTML and XML. LD however, extends the use of the key technologies and
a number of further technologies are used which make LD possible. These technologiesChapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 26
include RDF, Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) and SPARQL which we
outline in more detail below.
2.3.5.1 RDF
RDF is a general purpose language from the W3C which is designed as a way to represent
information and model data interchange on the Web (Miller and Manola, 2004).
RDF uses URIs to name relationships between two objects. This is what we call a triple
which contains a subject, a predicate and an object. The RDF vocabulary contains
classes and properties.
In order to explain RDF in more detail we explain how ordinary data about a person
would look in RDF. The example we use to demonstrate RDF is information about a
person.
The subject in this instance is the resource http://www.jbexample.com which identies
the person Jennifer Black. Jennifer Black has an email address jblack@example.com
and has a nickname Jen. She is interested in the SW and her picture can be viewed at
www.jbexample.com. She also knows a person called Bob Farmer.
Information is represented in `graphs' which outline the information in the triple. RD-
F/XML is a syntax which expresses an RDF graph as an XML document. Turtle was
introduced as a more accessible alternative to RDF/XML as it is easier to understand
by humans.
The text below shows what the same information would look like in RDF/XML. Note
that this data is a description about a thing, in this instance a person. The RDF enables
each property of the person to be identied and therefore gives the opportunity to link
to that specic detail.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<foaf:Person rdf:about="http://www.jbexample.com/me">
<foaf:name>Jennifer Black</foaf:name>
<foaf:mbox rdf:resource="mailto:jblack@example.com" />
<foaf:homepage rdf:resource="http://www.jbexample.com/" />
<foaf:nick>Jen</foaf:nick>
<foaf:depiction rdf:resource="http://www.jbexample.com/img_small.jpg" />
<foaf:interest rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org" />
<foaf:knows>
<foaf:Person>Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 27
<foaf:name>Bob Farmer</foaf:name>
</foaf:Person>
</foaf:knows>
</foaf:Person>
</rdf:RDF>
The properties of the resource are identied by the elements <foaf:person>, <foaf:name>and
<foaf:nice>etc.
This is what the TURTLE version of the RDF looks like:
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
<http://www.jbexample.com/me>
a foaf:Person ;
foaf:name "Jennifer Black" ;
foaf:mbox <mailto:jblack@example.com> ;
foaf:homepage <http://www.jbexample.com/> ;
foaf:nick "Jen" ;
foaf:depiction <http://www.jbexample.com/img_small.jpg> ;
foaf:interest <http://www.semanticweb.org> ;
foaf:knows [
a foaf:Person ;
foaf:name "Bob Farmer"
] .
The triples for this RDF example are shown in Table 2.4 below:
Figure 2.5 shows the graph of the RDF so we can see the relations between the data.Chapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 28
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Figure 2.5: A graph to show the data model of the example RDFChapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 30
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a text format which is readable by both humans
and machines and was designed to be a portable subset of JavaScript (Crockford, 2006).
It diers from XML in that it does not have closing tags and therefore the resulting
data is shorter and easier to read. RDF JSON represents a set of RDF triples as a series
of nested data structures which aims to serialise RDF in a structure that is easy for
developers to work with (Alexander, 2008).
2.3.5.2 RDFS
RDF is a language used for representing information on the web, specically metadata,
which we outline in more detail later. RDFS enables users to express simple statements
about resources using properties and values.13 Users also need to be able to dene the
terms which they intend to use in those statements so that they can describe specic
classes of resources. Classes are used to represent categories of things.
In order to explain RDFS in more detail we use the example outlined by the W3C.14
An organisation (example.org) wants to provide its consumers with information of the
dierent types of motor vehicles it sells. To do this they use classes.
ex:MotorVehicle rdf:type rdfs:Class
When we describe things we can include additional classes
ex:Van rdf:type rdfs:Class .
ex:Truck rdf:type rdfs:Class .
In order to represent something as a type of something we use rdf:type. For example a
van or truck is a type of motor vehicle. This links two classes together.
ex:Van rdfs:subClassOf ex:MotorVehicle .
As we detailed earlier, the schema explained above can be represented as triple, subject,
predicate, object.
By using RDFS we are able to create classes of things and relations to them. In the
next section we outline how we retrieve information stored in these formats.
13http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-primer-20040210/#rdfschema
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2.3.5.3 SPARQL
SPARQL is a query language for databases. It is used to retrieve and manipulate
data stored in the RDF format.15 A query written in SPARQL is a very powerful
way of retreiving data from a dataset. It allows a query to consist of triple patterns,
conjunctions, disjunctions. The key feature of SPARQL queries is that the query itself
is unambiguous. The user is able to specically outline the types of data they would
like to be returned from the query.
In order to understand SPARQL queries we have outlined an example RDF dataset
below.
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
_:a foaf:name "Jennifer Black" .
_:a foaf:mbox <mailto:jblack@example.com> .
_:b foaf:name "Rachel Black " .
_:b foaf:mbox <mailto:rblack@example.org> .
_:c foaf:mbox <mailto:andrew@example.org> .
An example of SPARQL query to request data from the data set is detailed below:
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1>
SELECT ?name ?mbox
WHERE {
?person foaf:name ?name.
?person foaf:mbox ?mbox.
}
This query is asking the dataset to select the name and email address of the people in
the dataset. It denes how the data is stored and will return only names and email
addresses of people stored in that specic dataset. Queries can be extended to answer
specic questions such as what are all the counties in the England, so it is capable of
selecting only counties found in England?
The resulting query will be
name mbox
`Jennifer Black' <mailto:jblack@example.com>
`Rachel Black' <mailto:rblack@example.org>
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Some view the SW as a collection of databases and that SPARQL is a way of retrieving
data from all of the databases in one query. This has multiple benets for organisations
as new technologies do not need to be developed or implemented to query their data.
Also users are able to access more than one database using the same query. Although
we are now able to do this using search engines on the web, we are not able to readily
access data from databases stored in the deep web.
2.3.5.4 Tools for Linked Data
Since the LD movement really gained momentum, LD support and accessibility for users
is becoming more comprehensive. Emerging vocabularies and tools allow digital content
to be more richly experienced by automating processes, thus, aiding the generation of
links (Luczak-Roesch, 2009). LD support is becoming more comprehensive over time,
making LD more accessible to all (Bizer et al., 2009).
Some of the tools being developed include those which will make the process of trans-
lating pre-existing datasets into RDF and writing and executing queries more ecient.
Making the transition to LD for non technical users much simpler.
We list a number of these tools below, but we also note that as more data is becoming
available on the web and more users are beginning to use the data, more tools are
becoming available to help simplify this transition.
Current tools available include RDFisers. These are groups of tools which have been
developed to convert data on the web into the RDF format, allowing the data to be
structured in web pages, searched for and linked to.16 Creating RDF datasets can be
a time-consuming task, and to make LD more accessible, tools have been developed
which make the task of creating the data on the web easier. Examples of the types
of conversions which can be carried out include from email, calendar, GPS, BibTex to
RDF. Davies and Donaher (2011) began to explore the development of more specic
tools to enable non-technical users to create their own linked data. This is important as
it means the utilisation of the technology is for everyone.
Tools such as those which enable users to clean data have also become more readily
available. These tools look for any inaccuracies within the data to ensure the data is
consistent in labels and tags. The tools are also used to transform data into dierent
formats. An example of such a tool is google rene.17 (Previously known as Freebase
Gridworks)
A number of SW search engines are being developed to enable users to query specically
documents which are written in RDF.18 A SW search engine enhances an ordinary search
16http://esw.w3.org/ConverterToRdf
17http://code.google.com/p/google-rene/
18http://esw.w3.org/topic/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/SemanticWebSearchEnginesChapter 2 Architecture of the World Wide Web 33
engine by indexing RDF data and providing an interface to search through this data.
Whereas traditional search engines index key words which often have no real relevance
to the search term the user species. Searching using data indexed in RDF enables a
machine to infer relations with the data rather than displaying data and leaving the user
to make decisions about the relevance of the data.
Semantic search engines are more powerful when data is expressed with meaning and
they are able to produce more denitive results by making decisions. This will provide
machines with the power to give more targeted answers to questions and will try to help
users with further searches that relate to the original search. SW search engines are a
strong development in web browsing, as they can reduce the time spent by individuals
looking for information on the web. The question which we want to answer is how do we
quantify this reduction in search time? Do users value their time searching as valuable
or are they happy spending time searching for answers to their queries.
Some examples of SW search engines include Sindice,19 Swoogle20 and Falcons.21
There are also a number of browsers which display SW pages more consistently than
current web browsers, examples of these include Tabulator,22 Disco,23 and Zitgist.24
2.3.5.5 APIs
An Application Programming Interface (API) is an interface used for dierent software
components to communicate with each other. APIs can be used in web development
and is essentially a web service as dened by the W3C (Vedamuthu et al., 2007).
A mashup is created by combining dierent web resources and data to create new web
applications Benslimane et al. (2008). With the use of LD technologies we are able to
use RDF data to create mashups using RDF, for example we can link data on crime
gures in a town with data about house prices and display this data on a map or generate
information about bands and concert venues and also display this on a map. What we
notice when starting to generate web based applications is the need to pinpoint all of
this data to something and this is location. To refer to a map which displays crime
gures is much richer if we are able to see where the crime is in relation to a location
and other locations we nd of interest.
Data.gov.uk for example contains data from many dierent sources such as health, crime,
transport and local government, this data is available under license. Data.gov.uk has
its own API which is used to access the catalogue of data or users are able to download
19http://www.sindice.com/
20http://swoogle.umbc.edu/
21http://ws.nju.edu.cn/falcons/
22http://www.w3.org/2005/ajar/tab
23http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/ng4j/disco/
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the data in CSV or JSON format. We explore data.gov.uk in more detail in chapter 4
on and illustrate how dierent mashups can be created using the data.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an insight into the current architecture of the web as we use it
now. We outlined the key technologies and then go into more details about the relevant
technologies for LD. We then introduced the SW and how the two can be applied to give
benet to consumers and producers of information. We also outlined the key aordances
for both LD and the SW and look at the potential for a business case for both.
The web has changed the way we view documents online and LD provides us with the
opportunity to apply the same changes to viewing data online. LD has the potential
to open up new markets which have previously not been accessible. The next chapter
will address the key area we are investigating which is PSI and in particular GI and the
following chapter will look at the business case for LD.Chapter 3
PSI and Geographic Information
3.1 Public Sector Information
In the previous chapter we introduced the technologies specic to this thesis. This
included detail about how LD has been created and how the technologies of the SW
can be used to reason with this data. In this chapter we examine the key focus for our
research which is GI. We note that PSI contains a strong element of GI and in order to
dene specic characteristics of GI we begin by specically dening dierent types of
PSI and then go into particular detail about GI. We also detail how this relates to LD
and we then investigate GI and how important GI is to LD.
PSI includes all information produced and maintained by the government. There are
many dierent types of PSI. We notice that GI can occur in all of the types of PSI as
well as as an entity on its own.
In order for us to establish what types of PSI we are concerned with in terms of LD,
we look at the data available from the Data.gov website. 1http://data.gov.uk We have
listed the dierent types of PSI data below.
1. Economic and Business
2. Social
3. Legal
4. Meteorological
5. Scientic
6. Transport
1.
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7. Environmental, agricultural and sheries
8. Cultural
9. Political
The list above is clearly not exhaustive, as it lists the data from one central resource -
Data.gov.uk. This site is a large resource of data but is not the only resource available.
We felt that this gives us a general idea about the types of PSI that is available. We
also note that the data on the site is not specically in a LD format and therefore the
data is available on this site in varying formats.
The development of the Open Data initiative in the United Kingdom (UK) and of the
site data.gov.uk is focused towards the access and reuse of PSI which has signicantly
improved the reuse of PSI (Sheridan and Tennison, 2010). This site contains datasets
for various types of topics including crime, health and public spending. This data is now
readily available on the web, where previously it has been hard to nd. With this data
now more accessible through the data.gov site it will enable people to nd and reuse
the data and create more applications, which we already notice the increasing growth
of applications containing PSI, made possible by the development of LD technologies.
PSI is produced by organisations to inform government, businesses or individuals. The
Met Oce provides information in the form of forecasts to allow organisations to make
informed decisions about impacts of weather. OS collects and distributes mapping infor-
mation. The Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency however provides complete, accurate
and up to date registers of drivers and vehicles and its majority of income is from
registration fees for drivers and vehicles.
The PIRAInternational (2000) report suggested that there have been barriers to PSI
information. These barriers include the format and accessibility of the data. A similar
report OFT (2006) also outlined some of the potential diculties experienced with public
sector organisations and the use and re-use of data. This highlighted the requirement
to make the information work better for consumers.
Pollock (2008) outlines the Key Features of PSI and a Public Sector Information Holder
(PSIH) to be: non-rivalry; high xed costs; high potential for use and re-use and the
two-sided nature of a PSIH.
These features are outlined in more detail below:
Non-rivalry (Zero Marginal Cost) { This means that if one consumer purchases
the information, it will not prevent another consumer from purchasing the same
piece of information. Unlike non digital products which, once sold, cannot be used
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High Fixed costs { The collection, processing and storage of data can be high. De-
spite costing a small amount to reproduce, the cost of producing the rst item can
be high.
High Potential for use and re-use { Digital data can have many uses across a wide
range of markets. Information can be used and re-used in many dierent ways as
it does not lose its quality if it is sold to many users or just one.
Two-Sided Nature of PSIHs { OS for example collects data and changes to maps
and then this information is supplied to third parties. Two sided in this instance
shows that costs are involved in the collection of the data and then with the
dissemination of the data.
Pollock (2008) discusses when considering the supply of information, not only price
should be specied, but what can be done with the information required. This shows
dierent terms for dierent charging policies. For example,
 Prot maximising and cost recovery - maintain a strong control over the re-use
and distribution of the data
 Marginal cost pricing - allow the data to be `openly' available. Free to re-use and
redistribute the data.
Price elasticity of demand is a term in economics used to describe how a demand for
a product can change the price of the product (Flores and Carson, 1997). Elasticity of
demand for PSI is illustrated by Pollock (2008) in this report and states that a change in
charging policy by a PSIH (or other entity) allows one to elicit the elasticity of demand
by comparing prices and demands before and after the change. It is suggested that
the changes in demand noticed in this study could be due to a backlog of demand.
Consumers have wanted to purchase the information but at the high prices experienced
before they chose not to purchase the information. As a price reduction was experienced,
these people chose to make a purchase, resulting in a large increase in demand, however,
over time this demand would stabilise as more people had the information. Despite this
stabilisation of demand it is favourable that once people are aware of the opportunities
to make new products from the data, availability of re-used GI products will be higher,
thus maintaining a reasonable level of demand.
Aichholzer and Burkert (2004) discusses a study funded by the Dutch Federal Geographic
Data Committee which suggests that by lowering prices of GI would in turn lead to
higher turnover and growth in employment. This is a relevant area for this research as
we discuss the concern of pricing and the possibility of having a free version of data
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Pollock (2008) discusses the Australian Bureau of Statistics where information was given
away, showing a signicant increase in the usage of data once it was free. This evidence
shows that there is a denite trend in making information available for less or for free.
Further investigation is needed into what data can be given away for free without sac-
ricing potential prot or custom.
Pollock (2008) illustrates a possible analogy which can be made between information
products and the telecommunications sectors and suggests that both are involved with
innovation and new technologies. He also suggests that telecommunications is the route
through which most information is distributed and thus making telecommunications
fundamental to the distribution of information. Therefore in this research we emphasise
the importance to publish data in a format which is easy to distribute but also to consider
the other factors which aect the distribution of information.
Other factors such as pricing and how to charge for data are key to the introduction of
LD in a potential commercial environment. The conclusions regarding charging regimes
made by Pollock (2008) show that the pricing at marginal cost or below is most suitable
for PSI. This is due to a number of reasons: the high costs of average cost pricing; the
high demand for digital data and the benets to be gained from encouraging users to
innovate and make new products from the data availablede Vries et al. (2011). Therefore
investigation into the potential costs and revenue to be generated from the data is
important to ensure the sustainability of a LD market.
A study commissioned by the European Commission and carried out by de Vries et al.
(2011) investigated the impact of dierent models of supply and charging for PSI. The
study investigated the dierent charging models which were outlined in the study by
Pollock (2008) and proved that the suggestions and recommendations made in this study
have in fact deemed to be true.
This study carried out a number of case studies and found that there was a clear trend
towards the lowering of charges and the facilitating of reuse. They found that some
organisations were only charging for commercial use and allowing non-commercial use
to be free or for a reduced fee.
Of the organisations where there was a reduction in cost recovery, the number of re-users
was increased by 1,000% to 10,000%. It also showed that where charges for PSI were
reduced it attracted new types of re-users.
3.2 PSI Data Providers
In this section we consider publishers of PSI and the types of data which they provide,
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licensing of the data) and the aordances we recognise they have received as a result of
creating their data in LD formats.
A large amount of PSI held in databases has recently been exposed on data.gov.uk and
has a huge potential for interlinking with other databases.
We note that although organisations may publish their data, it may not necessarily be
in a LD format. We refer back to the LD star ranking system in chapter 2 which ranks
data. Data which is merely in a machine readable format is not necessarily in a LD
format and may still require some formatting to make it suitable for LD. The main
publishers of data on the data.gov.uk website in the United Kingdom include:-
1. Cabinet Oce
2. Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
3. Department for Communities and Local Government
4. Department for Environment, Food and Rural Aairs
5. Department for Transport
6. Department of Health
7. Oce for National Statistics
Access to PSI diers in the UK to the United States of America (USA) for example.
Access to PSI in the USA is unrestricted and the data is considered `open', whereas
until recently Europe maintained strict pricing and licensing policies (Aichholzer, 2004;
Weiss, 2004). In the USA, where PSI is regarded as open and unrestricted, it is felt that
this has contributed to the rapid growth of industries such as the geographic information
and environmental service sectors.
Alongside the issue of releasing data for public use, there is also the matter of the
licensing of data. Dierent datasets and organisations will require diering levels of use
and recognition for their datasets and therefore licenses which are able to cover this
are important to ensure that data can be reused to its full potential. We explore the
licensing of PSI later in this chapter.
3.3 PSI and LD
There is great potential for value added products to be created using information and in
particular PSI, but one of the key issues with this information is that it is held in many
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scanned images of a document stored in .pdf format and others maybe stored in excel
databases and although the data may be available, it is more useful to potential users
of the information if it is held in standard formats which enable interoperability.
There is a large amount of PSI held by government agencies and the use of LD to
expose this data is proving to be increasingly benecial. Research by Alani et al. (2007)
demonstrates the suitability of SWT to unlock various sets of PSI. The Enakting project2
has created a number of demonstrations of the power of linked PSI. Pollock (2008)
gives an account of the Economics of `Public Sector Information' and illustrates the
issues surrounding PSI. Policies regarding access, maintenance and re-use of PSI have
a signicant impact on the economy. With the emergence of new technologies such as
SWT and the incorporation of LD, new policies must be adopted to facilitate sharing
and re-use of such data on the Web. (See Appendix D)
To enable the sharing and re-use of Public Sector Geographic Information (PSGI), it is
necessary to investigate not just the technical issues but also the socio-economic issues.
For example the pricing, copyright and licensing agreements held by PSGI producing
organisations (Gi et al., 2008). Although we state here that this applies to GI, this
also applies to non GI data.
Until the release of the OS Open Data in April 2010, building an application which used
a post code breached copyright laws (Heath and Goodwin, 2011). This is an issue when
trying to link datasets from many dierent sources as each may have a dierent licence
and even price which can cause diculties for users who want to access the data. We
consider the problem of LOD and Linked Closed Data (LCD) in Cobden et al. (2010)
where we address the issue of how we consume LCD.
Due to the vast array of dierent datasets becoming available such as crime gures and
school performance results, the rst action we want to take is to nd out where an event
took place and by using LD, we are able to illustrate these events on maps. We notice
how important it is to be able to pinpoint these events and then link these events to
other similar events in the locality.
A lot of data tends to reference location be it full addresses, post codes or grid references.
Because of this we notice that location is a useful central point for linking to other
datasets. Everything we do has a location and in terms of creating links on the web
if we can pinpoint something we do to a location we are able to make further links to
other related items on the web (Hendler and Golbeck, 2008).
We have begun to notice a trend in LD applications being developed. People are keen
to use information released by government and the easiest way to visualise this data is
by placing it onto a map background.
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This opens up an opportunity for revenue to be created from applications developed by
individuals who are able to create tools which are useful for others.
3.4 Geographic Information
In the previous section we detailed the dierent types of PSI available. In this section
we go into more detail regarding GI in particular. We explore GI specically as it is a
key component in LD as it enables us to pinpoint other data to a location on a map.
This section will begin by exploring GI, what it is and the -key technologies and terms
used when discussing it. We then go on to explore traditional mapping agencies in the
UK and the USA. We then look at the business of Britain's National Mapping Agency
- OS, its key products and how the introduction of LD will aect it business and look
at its current LD products. We also investigate user generated GI and how this diers
from national mapping agencies and the strengths and weaknesses of both types of data
providers.
We notice that GI is an excludable good and is not a public good until it is in the public
domain (Coote, A Smart, 2010), that is, until the data has been published it remains
a private good. The issue which we investigate further here is that organisations such
as OS can publish their data as open LD under license but there remains the issue of
maintaining control of derived data
3.4.1 What is GI?
GI relates to geography, location, addresses, or a place on the earth's surface. Typical
examples of GI include crime scenes, event locations and property. Gazetteers are used
to dene indexes consisting of geospatial features (KK Breitman and M A Casanova and
W Tuszkowski, 2007).
3.4.2 Why is it expensive/costly?
GI is a valuable entity; it has various dierent forms and varying levels of value depending
upon its specic user (Longhorn and Blakemore, 2007). When distributed with added
value, it becomes more precious to the holding organisation. Allowing access to this
data at the appropriate level is vital. Yet, what is the value of the data held by each
individual and how does this value aect their decision to purchase the information?
Investigation into the values held by individuals will enable suitable levels of pricing for
products to be established that are more suited to users and specically tailored to the
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GI is an expensive commodity from the perspective of the holding organisation (Peu-
quet, 2002), it has inherent costs associated with its collection and maintenance. GI is
used widely across various sectors, for instance private sector organisations require the
information for construction, whereas local councils may require information for plan-
ning purposes, and the general public may use the information for leisure. Expensive
GI is limited to use by only companies who can aord to purchase it or whose business
relies on GI to function and therefore has accounted for its cost.
GI is encoded in dierent formats such as vector (encoded as points and lines) and raster
(rendered maps encoded as bitmaps), and its value to a user varies depending on the
nature of the user (Longhorn and Blakemore, 2007). The value of GI is subjective; a
company relying on GI to do business will value it highly, whereas an individual that
could get by without it will value it less. If an organisation or individual cannot aord
the asking price of GI, it is eectively without value to them.
If prices of GI remain high, there exists a threat to the organisation generating the GI
in the form of competitors oering comparable datasets for free. In the case of the
UK national mapping agency the OS,3 the Open Street Map (OSM)4 project is already
starting to provide a suitable substitute for many consumers of GI. OSM provides user
contributed mapping data which is free and updated regularly. For many users this level
of mapping is adequate, but for those who require more detailed mapping for building
purposes or accurate planning this is not the case.
3.4.3 Key Technologies
A Geographic Information System (GIS) is used to display digital map data and query
and analyse the data provided.
A gazetteer is a geographical catalogue that provides an index of geographical features
within its scope and coverage. It includes basic information such as shape, location and
classication of landscapes.
3.4.3.1 Vector and Raster
In order to view GI using a GIS the data needs to be encoded in such a way that it can
be retrieved at a later stage.
Vector and raster are two dierent methods which are used in order to code geographic
data into a computer database. Longley et al. (2005). These two dierent methods are
explained in more detail below.
3http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/
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1. Vector
In a vector representation, all the lines are captured as points and are
connected by precise straight lines. An area is captured as a series of
points or vertices connected by straight lines. The vector representation
is often called a polygon due to the straight edges between the vertices.
Figure 3.1 shows how the area is captured by a series of points or vertices connected
by straight lines.
Figure 3.1: An area and its approximation by a polygon taken from Longley et al.
(2005)
2. Raster
In a raster representation space is divided into an array of rectangular
(usually square) cells. Any geographic variation is then expressed by
assigning properties or attributes to these cells. The cells are sometimes
called pixels.
Figure 3.2 shows how each colour represents a dierent value of a nominal - scale
variable denoting land cover class.
Figure 3.2: Raster Representation taken from Longley et al. (2005)
The formats which GI is held bring a new complexity to the application of GI in LD, as
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the LD world has begun to address (Scharrenbach et al., 2012). Some of this issues have
been detailed by Usery and Varanka (2011) but raster data in particular is problematic
as it is structured as pixel values or digital numbers.
3.5 GI Data Providers
3.5.1 Ordnance Survey
The OS is Britain's national mapping agency (Goodchild, 2012). They produce the
most `accurate and up-to-date geographic data, relied on by government, business and
individuals'.5 OS holds a monopoly on the market (Gillespie, 2007). A monopoly is
where a rm dominates the market and determines the price of its products rather than
the price being determined by the market.
OS is a Trading Fund under the Government Trading Funds Act 1973. Despite being
government based, OS has the responsibility to earn its own revenue through the dis-
tribution and sale of its products. As part of a government agency, however OS must
adhere to the specic guidelines laid down by the government.
Before the Open Data movement in the UK, organisations such as OS needed to under-
stand the factors which would aect the organisation in the transition from a high cost
low volume market to a low cost high volume market, where large quantities of data can
be sold to many consumers for low costs rather than very expensive datasets sold only to
a minimal number of consumers. This is due to the way in which markets have changed
over time, we illustrate this in chapter 5, looking at the music industry where consumers
have changed their spending habits from buying complete albums to individuals tracks
online, rather than purchasing full albums from physical shops. This trend has been
reected across other are including the news industry and has come about due to the
rise in technology which will enable such transactions to take place. Therefore if this
is the direction in which commerce is taking place, LD needs to follow this in order to
create products demand.
As the key topic for this research into LD is the GI aspect, we use OS, a Trading Fund to
illustrate the potential issues which are involved with the introduction of LD. In order to
understand the criteria which OS work under as a Trading Fund we will briey explain
what a Trading Fund is.
Under the Government Trading Funds Act 1973, a Trading Fund is required to recover
their costs through income derived from operations within a Trading Fund (Newbery
et al., 2008). OS does this by protecting the intellectual property rights over its products
and services
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A Trading Fund is part of a government department and its employees are considered
civil servants (Bailey, 2006). It receives income from the services and goods it provides
and has the advantage that the Trading Fund status allows the organisation to have a
more commercial approach to its business.
The OS operates as a Trading Fund under both the Trading Funds Act 1973 and the Ord-
nance Survey Trading Fund Order 1999. Trading Funds in the UK provide data about a
wide variety of subjects, including GI, weather, registered companies and vehicles. The
six largest Trading Funds in the UK include Ordnance Survey, the Met Oce, The UK
Hydrographic Oce, HM Land Registry, the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency and
Companies House (Weiss, 2004).
In order to ensure that OS operates fairly the total income they charge for its data may
not exceed the sum of cost of collection, production, reproduction and dissemination
and a reasonable return on investment.
OS derived data is any data which has been created using OS base data. For example,
if a point on a map was captured and then used as a background to the point on a new
image this is considered to be derived data.6 OS dene derived data as data created by
the Licensee that has used Ordnance Survey Digital Mapping Products in its creation.7
3.5.1.1 Ordnance Survey Data Products
The digital products at OS contribute towards 90% of its business and the remaining 10%
is paper products. This shows a considerable change in types of sales where previously
we would notice more sales of paper products.
OS data products are sold in layers, each layer has its own unique common reference a
Topographic Identier (TOID) which allows the layers to be used together, note that
the TOID is only used in OS MasterMap. There are over 450 million geographic features
in the real world including individual buildings and roads.
In order to establish a means of identifying geospatial features on OS Maps, OS devel-
oped a reference called a TOID. Every OS MasterMap feature has a unique identier
which is used to refer to the feature. Key characteristics of the products are those such
as complete up-to-date coverage, the seamless data, orthorectied aerial imagery, topo-
graphic areas and a topologically structured transport network (Longley et al., 2005).
The TOID can be used in for identication in LD products by including it in the URI
which we detail in the section on OS LD products.
6http://www.freeourdata.org.uk/blog/?p=256
7http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/aboutus/foi/questions/docs/PanGovtAg.pdfChapter 3 PSI and Geographic Information 46
3.5.2 User Generated GI
As well as Great Britain's national mapping agency, there are also other user generated
eorts of GI.
Goodchild (2007) outlines the various user-generated eorts towards geospatial informa-
tion including those such as OSM and Wikimapia.
The issue of derived data is a key problem with user-generated GI as users may nd
that the data they use is originally derived from OS and has been inadvertently copied.
Therefore, the licensing terms on such user-generated eorts must clearly state from
where the data came. The signicant issue here is most data reverts back to OS which
has strict licensing terms, that is however only for the products which have not been
released as Free data. These products do not hold the same strict licensing terms.
A number of issues have been highlighted with availability of user generated content
(Flanagin and Metzger, 2008). One of the key issues we notice which will transfer to
the LD world is source credibility or trust as we shall refer to it. When a user uploads
content, be it contributions of GI to OpenStreetMap or contributions to Wikipedia, it
is the judgement of the user to decide whether they wish to trust the source. We nd
that this is especially complex when there are many dierent contribution from many
dierent authors. In the next chapters of this research we will aim to highlight a number
of the factors which rstly aect their decision to choose data and then further which
will aect their decision to pay for data.
3.5.2.1 Open Street Map
OSM is a free source of map data that is produced through volunteer eorts (Auer et al.,
2009). Despite being a comprehensible map form, it is not always accurate enough for a
users requirements (Goodchild, 2007). This inaccuracy can be considerably detrimental
to organisations requiring precision from mapping products. Examples of end users who
would not benet from the use of OSM include, the Land Registry and Utility companies.
OSM only can only guarantee accuracy to 10 metres, wheres as OS provides much
ner granularity. Therefore for organisations who require the information for plotting
boundaries and pipelines for instance the lesser accurate option would not be suitable.
We also note that OS maps display more consistency in their mapping and regardless of
the area of the country you look at on an OS map, you will see the same features as they
have created a standard for their maps. OSM maps however are generated from many
dierent sources and therefore have no ocial controlled standard to work to, therefore
discrepancies in dierent mapping areas can be noticed (Mooney et al., 2010).
The key value of OSM information at this stage is the ability for local people to be
able to link the data that they share with local information and knowledge. Individuals,Chapter 3 PSI and Geographic Information 47
(such as those who contribute to OSM) enjoy adding value to such user generate eorts.
They notice that their additions are also valuable to others which makes it popular.
With community contributions, users are able to notice more value than they would to
maps which have not had any contributions (Goodchild, 2007).
3.5.3 User generated GI vs Traditional Mapping
We outlined earlier the specic details about user generated GI and GI produced by
national mapping agencies. In this section we explain in more detail the dierences
between the two. User generated content is produced free of charge by community
members. National mapping agencies in this instance, OS produce high quality mapping
but at a cost. There is a cost to organisations producing these maps and there either
cover these costs through direct funding from government, or in the case of Ordnance
Survey through revenue generate from map sales. In fact there can be an overlap between
the two whereby professional organisations such as the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) and NASA manage and motivate volunteers to provide contributions. In the
case of USGS this is achieved via the National Map Corp who contribute towards the
creation of the National Map (http://nationalmap.gov/TheNationalMapCorps/).
On issues of quality we notice that user generated GI has no formal method of checking
for quality and accuracy(Flanagin and Metzger, 2008)8 . OS maps are regularly moni-
tored and formal methods of data collection are used to ensure precision. The data is
also collected using standard methods by all surveyors who conform to a precise speci-
cation. Whereas the user generated maps are collections of data from various dierent
surveyors, possibly using dierent standards. This means that there is the chance of
diering levels quality of the records made.
With respect to positional accuracy a number of studies have shown that at least with re-
spect to positional accuracy at medium scales (1:10k 1:50k) crowdsourced data can be as
positionally accurate as equivalent professionally sourced data Haklay (2010). However,
below these scales where positional accuracy really matters there are no crowdsourced
equivalents to data such as Ordnance Surveys MasterMap with positional accuracies at
the sub-metre level. Here it is therefore generally acknowledge that the professionally
sourced data is the most accurate data available. In addition it should be noted that
even at the scales where crowdsourced data is collected the comparisons have been made
against professional data that has been deliberately generalised and simplied from more
accurate and detailed data: for example comparing OSM with OS Meridian, where the
latter dataset has been derived and signicantly simplied from the much more detailed
and accurate OS MasterMap.
8In the case of USGS and other professional organisations that actively engage the public this is
not the case as they contributors have to conform to well-dened specications and quality controls are
applied and well dened. However, for the purposes of this work we will not discuss these further and
references to User Generated GI will be specic to purely voluntary bodies.Chapter 3 PSI and Geographic Information 48
We do also consider that there is a benet to maps created by many users. This gives
the possibility that the maps may be more up-to date. We use an illustration of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica9. Until March 2012 the Encyclopaedia Britannica was avail-
able as a printed version (Kahin and Varian, 2000). This meant that if certain elements
of an entry changed over time, it would not be updated in the encyclopaedia until it
was reprinted. This meant that users may end up using out of date information. The
information may have been subject to a series of quality checks before publication, but
after a certain time it will become out of date. Wikipedia, an online, user generated
encyclopaedia, however, has the benet of being online and can be edited by anyone
who has registered to become a contributor. Therefore if someone with domain specic
knowledge notices a gap in the content, they are able to add to it or make any relevant
changes (Giles, 2005). However, with user generated content, which has no formal polic-
ing or checks before it is published and therefore may be left incorrect until someone
who knows the area or topic in question notices it.
We also note that in the case of OS, as a national mapping agency they are required to
provide mapping of the whole of the Great Britain and as a result may be allowed to
access areas which are not public and therefore would not be covered by a user generated
mapping agency such as OSM.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate a section of a map showing the University of Southampton.
The left image is displayed using data collated from OSM and the image on the right
shows the same area but with data collated from OS.
We can see from the maps that there are a number of small dierences. The rst one we
notice is that the OSM map show car parks. The OS one however, does not. The OSM
image shows the blue P symbol for the car parks but what it doesn't show is that the
whole area is a university and therefore the car parks are not pubic car parks and require
a parking permit. We also see from the images that the OSM map does not include all
of the buildings above Burgess road at the top of the map. This is an inconsistency
which we notice in OSM and which we turn to the OS version of the map for a more
precise images of the local area.
The OSM map however shows Southampton common and the various routes through it,
but, the OS map gives more detail about the tracks and specic areas on the common.
We also notice that the OS map outlines each specic building in the area but the OSM
map just shades in full areas which contain buildings. This is where we notice that the
OS maps contain much ner detail about the structures which exist and which could
only possibly be generated by a national mapping agency. The area shown on the map
above Burgess road does not show any buildings and to a new user or someone who is
not familiar with the area this may be misleading.
The data found in OSM is not complete or consistent across the whole of the UK
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and there are no ocial and thorough quality assurance processes as part of the data
collection process (Mooney et al., 2010; Haklay, 2010; Haklay et al., 2010)
For a leisure user the OSM map gives a suitable map to use for a rough guide to an
area and does have the advantage for example of displaying car parks but for a user who
may require a higher level of detail, i.e. for the commercial environment, this may not
be reliable enough and they may prefer to refer to well trusted source such as a national
mapping agency.
The car parks for instance are shown on the OSM map on the left but they are not
shown or highlighted on the OS map on the right. The OSM image fails to provide
information that the car parks shown are in fact permit holder only car parks and not
public car parks which some users may nd misleading.
Figure 3.3: Comparison of OSM vs OS - This image show a snapshot of an OS mapChapter 3 PSI and Geographic Information 50
Figure 3.4: Comparison of OSM vs OS - This image shows a snapshot of an OSM
map and illustrates the same area as shown on the OS map aboveChapter 3 PSI and Geographic Information 51
We note work carried out by Haklay et al. (2010) has suggested that the more people
who contribute to the same area on OSM are more likely to increase the validity of the
map due to more people marking coordinates for specied landmarks in the area. Once
a certain number of contributions per area have been recorded the quality of this areas
often decreases, thus reducing the overall quality of the map. There still lies the issue of
consistency as there may be areas which have had no coverage at all where some areas
may have received more coverage than others (Heipke, 2010). This leaves it uncertain
that the point on the map you wish to view is still left with accuracy or completeness
issues.
However Haklay (2010) does conclude that OSM has better positional accuracy that OS
Meridian 2 but is less accurate than Mastermap (Chilton, 2009).Therefore we suggest
that for the purpose of this thesis where we will us MasterMap as the premium data
source, OS data or the `premium' version of data, which has had quality assurance checks
and has full coverage of all geographic areas.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated the dierent types of PSI and the organisation
which produce it. We then go on to explore GI as an important type of PSI. GI is a
strong topic itself but is also considered a sub topic of PSI. We note that GI has a central
focus for the linking of data as it provides a location for other data to be attached or
linked to. With more government produced PSI available, it becomes easier to create
`mashups' of the data. As data is available in similar formats it makes it easier for
correlations in the data to be found a gives the potential for more value to be generated
from applications which display not just one dataset but potentially more. Although it
would require more eort to get it into the LD format initially (by transformation into
LD formats) the overall benet (value) to the organisation following this will be more
valuable products.
The previous chapter has detailed the key topic technologies (LD) for this research
and the importance of GI with this technology. With these topics in mind, the next
chapter outlines the business of linked GI and details the specic elements required for
analysis into generating value from linked GI, we look specically at value, revenue and
willingness to pay for products online.
The next chapter examines the UK national mapping agency OS and outlines its con-
tribution to LDChapter 4
Ordnance Survey Use Case
As the National Mapping Agency for Great Britain, much of its data is relied upon by
government bodies and agencies. For instance there the emergency services use OS for
route planning (Beaumont et al., 2005) and it is also used by local councils for planning
and certain types of private sector areas such as insurance. It is widely used by many
other groups including hobbyists and enthusiasts, therefore we consider it to have a
wide spectrum of uses and has plenty of depth to be able to explore dierent areas of its
business. If OS is to operate in an environment where data is linked, it is important that
we are able to understand how the dierent products within the company are structured
and the formats in which they are made available to its consumers. From this we are then
able to draw some conclusions about how the data is to be used in a LD environment.
4.1 Ordnance Survey Vector Data Products
The two types of data raster and vector data are the basis for the dierent types of data
available from OS and these products are outlined in more detail below. OS MasterMap
is the main and most detailed product range produced by OS. It is built up in layers
which can be added and which contain dierent resources such as post codes and imagery.
Table 4.1 illustrates the OS MasterMap R  products and the layers of MasterMap which
are available. The OS MasterMap R  is a digital product range that contains information
structured into dierent products which are called layers. These layers can be purchased
separately or with other layers and used together. Further Vector data products which
are available from the OS and are outlined in table 4.2.
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Product Name Product Description
Topography 1 A detailed, geographic database containing almost half a bil-
lion features. Surveyed to a high degree of accuracy. The To-
pography Layer forms the foundation of the OS MasterMap
R 
Address 2 2 Precise coordinates for over 27 million residential and com-
mercial properties in Great Britain (GB). Originates from
Royal Mail's postcode address le. Coordinates for each
address are determined through the use of on-the-ground
Global Positioning System (GPS) survey and aerial imagery.
Postal and topographic geography is joined up which creates
a xed link between the property and its address.
Prebuild Address 3 A dataset which provides consistent and comprehensive ad-
dress information for England, Scotland and Wales. Future
builds and approximate spatial location across GB are iden-
tied.
Imagery 4 A maintained dataset of high quality aerial photography
of GB. This layer has seamless coverage of GB in high-
resolution and accurately reects the position of features
at ground level.
Integrated Trac
NetworkTM 5
A detailed and up-to-date digital dataset consisting of a
Roads Network and a Road Routing Information (RRI)
theme for GB. Contains all types of road categories from un-
named minor roads to motorways. RRI also contains many
features such as the height, weight and width restrictions;
trac calming and one-way roads.
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Product Name Product Description
1:50 000 Scale
Gazetteer
1:50 000 Scale Gazetteer provides a reference tool or location
nder, allowing location of areas of interest. The gazetteer
can also be used to navigate around the map, geocode data
or create lists of places within a specied area.
ADDRESS-POINT R  6 A dataset that uniquely denes and locates residential, busi-
ness and public postal addresses in GB. Each address has
a unique Ordnance Survey Address Point Reference (OS-
APR). This product is slowly being phased out and is being
replaced by Address Layer
Boundary-LineTM7 A specialist 1:10 000 scale boundaries dataset. It contains
all levels of electoral and administrative boundaries, from
district, wards and civil parishes up to parliamentary con-
stituencies.
Code-Point R  and
Code-Point R  8 9
Code-Point provides a precise geographical location for
each postcode unit in the United Kingdom. Code-Point R 
with polygons is produced by tessellating individual address
records from ADDRESS-POINT R  then nested within the
sector boundaries prescribed by Royal Mail R  _ These poly-
gons enclose every fully matched address in the correct
boundary and are more accurate than previous products.
Land-Form
PROFILE R  Plus
and PANORAMA R  10
11 12
Land-Form PROFILE provides detailed height data den-
ing the physical shape of the landscape of GB. It provides
a consistent foundation for 3-D modelling applications, to
maximise the potential of information.
Meridian2TM 13 Meridian TM 2 is a mid-scale digital representation of GB
that allows customisation of its transport network and to-
pographic themes, allowing the user to create geographic
solutions for their business needs.
Points of Interest 14 Points of Interest is a dataset of around 3.9 million geo-
graphic and commercial features across GB. These highlight
location and function information, with a postal address for
all postally addressable Points.
OS VectorMapTM Local
15
OS VectorMap Local is a exible product that helps users
to visualise information on a map. It enables users to cus-
tomise the look and feel of their map, incorporating their
own information.
OS Sitemap R  16 This product provides customers with extracts of Ordnance
Survey mapping in a number of dierent formats and to
dierent scales. Developed to suit the requirements of a
broad range of customers - from private individuals requiring
paper map copies for planning applications to architects and
engineering businesses wanting electronic map data to be
used for a development project.
Strategi R  17 Strategi is detailed digital map data, used for applications
requiring an overview of geographical information. Geo-
graphical features within Strategi are represented as vector
data, enabling users to link business information to relevant
features on the map for planning purposes, analyse trends
or create simplied routing information.
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4.2 Ordnance Survey Raster Data Products
The Raster data products 18 which are available from the OS and are outlined in more
detail in table 4.3.
Product Name Product Description
1:10 000 Scale Raster The 1:10 000 Scale Raster map data is the most detailed
product in the raster portfolio, providing large-scale back-
ground mapping upon which information can be added or
overlaid
1:25 000 Scale Colour
Raster
One of a range of backdrop mapping products, Ordnance
Survey's 1:25 000 Scale Colour Raster is backdrop map data
of the OS Explorer Map series for outdoor activities.
1:50 000 Scale Colour
Raster
Provides a comprehensive map base for detailed work where
street names are not required, such as demographic analysis.
1:250 000 Scale Colour
Raster
1:250 000 Scale Colour Raster map base combines roads,
railways and other key features to make a cartographic back-
drop for overlaying business information.
Historical Map Data An archive was scanned to create Historical Map Data. Na-
tional cover available, dating back to the 19th century and
derived from 1:10 560, 1:10 000 mapping & 1:25 000 scale
County Series, post-War National Grid, and superseded
mapping that includes 1:1250 & 1:500 scale Town maps.
MiniScale R  (1:1 million
nominal scale)
MiniScale is a small-scale product, nominally at 1:1 million
scale, designed for use within desktop graphic applications
to provide simple backdrop mapping covering the whole of
Great Britain.
OS Landplan R  Data OS Landplan Data is the largest scale of Ordnance Survey
raster data to show contours, providing an overview of the
lie of the land. Fences, eld boundaries, road names and
buildings are also included.
OS Street View R  OS Street View is street-level, backdrop map data that is
designed for online applications. It provides a scanned image
of street-level mapping that can be combined with other
data in a geographical information system (GIS), enabling
visualisation of a wide range of information.
OS LocatorTM OS Locator is a fully searchable national gazetteer for use
with Ordnance Survey's range of mid-scales raster map data
products.
Table 4.3: OS Raster Data Products
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4.3 Ordnance Survey OpenSpace
OS OpenSpace gives free access to the same detailed data available in the paid for
versions of data. It enables non-commercial users to embed the maps into public websites
and use the data for leisure use or commercial users to experiment with the data before
making a purchase.
Users are required to register for their own API key which asks them to accept the
terms of the OS OpenSpace Developer Agreement. It is also a requirement that the
URL of where the map is to be used is provided when the registration takes place. The
OpenSpace maps are then available to users via the Web Map Builder which enables
non technical users to select the maps they require and embed them into their website.
There are daily limits on the use of the data which are aimed to prevent over use of the
free product and give users an idea of where the boundary lies between free use and use
which requires payment.
 65 000 tiles of mapping data in a 24-hour period.
 1 000 Place name look-ups (Gazetteer service) in a 24-hour period
 1 000 Postcode look-ups in a 24-hour period
 1 000 Boundary look-Ups in a 24 hour period
4.4 OS OpenSpace Pro
Further to OS OpenSpace, which was designed to promote experimentation with Ord-
nance Survey datasets and available for use by anyone including commercial organisa-
tions, the Pro version provides businesses and developers access to detailed map data
for Great Britain. This service is available Free of Charge for 90 days and then after
this the following charges apply. Table 4.4 4.2 displays the pricing model for OpenSpace
Pro. The model is made up of the data royalties which are determined by the relevant
Partner Contract plus a service charge for the volume of data supplied.19
19http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/web-services/os-openspace/pro/pricing.htmlChapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 57
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4.5 Ordnance Survey Linked Data Products
Since the LD concept has really gained momentum OS has begun to develop a number
of its existing products into LD formats. The products are divided into vector and
raster products and point data products. All of these products are available from the
OS website via download for free or via a medium such as a compact disc which carries
a small fee.
Of the products which OS oers which we have outlined earlier, the ones listed below
have been released as part of OS OpenDataTM. These products are available under the
OS OpenDataTMLicense which is outlined in Section 4.5.20
 OS VectorMap District
 1:50 000 Scale Gazetteer
 1:250 000 Scale Colour Raster
 Boundary-Line
 Code-Point Open
 Land-Form PANORAMA
 Meridian 2
 Miniscale
 OS Locator
 Strategi
 OS Street View
We notice that some of the products available from OS are more relevant to LD. The
vector products are more suitable to being specically dened using LD as the polygons,
lines and coordinates can be encoded into LD. References to raster products may be
possible but not necessarily suitable for referencing the ner details.
We note that the raster products available from OS are note suitable for LD due to the
format of the data being hard to encode as LD. We note that the MasterMap products
of which are vector are considered to be the most suitable for the purpose of LD.
The three key LD products available are:
 1: 50 000 Gazetteer
20http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/docs/licences/os-opendata-licence.pdfChapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 59
 Code Point Open
 Administrative Geography Gazetteer for Great Britain
OS began its portfolio of LD products by producing a gazetteer of the administrative
regions of Great Britain. This gazetteer is the LD version of the Boundary Line Open-
Data product. A unique identier in the form of a URI is given to each region and this is
described by its name and relation to other regions. We use the example of Hampshire.
If a user chooses to explore Hampshire as a county, they may decide to enter a search
term into a web browser and this search may return a list of the counties which are
adjacent to it for example, Surrey and Berkshire. It may also places which are contain
in Hampshire such as Winchester.
Following the production of the 1:50 000 gazetteer, OS produced further data which
contain URIs for every postcode in the country. This dataset is identied as Code-
Point. This data was then linked to the URIs produced for administrative regions. We
use the university as an example of how the post code is used in the URI:
http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/id/postcodeunit/SO171BJ
The release of these products enable users to begin to experiment with LD and create
applications and make use of data which is linked.21 In order to clearly illustrate the
potential of linking GI, a demonstration of the possibilities should be created, in order
to prove this to non-technical users. There are already some eorts which have been
produced where companies are beginning to create revenue from public data, in partic-
ular Local Authorities spending data. For example Agresso is producing LD on local
authority spending.22
The introduction of the data.gov site has enabled users to see the type of datasets
available and gives them the opportunity to explore the potential of linking these datasets
together. We note here that although there is a large amount of data which has been
published on this site, not all of it is available as specically LD. Data which is already
in a machine readable format can easily be translated into a LD format.
Without publishing the data and enabling people to see what data is available meant
that people were not able to visualise or begin thinking about the possible benets. Now
the data is available it has enabled people to begin seeing and experimenting with the
data and creating more useful datasets which others can use or adapt. With the release
of OS data people are able to create mashups of data which uses GI as its focal point.
For example people can create mashups of data which contain crime gures for local
21https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html
22http://www.unit4software.co.uk/about/news/art?aid=3746Chapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 60
ares and pinpoint the crimes to post code areas. This can then be extended to health
and education gures which can be added from dierent datasets.
Table 4.5 shows the datasets which have linked to OS data. These datasets are accurate
up-to September 2011. We created this table by following the links from the OS in the
Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch.23 From
the links we looked at the data which was attached to OS data and took the number of
links to the OS LD from the website http://datahub.io/dataset/.
23http://lod-cloud.net/Chapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 61
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There are a number of other datasets which have linked to OS which incorporate OS
data. These include:
 The Stationary Oce (TSO), have used OS boundary data and London Gazette
corporate insolvency data for a mash up showing information on rms entering
insolvency mapped on to council ward, local authority.24
 In the LOCAH Linked Archives Hub dataset,25 links are made using the OS vocab-
ularies from archival repositories (as places) to the OS Postcode Units within which
they are located, e.g.http://data.archiveshub.ac.uk/id/place/repository/gb96 is
linked to http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/id/postcodeunit/WC1E7HU
 OS data is used in the LUCERO project,26 to get Postcode information of the uni-
versity buildings. For example: http://data.open.ac.uk/page/location/building/r05notb.
This enables the extractions of Latitude and Longitude details, enabling buildings
to be plotted onto a map.
 OS data is also key to the Data Enrichment Service which automatically adds
linked data to text.27 28
 http://data.southampton.ac.uk/bus.html uses the postcode URIs and RDF pro-
vided by OS to easily resolve locations of postcodes to let people nd nearby bus
stops.
As we can see from the examples above there are a number of cases of use of the data,
but at this stage we do not see any commercial usage of the data. We emphasise here
the dierence between the value of raw data and the value of data which can be made
into an application and the value of the application per say and not he raw data itself.
When data is released for free, it is hard to determine how much of the data is being
used for dierent purposes. For instance, it is very hard for OS to discover what the data
it released for free is being used for as some users may not have disclosed the reasons
for their download, therefore we are unable to gain a true understanding of the actual
usage at this stage.
4.6 Licenses
The OS Open datasets available free of charge are released under the OS OpenDataTMLicense
which has been created specically for OS OpenDataTM.29 The data sets include raster
24http://openup.tso.co.uk/developer/demos/insolvency
25http://archiveshub.ac.uk/locah/
26http://lucero-project.info/lb/
27http://openup.tso.co.uk/content/images/7112%20OPENUP%20Info%20Sheet%231.pdf
28http://openup.tso.co.uk/des
29http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/docs/licences/os-opendata-licence.pdfChapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 63
and vector mapping, height, boundary and gazetteer products. The license is outlined
in Chapter 5.6.
OS also oers trial versions of its products for potential commercial use under 3 dierent
license types which enable users to try the data for free.
 Discover Data Licence - A free sample of data is distributed under the terms
of the Discover Data Licence to give an indication of what the data will be like.
Free samples of all OS business products can be downloaded under this licence.
 Evaluation Licence This is for new or existing customers who would like to take
a larger area of OS data to evaluate, test or demonstrate internally for a period
up to 3 months.
 Developer Licence If developers have or are developing a new product or ser-
vice that will use digital mapping this licence enables them to develop, test and
demonstrate OS data to potential customers.
We can see from the licenses available here that OS is oering free trials of its products
in order to give users a chance to work with the products before they buy them. This
demonstrates a free-mium pricing model which we outline in more detail in the next
chapter.
4.7 OS MasterMap Pricing
The price of OS data products are determined by the areas selected, users are able to
select a predened area of interest and there is a minimum charge for each order. The
number of terminals required for the data to be used on and duration of the contract
is taken into account in order to calculate the nal total price. We outline how each
layer is calculated in Table 4.6 as of September 2012. There is a discount available if
the product is to be used on more than 101 terminals.30
30http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/docs/ordnance-survey-business-portfolio-price-list.pdfChapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 64
Product Name Pricing Structure
OS MasterMap Topography
Layer
Based on a 1 km by 1 km classication of geography type
that covers the extent of Great Britain. Each square kilome-
tre is allocated to be one of three geography types and priced
accordingly for a one-year contract for use on 101 or more
terminals. Orders for less than 1 km2 are priced according
to the underlying geography.
OS MasterMap Imagery
Layer
Based on a single at km2 price, calculated individually. The
rst km is $54.40 per km2. The next 24km2 is $12.00, the
next 9975 km2 is $5.44 and then each subsequent km2 is
$0.76.
OS MasterMap Integrated
Transport Network (ITN)
Layer
These products are priced using a km2 density model created
for the Roads Network theme. This theme can be ordered
and used as a single theme. The Road Routing Informa-
tion theme is only available in conjunction with the Roads
Network theme and cannot be used independently of it.
OS MasterMap Address Layer
2
OS MasterMap Address Layer 2 links any property address
to its location on the map. It provides precise coordinates
for over 27 million residential and commercial properties in
Great Britain. OS MasterMap Address Layer 2 is overlaid on
OS MasterMap Topography Layer. In order for customers
to use this layer, they have to complete a form in order to
comply with the license. This is the Royal Mail R  Multiple
Residence Data customer registration form. The price is
calculated by establishing the number of addresses found in
the required dataset. The rst ve million addresses are
$0.0148, the next ten million addresses are then $0.0074
and then any additional addresses are $0.0038.
OS MasterMap Address Layer Prices are calculated using the number of addresses in the
dataset. The number of addresses in the area of interest are
added up and priced as follows for a one-year contract for use
on 101 or more terminals: First ve million $0.0102, Next
ten million $0.0051, Additional addresses $0.0026. For a
one year contract covering the whole of Great Britain on
over 101 terminals is $130600.
AddressBase Similar to Address Layer the whole of Great Britain on over
101 terminals can be purchased for $129 950 or addresses
can be purchased individually. Prices are calculated using
the number of addresses in the dataset. The rst ve mil-
lion $0.0080, the next ten million $0.0051, any additional
addresses are $0.0030
AddressBase Plus The total price for a one-year contract covering Great
Britain for use on 101 or more terminals is $175 000. Or
the addresses can be purchased individually. The rst ve
million addresses $0.0108, the next ten million addresses
$0.0068 and any additional addresses $0.0031.
AddressBase Premium The total price for a one-year contract covering Great
Britain for use on 101 or more terminals is $189 370. Or
the addresses can be purchased individually. The rst ve
million addresses $0.0116, the next ten million $0.0074 and
any additional addresses $0.0074.
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There are additional terms with the use of the AddressBase products. If the user displays
any AddressBase product on a publicly-available website. I.e. they do not just use
the addresses internally for commercial purposes then there is an additional annual fee
of $4000. Terms for central government departments who license the Great Britain
coverage on 900 or more terminals will also be charge an additional annual fee. More
detail on the terms and prices for the OS products is available from the OS website and
are available for the public to see. The prices we have listed here are correct as from
September 2012 until September 2013.
The Web Map services called OS OnDemand have separate prices and are shown in
Table 4.7 below. There is a minimum term contract here which is one year
Band Terminals WMS and
WMTS
Internal
and ex-
ternal
serving
Includes OS
MasterMap
Topography
Layer
Price per an-
num
A <100 WMS only Internal
only
Yes $1 500
B 1011 000 WMS only Internal
only
Yes $5 000
C 1 0012 000 WMS only Internal
only
Yes $9 000
D Unlimited Yes Yes Yes (WMS only) $20 000
E Unlimited WMTS
only
Yes No $6 000
Table 4.7: OnDemand Pricing
The next product, Address-Point also has its own pricing structure. This is outlined in
Table 4.8
No of termi-
nals
Licence fee Great
Britain
Licence fee Govern-
ment Oce Regions
101+ $132 500.00 $13 250.00
51 to 100 $119 250.00 $11 925.00
21 to 50 $106 000.00 $10 600.00
11 to 20 $79 500.00 $7 950.00
6 to 10 $59 625.00 $5 962.50
3 to 5 $39 750.00 $3 975.00
2 $26 500.00 $2 650.00
1 $16 562.50 $1 656.25
Table 4.8: AddressPoint Pricing
Table 4.9 displays the pricing structure for the CodePoint product.
We can see that a discounted rate is applied the more of the product is purchased
however there are prices for singular purchases of certain products. Due to the natureChapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 66
No of terminals Licence
fee
101+ $5 852.75
51 to 100 $5 267.48
21to50 $4 682.20
11to20 $3 511.65
6 to 10 $2 633.74
3 to 5 $1 755.83
2 $1 170.55
1 $731.59
Table 4.9: Codepoint Pricing
of this pricing we can see that it may be in a suitable structure to form the basis for
a pricing structure for LD. This can be applied in the architecture which we outline in
detail in Chapter 8 where the links can be used to restrict access to certain features and
the prices for the products here could be translated into the data to produce restrictions
to important or valuable datasets. The prices shown in these tables have been carefully
calculated by the Pricing and Licensing department within OS to ensure that all aspects
of a potential product purchase have been covered.
4.8 Pricing changes since 2008
In order for us to observe any price change on OS products over time, we use rstly
Address Layer 2 as an example for comparison and then Address-Point.
In 2008 a minimum fee of $500 for an annual contract was applicable for the use of each
individual layer of OS MasterMap, this has remained the same in the 2013 Business
Portfolio Price list.
In 2008 the rst 5 million TOIDs were priced at $0.0148 and in 2013 this was also priced
at $0.0148. The same applies for Address-Point, in 2008 the License fee for the product
on 1 terminal for the whole of Great Britain was $16,562.50 and in 2013 it was also
$16,562.50. Therefore we see that there is no dierence in price over ve years, so what
has changed?
Although the core pricing for products has not changed, we notice that there are al-
ternative pricing mechanisms in place for smaller, non commercial users. For instance
Ordnance Survey Getamap is available with a number of dierent levels of subscrip-
tion.31 These options include a 12 month, 3 month and 1 month subscription option.
Getamap32 allows users to select an area of the map they require and print it under their
31http://www.shop.ordnancesurveyleisure.co.uk/products/digital-maps/digital-maps-for-get-a-
map/digital-maps-for-get-a-map-getamap-subscription
32http://www.shop.ordnancesurveyleisure.co.uk/products/osdigital-maps/digital-maps-for-get-a-mapChapter 4 Ordnance Survey Use Case 67
subscription allowing them access to OS data at the level they require without high cost.
We can see from the data outlined above that the pricing of the OS product ranges are
highly complex. Each product has dierent features and potential uses, so the prices
have been calculated to ensure that OS adheres to the strict terms of being a Trading
Fund, which is not to make a signicant prot from the sale of its products.
As with any commercial organisation, the ways in which OS calculates the prices for
its products is held in strict condence within the organisation and is not publicly
available. We have however demonstrated in this section the levels of pricing which have
been adopted and the products to which it applies. This gives us an understanding of
the dierent pricing structures which apply for each product. We also note here that the
usage of the data products, for example before and after new releases, is also condential
and not available to the public.
4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we have provided a background to the business of OS and demonstrated
the potential for the application of LD. This chapter also provides a use case for LD
and looks at the dierent types of products provided by OS. We have then outlined the
pricing and licensing of these products to enable a view of the possible issues which may
arise. These issues include quality of user-generated content against a national mapping
agency such as OS. We also note that pricing is a complex area of discussion and that
OS in particular has very complex pricing regimes. The need to explore pricing and its
counterparts including value is addressed in more detail in the next chapter.Chapter 5
The Business of Linked Data
In the previous chapter we explored the potential for LD and GI using OS as a potential
use case. We explored the power of GI and outlined the business carried out by OS and
why investigation into the SW is important for organisations in a wider context.
In this following chapter we will introduce the business and economic side of the technol-
ogy. Specically, we investigate the issues which arise when investigating new models for
generating value from LD on the web and how this is relevant to GI. We investigate new
revenue models as the current models of generating revenue are constantly changing.
With a new concept such as LD we must ensure we are aware of the factors which will
contribute to the success of the technology in the future.
We outline the characteristics of information goods which dier considerably from tan-
gible goods and then investigate the economic factors surrounding LD. Having detailed
the economic factors of such products we investigate the concept of willingness to pay
for information goods. Following this we, discuss similar industries to the LD industry
and draw together the review in a summary of our ndings. This chapter sets out the
framework for our further empirical research and enables us to ask questions regarding
the business case for LD.
It is important that we outline all of the concerns regarding the business case for LD
now so that the empirical investigations we have carried out in the latter chapters are
informed to form the technical framework for the consumption of LD as the nal aspect
of this research.
The common assumption is that LD is a free commodity and that all organisations and
individuals will publish their data free of charge. We do however, need to address the
fact that not all data can be made free and there are organisations who will publish their
data but will need to expose this data for a fee in order to recoup its costs. OS is a clear
example of an organisation which holds a vast amount of data which when published as
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LD will be of great interest to its consumers. Furthermore, OS is a Trading Fund and
therefore needs to make a revenue from the products it creates and maintains.
Latif et al. (2009) suggests a value chain for LD. They suggest three dierent types of
LD providers. There are raw data providers such as the BBC and Wikipedia. There
are specic LD providers such as MusicBrainz and DBPedia and then further to this
there are LD application providers such as the BBC. The dierence between these are
DBPedia for example just provides the data where as an application provider such as
the BBC provides a potential `mashup' of many datasets in a format which is visually
attractive to the end consumer.
We consider other organisations who are publishing their data for free, including the BBC
which we discuss later in this chapter. The Met Oce1 has released some of its forecasts
as LD and MusicBrainz2 which is an online music encyclopaedia, have contributed data
which can be linked to from other data sources.
We are yet to see the true value organisations are getting from LD, as the initial costs of
producing data in LD formats is expensive and there are issues which we address later,
including trust, provenance and value to consumers, that will aect the value of LD to
its producers.
This chapter will address this issue in more detail as we are aware there will become a
situation where there is linked open data (data which has no cost or licensing restriction,
note that it must still have a license even if it is an open license) available alongside
linked closed data (data which may be charged for or has restrictive licensing).
5.1 Excludable vs Non Excludable, Rivalrous and Non Ri-
valrous
In this section we discuss the concept of excludable and non excludable goods in reference
to digitally available goods on the web. We also detail what is meant by rivalrous and
non rivalrous. As we will explore in the next section, there are public, private, club and
common goods. Each of these in their own right is either excludable or non excludable.
Firstly we dene for the purpose of this research, what we mean by a `good'. A good is
merchandise or a product which a consumer can purchase.
In traditional economics, most goods are rival and excludable, that is one person's
consumption of a good prevents another person's consumption of the same good and
therefore reduces the amount of the product available for others (Kahin and Varian,
2000). Information and digital products however, do not have these same features and
1http://thedatahub.org/dataset/data-incubator-metoce
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large numbers of consumers can download the same set of data with no impact on other
consumers. Kahin and Varian (2000) also suggests that as a result of this traditional
pricing, models which have existed in traditional markets with non digital products
are no longer suitable to sustain protability for the digital market and therefore new
models must be explored. We outline these models in more detail in this chapter where
we discuss the business of Linked Data and introduce the idea that we may not only
have LOD but also there is the potential and the need for LCD.
A rivalrous good is a tangible good where one person's use of that good prevents others
from using that same good at the same time. We give the example of a domain name.
If one user is using that domain name at a certain time, another cannot. However, if
the user gives up that domain name, it can be used by someone else at a later time.
Contrasted to rivalrous goods are non-rival goods; where the goods can be consumed by
many people simultaneously and it will not prevent another from using it. We give the
example here of a website, many users can view the same website at the same time.
5.2 Public, Private, Club and Common Goods
To understand the type of products we are looking at we explore dierent types of goods
in economic terms. There are four types of goods available which are public, private,
club and common. We will outline each individually but will explain in greater detail,
public goods which is the basis to this research. A public good is one which is also
non-rivalrous, that is the consumption of the product by one consumer does not aect
the consumption of it by another consumer (Fraser, 1996). It also has the characteristic
that individuals cannot be excluded from its consumption. For example street lighting,
or clean water or air. A public good however can be subject to restrictions which then
make it a club or private good via copyright or paywalls. This is where we notice that
PSI may encounter restrictions. By the use of LD standard however, we feel that it
has become more accessible and if additional features are incorporated into the product
making it more valuable then here lies the opportunity to create restrictions to its use
via paywalls etc. This is where we begin to notice that there is a possibility for LOD
alongside LCD.
A private good is excludable and its consumption is rivalrous (Meyer, 2010). That is,
a consumer is able to purchase the product and once they have made the purchase, the
consumption of this product by others is prevented. Examples of such goods include
food and clothing.
Club goods are those which are excludable, i.e. they can be charged for but are non-
rivalrous (McNutt, 1999). For example a cinema or a service such as television; one
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sumption of the product. Finally we have common goods which are rivalrous in that
once it has been consumed it can no longer be consumed by another and is also non-
excludable; that the use of it cannot be restricted. We give the example of sh in
international waters; there is no way of excluding people from shing but those who do
sh there aect the stocks of sh for shermen later who wish to sh there.
The OXERA (1999) study was commissioned by OS to estimate the contribution which
OS makes to the Great Britain Economy. GI information as outlined in the OXERA
(1999) study states that it cannot be either a pure private good or a pure public good.
It has characteristics of both public and private goods. GI is non rival in consumption
but charges can be used to limit access. Love (1995) suggests that GI is in fact a
quasi-public good. The OXERA (1999) study also states that OS itself cannot be seen
as purely a public or private good provider. This is due to the two sided nature of
its services. Where it is a Trading Fund it adheres to that of private-goods where the
National Interest Mapping Services Agreement (NIMSA) is ocial recognition that the
goods OS provides are public.
The types of goods outlined above are summarised in Table 5.1 below.
rivalrous non rivalrous
excludable Private Club
non excludable Common Public
Table 5.1: Summary of Types of Goods
5.3 Information Goods
Varian (2000) details the three main properties of information goods. Firstly, informa-
tion is an experience good; the user must experience the goods before they know what
it is and decide to buy it (Clay et al., 2003). Secondly, information goods have high
production costs and low reproduction costs. This means that the initial cost of collect-
ing and producing the information is costly, this may be from data entry or from the
methods which are used which are costly. For example GI is costly to produce due to
the scale and methods used to collect it. Once collected however, it is cheap to repro-
duce. Thirdly, information goods are typically non-rival and non-excludable, making
them public goods.
As we detailed in the previous section public goods are non-rival and non-excludable
(McNutt, 1999). This means that `one persons' consumption does not diminish the
amount available to other people, while non-excludable means that one person cannot
exclude another person from consuming the good in question.' (Varian, 2000). It is
noted that the non-rival aspect of the good is a property of the good itself whereas
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organisation how the good is available and to whom. Therefore, issues such as how to
limit access to LD are key areas for investigation.
Information is an experience good, that is, in order for a consumer to know the benet
of the product they need to experience it, they cannot make the decision before they
experience it. Consumption of such goods in a LD community highlight some research
challenges. These challenges include: the evaluation of information quality with regards
to a certain task, selection of a suitable dataset given a number of options and the
integration of information from dierent sources. We aim to address some of these
challenges through this research.
In order to sell information goods and maintain revenue, organisations could consider
price discrimination of their goods. Price discrimination is where dierent prices are
charged to dierent users. It is considered that this could enable organisations to re-
cover revenue from the low demand sector (in the case of OS its leisure users) without
destroying the revenue for the high demand sector (business users) (Linde, 2009).
Price discrimination can be in the form of varying prices of goods or by varying various
aspects of the goods such as quality and timeliness. In terms of information or digital
goods this is possible due to the nature of the goods. Time delays in loading of data
and quality of data can be managed in order to dierentiate between products.
How does this work in a world where we are trying to make data `open' and more readily
available? If links are consistently created to other datasets then the decision lies with
the user whether or not to purchase the data. Web 3.0 makes data or information readily
available, whereas previously in Web 2.0 the data was not linked.
In the next sections we investigate the characteristics of the business of information
goods and specically LD. The rst issue we consider is information value.
5.3.1 Information Value and the Value added by Linked Data
We consider the factors which aect a consumers choice of products or information. The
key issues highlighted by Zeithaml (1988) are price, quality and value.
We investigate value as the rst of these three factors. The value of data on the web
is a critical issue, especially for organisations such as OS which have a large amount of
GI which they exploit to make prot. In order to maximise prot, it is essential that
all digital GI products are easily accessible, readily available, and distributed to their
utmost potential. We consider value important from both the consumer and the holding
organisation. As we stated earlier there is the possibility of free and open data being
available together. In the determination of prices for products, Zeithaml (1988) suggests
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also consider that in order to determine the qualities of the products available we must
understand the value of this information to consumers.
Value theory is associated with decision theory that tries to explain why people place a
positive or negative view on products. An investigation into value will be benecial to
this study to determine reasons for the parameters that aect a person's decision based
on value.
Value added by the introduction of new technology can impact the new actual value of
data (Longhorn and Blakemore, 2007). Ways in which this data can be distributed then
become a foremost subject for exploration.
The network eect is discussed by Shuen (2008) and a positive network eect is suggested
to increase the value of a good or service. Therefore the more people who adopt the use
of a good or service increase its value. We use the example of Facebook to illustrate
the network eect. If only two people use the Facebook networking site, it holds little
value, as only two people are able to communicate using it. However, if more people
adopt the use of the Facebook, the more valuable it becomes as more people are able
to communicate with a wider audience. We foresee that this will be a positive concept
for LD. As more people create links to data sources and the data becomes more used, it
will increase the value of this data source. Therefore we must consider that encouraging
people to link to data will in turn create more value as not only will it be easier to nd,
it will contain other links to more sources related to it.
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) indicate that value can be observed by a customer
according to the ability to reduce the cost of a solution to an existing problem, or its
ability to create new possibilities and solutions. In terms of OS and SWT it can be
noticed that through the use of SWT, value will be added to the customer through the
ability to purchase and link data sets exactly to the needs required, thus enabling the
information to be made accessible to a much wider market than previously as a result
of advances in technology.
We give the example of, where two datasets have been combined to give more value.
A `mash-up' of data about deprivation in certain geographical locations combined with
a dataset regarding crime gures would be a valuable asset to organisations such as
insurance companies as they would be able to use this information to determine the
highest crime locations. This would enable them to make decisions for their business
regarding how much they charge for their insurance premiums depending on high crime
areas. Another example may include health gures with deprivation which may help
organisations such as the National Health Service make decisions regarding provision of
more healthcare resources in certain geographical locations. These companies already
have access to this knowledge but with LD such eorts may become faster and therefore
cheaper to produce useful models to make decisions as less eort needs to be put in to
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According to Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002), on identication of the market, it is
possible to determine the price and how a customer will pay for a product. As a Trading
Fund, OS is required to return a reasonable prot and build funds for investment. In
order for organisations to understand where the majority of their business comes from
the identication of the market is required which will help them to distribute its eorts
into areas which require more prot generation. We suggest that for the purpose of this
research it would be benecial for us to understand where the majority of its consumer
base lies and we carry out a preliminary investigation into the type of consumers of OS
data in detail in chapter 5.
The literature surrounding value of data suggests that the greater part of research into
the value of GI is in the content value of the information (Meeks and Dasgupta, 2004),
and suggests that a future suitable approach to research into this area would be the
estimation of the value of the GI relative to the needs of new geospatial users.
5.3.2 Aordances
SWT will not only allow computers and people to work together but will also allow
an organisation to supply its customers more easily with the level of information which
they require(Heath and Bizer, 2011). This information will be obtainable via links
authorised by access mechanisms which will enable diering levels of access to datasets,
thus reducing information overload for users. Currently, users who have been given
access to datasets may have to download the whole dataset, or parts of it, which have
been returned by a general search engine and may or may not contain the required
data. The power of SWT will enable organisations to grant access to its data to users
at various levels. In the instance of OS a SW search may enable a user to search for
Southampton and return only information regarding this specic area. It will however
enable users to follow links to other information regarding Southampton if they so wish
but does not overload them with information which is not relevant to their initial search
term.
SWT will allow users of the data to search more accurately and precisely and have the
ability to extract data (Bizer et al., 2009). SWT enables data stored in `the deep web'
to be structured in a way that enables reasoning on the data. The implementation of
SWT will enable this information to be more widely distributed and linked to further
resources across the web and in turn be more useful to consumers (Latif et al., 2009).
With the linking of datasets, there will be a suitable space for the creation of applications
built around data which will quickly solve answers to queries in the form of single
applications rather than browsing through multiple web pages.
By storing data in RDF on web pages we are making the link between other pages
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RDF containing product information, a second page contains reviews stored in RDF
about these products and third page showing where we can purchase this item and if
it is in stock we have created a much better environment for users to make purchases
by reducing time spent and make assertions which can easily be inferred by machines if
they are stored in a standard format.
The key benet for consumers using LD is that whilst consuming data consumers are
able to discover more related data than was previously possible. Data which contains
links to other data is more useful to a consumer as it eliminates the need to actively
search for related resources. Links exist on the web now, but with the power of machines
inferring links to other datasets we are able to reduce time spent searching. Benets to
consumers of data in this format include the ability to create links to data and to reuse
this data by linking to other sources.
For the data publisher there are a number of costs involved which include the time
spent in publishing the data into machine readable non-proprietary formats. Time will
be spent organising how the data will be represented and assigning URIs to the data.
The benets to the data publisher include making the data more discoverable and thus
will increase the value of the data due to its usability Kobilarov et al. (2009). It will also
enable the holding organisation to maintain control over the data and with this high
level of control there is the opportunity to restrict or allow access to the data.
If data sources are stored and published in a format to which it is readily able to be
linked it makes the process of creating links easier for other users. Once in a machine
readable format there is the opportunity for machines to infer relations to data which
makes the process of linking data much easier. It also means that for consumers if they
have readily available datasets in the same format it is easier to create links to the data
as they can create links without having to parse the data into another format.
We investigate the economics of LD in more detail in the next chapter but some of
the economic benets of LD include the ability not only to sell the data itself but to
build services on the data which is available(Auer et al., 2007). LD applications are
much easier to build and can be seen to contain more data that previously possible with
mashups built with Web 2.0 technologies. The power of LD means that where previously
xed data sets were used, applications can be built on a wide range of datasets and more
questions can be asked from data sources (Bizer et al., 2009).
This can be done not only by the holding organisation but by other users if the data
holds a license which enables them to do this. There is also opportunity for revenue to
be made from the data used in these apps which may be reoccurring, as sales may be
made by high volumes of consumers.
We believe that there will be another divide in the type of consumer and the data. There
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data again for other purposes. There will be types of users who will want to use the
data for a one o reference. There will be data which is useful on repeat usage. For
example, GI can be reused to show how a place has changed over time, or to refer back
to as a direction. Other data (for example news) soon becomes outdated and therefore
may not have the same value as data which is not time limited.
In this section we have investigated the potential of the technology of LD and the
advantages it has for organisations. We investigate the possibilities to generate value
from LD. There are two primary areas we address. The rst is in organisations building
applications using their own LD the second in generating value from providing data
which enables individuals to create applications. This in turn can help to draw people
to an organisation's data and thus may generate value. We have also described potential
of SW and clarify the separate roles which LD and SWT have and that LD does not
need a SW as such in order for it to exist(Hausenblas, 2009).
Given that LD is a new concept and the technologies for the SW are in development,
the commercial options for data available in this format are at an early stage. Seen
as the data can be made available as a commodity itself, organisations could sell the
data as `raw data', which can be used by consumers to create their own applications.
Alternatively organisations could create applications using their own data and sell these
applications. There is also the option to carry out both and supply the data alongside
the applications. We would like to nd out if their is more appetite for the data or for
the applications. We investigate the appetite for data further in the empirical research
detailed in the remaining chapters of this research.
5.3.3 Information Quality
As the web of LD grows and more data is published from many dierent sources, an
understanding of the quality of this data is important both for data providers themselves
as their data may not be trusted or recognised if others exist and for the consumer, as
they are not able to determine which datasets to use or trust.
One of the problems of data quality is overlapping (Mendes and M uhleisen, 2012). This
is where two datasets may have two separate identiers (URIs) for the same object. For
example, a pub in Southampton may be identied by one dataset where someone else
may identify Southampton the place in their dataset but not make the distinction that
the Southampton that they are referring to are in fact the same place. This illustrates
where we will have issues with quality and trust. Users may navigate from one dataset
to another but not necessarily be aware that the link between data is the same. This
leads to them not being able to trust the dataset they use, unless there is a measure in
place to enable them to make a decision about the quality.
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Accuracy of Data
Believability
Accuracy
Completeness
Reputation
Relevancy of Data
Value Added Councils
Relevancy
Timeliness
Flexibility
Representation of data
Interpretability
Consistency
Accessibility of Data
Security
Cost
Table 5.2: Categories and Dimensions of Data Quality - Adapted from Strong (1996)
publish data on the web without any checks or policing to ensure the accuracy of the
data (Bizer et al., 2012). Consumers need to be sure they are accessing data which is
correct and from a source which they are able to trust.
Sansone et al. (2012) suggests that rather then assessing whether a dataset is of good
quality, it is easier to identify the areas in which it is bad. They also suggest ways to
conform to the LD ranking system as outlined earlier. Although it is an alternative way
of investigating how one dataset diers from another, by looking at what is missing from
one dataset, it will not give the consumer all of the data they may require. This may
lengthen the process as users may be aware of the features they want from data rather
than what they do not want. We recognise the importance of understanding the need
for information quality standards and how this is going to be achieved.
Strong (1996) outlines some of the the key criteria they have found to be most important
to data consumers. They summarise four categories in data quality - accuracy, relevancy,
representation and accessibility. Within these categories lie the criteria we can identify
our data with. Table 5.2 illustrates the categories of the criteria and examples of each.
From this we have been able to identify key points for further empirical investigation
later in this research.
5.3.4 The Economics of Linked Data
As we established above, digital products available on the web are experience goods with
low reproduction costs and are excludable in nature (Shapiro and Varian, 1999). In order
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information products to understand how they may be applicable to LD.
We anticipate that there may be more revenue to be generated from applications and
services which are created to benet potential consumers rather than directly from the
data. We notice that there is great potential for applications to be developed using
various dierent datasets such as crime gures, accident rates and school league tables.
This provides us with more benecial tools which have not previously been experienced.
Revenue may still be created, though it may be for small portions of data.
Although we are looking for the potential economic benets from LD we are also looking
at the second order benets - adding value in other ways which are harder to assess.
There is a great quantity of literature in this area but currently there are more questions
than there are answers. How do you account for external value? Externalities of value
include saving human cycle time, reducing information friction (eort required to process
data into useful formats and standards for all to understand), cost of republishing in
multiple formats etc.
We also note that there are diculties where a number of datasets have been linked to-
gether from various dierent sources. How do we attach advertising to multiple datasets,
each holding a similar level of relevance to the data?
New ways of doing business on the web have emerged over time, and, although they may
have been deemed infeasible at the start, have achieved signicant success (Lassila and
Hendler, 2007). For example, Amazon is a key example of the online marketplace, which
began the trend of individuals trading online. In order to determine if these models are
suitable for LD business on the web it is important to investigate possible replacements
for unsuitable models.
5.4 Revenue Models
Through this research, we nd that current revenue models, such as the advertising
model, are no longer as protable as has been experienced in the past (Lopes and
Galletta, 2006; Picard, 2000). These models are unsuitable where large amounts of data
are linked together from a number of dierent sources: we aim to contribute to nding
suitable ways to exploit both LOD and LCD.
Lassila and Hendler (2007) discuss how revenue models on the web have evolved over
time, but are models, such as the subscription model, suitable for LD on the web? It is
becoming increasingly apparent that these existing models will not allow organisations
to exploit the full capabilities of the technology (Alani et al., 2007). Revenue models
used in Web 2.0 can be implemented easily, but are they going to be particularly suitable
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may not be in a position to give away all their data for free (for example, OS,) therefore,
there is a need to investigate models which can allow access to LCD.
A revenue model is a component of the wider business model. The business model denes
the way in which the company will do business, including the customer, the product and
long term planning (Teece, 2010). The revenue model however determines how it will
monetise this business.
Sliwinski (2004) states that the ideal for a prot maximising business is to charge the
maximum a customer is willing to pay (i.e. the monetary equivalent of the perceived
value) for what is oered. Current models such as advertising are not suitable for
industries such as the newspaper industry and there needs to be investigation into more
suitable ways of generating revenue. Beuscart and Mellet (2008) suggest that the current
models on the web are weak and suggest that the advertising model is no longer as
protable. We notice this in the newspaper industry (which we describe in more detail
later). Newspapers such as the Sunday Times have recently introduced a pay-wall to the
online version of the paper (Thurman and Herbert, 2007a). This is due to the decreasing
revenues received from advertising. This may be due to a number of reasons such as
people are intolerant to advertising on the web where it can be deemed as a nuisance
whilst browsing. It is now easier to remove advertising or block pop-up windows whilst
browsing the web and therefore companies could be more unwilling to pay high costs
for advertising. Sliwinski (2004) also suggests that traditional pricing models (quantity,
area, feature and zone based) fail to mirror the value of the product to the individual
user. This is due to the fact that users value products dierently and what is valuable
to one user may not be to another, and therefore we note that consideration into the
factors which aect users value of products is important to ensure that revenue can be
generated from potential LD products.
Longhorn and Blakemore (2007) suggest that current-pricing strategies can be improved
if customer value of information is taken into account and suggests that there is no need
for cost based value; the value should reect the customer value instead. This research
aims to investigate the reasons why people chose whether to make a digital product
purchase, and, in order to do this, a thorough examination of the data required and
used by OS consumers and their reactions to new products should be gauged, in order
to determine the pricing model required for such a service (Lowe, 2005).
There are several dierent classications of revenue models. Organisations need to ensure
they generate the maximum prot and therefore need to ensure they have selected the
most suitable model for their business. Picard (2000) suggests that a number of current
models for online services have become outdated and with developments in technology,
audiences for online content have changed and therefore the demand for online services
has also changed, requiring models to suit both the providers of online content and its
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There are three types of models found on the web, which include; paid, free and ad-
vertising supported models (Picard, 2000; Novak and Homan, 2001; Chehade, 2011).
Further to this the models are broken down more specically, we outline the six key
models for business on the web below which have been dened by Shuen (2008)
 Subscription
 Advertising
 Transaction fee
 Volume (unit-based)
 Sponsorship and co-marketing
5.4.1 Revenue Models for Digital Goods
This next section outlines the potential revenue models specically for digital goods.
There a a number of dierent possibilities which we outline but then we narrow them
down to the most suitable ones for a LD environment.
Organisations may not use just one single revenue model and may use multiple revenue
models in order to generate the required level of prot. Flickr for example uses the sub-
scription feed, sponsorship and advertising models to ensure that each level of consumer
is supported. We may consider that a combination of models is suitable for LD to ensure
each aspect of LD is covered from free, to premium data.
5.4.1.1 The Advertising Model
The advertising model is an extension of traditional media modelling as seen on television
and in print newspapers (Rappa, 2004). The advertising model is most suited to websites
or media which attract high volumes of trac so the advertising is seen by large numbers
of users.
Web or online advertising is often displayed as a banner across a page or spread across one
side of a page which can contain ash and images to attract consumer attention. There
is also advertising which can appear as a pop up which consumers must actively close or
minimise in order to continue with their task. Revenue is generated from advertising in
a number of ways. The most common ways are explained in more detail. Revenue can
be made per click, so each time a consumer clicks on a link in the advert the company
is charged a small transaction fee for referral to their site. Alternatively it can just be
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charged in a xed fee which can be time limited; so an advert is placed on a site for set
period of time and no extra royalties are charged following the initial fee.
The advantage of advertising online is that it can be directed to its target audience. For
example the Spotify application targets advertising depending upon the type of music
which the user listens to. This means that the consumer tends not to hear advertising
for items which are demographically unlikely to be of interest to them. Facebook also
uses the details of a users prole to ensure the adverts seen on their pages are relevant
to their interests. We see the potential for advertising to be incorporated into LD by
creating advertising content modelled as LD and links created to and from ads from
various items. For example a musician may have a page of LD created about them and
an advert for a concert they are performing could also be created as LD and linked to
the page about the artist.
5.4.1.2 Sponsorship
The sponsorship model works as follows; for example the money section of an online
newspaper may be sponsored by a bank such as Lloyds TSB. The bank will provide
content which will be displayed on that site and will help the newspaper cover the costs
therefore enabling users to view the site for free. We notice that this model does however
come under the advertising model but diers in that the advert will only come from one
organisation rather than many and may not be well targeted to the entire audience of
the newspaper as not every reader will use the same bank.
The disadvantage of this model for LD will be nding and maintaining sponsors for data.
There will be large sets of data available which may benet from such sponsorship but
it is not a model which would be sustainable for all datasets as some may be created by
individuals which may not be able to nd sponsorship or require long term sponsorship
deals to maintain revenue. Therefore for the purpose of this research we will disregard
this model as a potential revenue model for LD
5.4.1.3 The Transaction Fee Model - Micro-payments
Where a large number of transactions are made on a daily basis on a website, the most
commonly found revenue model is the transaction fee model, where sellers of products
using sites such as eBay or Amazon are charged a small percentage of the nal selling
value of the item. Therefore the seller is charged a percentage of the cost of the lists.
Micro-payments as outlined by Chi (1996); Dai et al. (2001) are purchases which can
be made without making a new account for each seller and are used commonly on sites
such as Amazon and eBay. For content on the web which has a date limited prole,
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more valuable they are to a consumer. We consider sites such as Amazon and iTunes for
illustration of micro payments. Amazon, does not just concentrate on small, individual
payments for single items which we may consider more suited to the term micropayment.
iTunes, however supports payments for many small purchases of between 69 pence to
99 pence for individual tracks. It also supports purchases of whole albums and the
consumer is charged immediately having already pre-registered their card details for
payment. Amazon also requires a user to register an account and provide payment
details making the shopping process simpler but their payments are not necessarily
under $10. The purchases however are allowed from many dierent sources under the
Amazon umbrella but are managed by Amazon allowing the consumer to just make
one payment. We consider micro payments to be a suitable method for LD due to the
nature of individual items of data holding a minimal cost and a simple and fast way of
managing payments of such data may ensure a smooth consumer purchasing experience.
5.4.1.4 Volume
This model is used mainly for oine products and services and the revenue is generated
from charging per unit of item sold. Therefore the consumers pay the same per unit.
This model may work for LD but would require investigation into other models which
could be applied with this model. We also note that this model tends to be used in
oine sales and is not commonly used online. Therefore we will disregard this model
from further investigation as there are more suitable models which can be easily applied
to LD.
5.4.1.5 The Subscription Model
The subscription model as outlined by Rappa (2004), is a model where a user pays a
daily, weekly or money fee to a product or service. The subscription model is often used
with a free option or alongside advertising. In a LD scenario we suggest that subscribers
to a LD service could receive more resolvable URIs as a benet to their subscription to
a service. We outline how this may be possible in our technical framework in chapter 8.
Alongside the subscription model we also note the free element which can be included
in this to create a freemium model. We outline free in more detail in the next section.
5.4.1.6 Free
Whilst there are models which require payment or revenue, we also consider the free
models. Anderson (2009) illustrates a number of `free' models which give away some,
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generate custom means that the amount of information which is being re-used is high,
and so demand is stimulated through loss of re-users engaging in the market.
Although there are many organisations oering their services and products for free,
Google has introduced a cap to its usage which restricts the usage for commercial con-
sumers. Table 5.3 shows a comparison of the numbers of requests available for free users
and for business users of the API.
Features Maps API Maps API for Business
Street View
Geocoding Web Service 2500 requests per day 100000 requests per day
Directions Web Service 2500 requests per day with 10 way-
points per request
100000 requests per day
with 23 waypoints per re-
quest
Distance Matrix Web Ser-
vice
100 elements per query 100 ele-
ments per 10 seconds 2500 elements
per day
625 elements per query
1000 elements per 10 sec-
onds 100000 elements per
day
Elevation Web Service 2500 requests per day with 25000
samples per day
100000 requests per day
with 1000000 samples per
day
Static Maps API maxi-
mum resolution
640 x 640 2048 x 2048
Static Maps API maxi-
mum scale
2X 4X
Street View Image API
maximum resolution
640 x 640 2048 x 2048
Table 5.3: Comparison of Google Maps API vs Google Maps API for Business taken
from https://developers.google.com/maps/licensing
Table 5.4 illustrates the four types of free models as outlined by Anderson (2009). The
table shows the four free models and explains what is given away for free and who can
receive the `free' version.
Free Model What is Free? To Whom?
Direct Cross Subsidies Any product that entices users to
pay for something else
Everyone who is willing to
pay eventually, one way or
another
The Three Party Market Content, Services, Software Everyone
Freemium Anything matched with a premium
paid version
Basic users
Non Monetary Markets Anything people choose to give
away with no expectation of pay-
ment
Everyone
Table 5.4: Comparison of The Dierent `Free' Models
The problem with the direct cross subsidies model is that some people will never be
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for as long as they need to use it. This model is therefore not an appropriate model on
which to base a new pricing regime as it may not make any prot.
The three-party market model is referred to as a two sided market where two user
groups are supporting each other, i.e. the advertisers and the consumers. The products
are given away for what is seen as free to the consumers, whereas it is the advertisers
who are paying the price for the product, in order to reach its targeted advertising
groups. The advantage with this model is the win-win situation noticed within the
market. Consumers are receiving a product which they see as `free', whilst the advertisers
are achieving publicity from the exposure of their campaigns. We have outlined the
advertising model earlier in models for revenue generation, but we also consider it here in
the free models as the advertising here supports free use for consumers. The advertising
model for revenue enables content providers to supply information without requiring a
payment from the consumer. This does however suggest that without the revenue from
advertising the provider may not be able to continue its operation and may need to seek
further assistance from other means.
The last model outlined in the table illustrates how some people are willing to give away
things for free because of other gains. Some musicians have realised that they cannot
overcome piracy and thus embrace releasing some music for free to stimulate interest
in concerts and themselves as artists. Google receives information free from anyone
who creates a website, and inadvertently people who search are helping to improve
ad-targeting algorithms. All of these examples demonstrate users contributing a small
amount of labour, and in return getting back something which is useful to others, which
in turn creates a non monetary market.
We have established that current models for content online are somewhat unsuitable due
to changes in the economy and consumer spending behaviour (Donker, 2009). There-
fore, to continue producing online content we must suggest a suitable alternative to
current models. We suggest that a suitable model for further investigation would be
the freemium model. This is because we notice the potential for free data to be used
to point to paid data. Good Relations 3 has enabled some businesses to start providing
metadata about products, prices and specications which google searches and points
users to. This Metadata can be LD which is free but which may leas to revenue in
an indirect way. We also note that by providing a free version of a product or in this
instance data, may bring more trac to a website and therefore encourage a further
purchase of a paid product.
The freemium model aims for a percentage of users to support the rest and does not
solely rely on revenue from one stream. For every user who pays the full, premium
version of the product, the other users get the basic version for free. This model works
because digital products have very low or zero costs for reproduction once the product
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has been collected. Therefore the cost of actually providing this product to the remaining
free users is almost zero.
5.4.1.7 The Freemium Model
As we outlined in the previous section, there are 4 dierent types of `free' models. For
the purpose of LD where we notice there is data which cannot be given away for free
(LCD) we realise that we need to facilitate a situation where there is a free version
matched with a premium version. Therefore we investigate the `Freemium' model as a
potential solution to this.
Anderson (2009) describes the freemium model as the opposite of the `traditional free
sample'. The traditional model gives away 5% to generate income from the other 95%.
The freemium model gives away 95% of the product and sells 5%. This model is an
interesting aspect of pricing to explore as it holds dierent opportunities for the holding
organisation.
There are four dierent models within the freemium model outlined by Anderson (2009);
Time Limited, Seat Limited, Customer Type Limited and Feature Limited.
The time limited model gives away, for example, thirty days of use for free and then
after this time a subscription must be paid. This model gives the customers a real
opportunity to test the product and once used the free version for the trial may be more
inclined to pay for a full version if it is suitable for their requirements. The OS uses this
method for OpenSpace Pro. It can be implemented using an API enabling users access
for a restricted time per day or month. Companies such as Spotify also use this method
to enable users to listen for a restricted number of hours per month and then if they
wish to pay for more are asked to subscribe or wait until the next month.
The seat limited model allows use by a number of users for free and then after that it
must be paid for. It is easy to implement but often can take up the low end of the
market, whereas the customer type limited model gives away its product to smaller
companies and makes charges to larger companies.
The feature limited model is where two versions of a product are supplied, one where
the basic version is given away for free and the second version which has more features
and must be paid for. This model allows a wide range of customers to be reached and
will generate a loyal customer base who are unlikely to be phased by the price. The
problem with this type of model is that two versions of a product have to be produced
which need to be carefully planned. If too many features are given away for free, then
custom may be lost from users who do not need to pay for the full version. However,
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without any pressure to subscribe, and, over time, users may nd that they naturally
progress into the premium version as they require extra space or features.4
Kanliang (2004) states that the largest part of added value is through information as-
sociated with other products. As the number of people in the network grows, the
connectivity increases, and, if users can link to each others content, the value grows at
an enormous rate. This is known as the network eect (Hendler and Golbeck, 2008;
Shapiro and Varian, 1999). One person may use a service and although they may not
subscribe to the premium service, they may refer someone who will use the premium ser-
vice, which is especially relevant to LD. Someone may create some RDF about a certain
topic and publish it on the web, but not necessarily make any specic links. Others who
have a dataset may publish more data and link to it and so forth. By encouraging the
use of LD, datasets web wide will become more valuable due to the richness experienced
through connections between data.
Some examples of feature limited freemium model include Flickr R  5 where users can sign
up for a free account with 300MB of uploads and 2 videos a month or subscribe to the
premium service which oers unlimited images and videos per month. Spotify6 gives the
option of a free account which is advertisement supported or paid subscriptions which
remove the adverts, give a higher bit-rate stream and oine access. These models have
proven successful to both organisations and others which include Skype7 and LinkedIn.8
When considering LD we ask the question of `How do we account for external value?'
These are externalities of value, such as saving human cycle time, reducing information
friction, cost of republishing in multiple formats etc.
Some datasets such as DBPedia (which is crowd-sourced resource where structured in-
formation is extracted from Wikipedia) are valuable on their own as the information
they provide can be considered useful without being linked to anythings else but we
note that the value of some LD will be the extent to which it is being linked to by other
datasets. i.e. the more heavily-linked it is, the more valuable is the dataset as it becomes
more accessible due to more links being made to it from other datasets therefore there
is more chance it will be found. We mentioned in chapter 2, the ve star ranking system
suggested by Tim Berners-Lee. To achieve ve stars in this ranking the data must be
linked to other data to provide context. Some data published on the web may have no
context as it may just be raw gures, but when linked to a geographically location could
become more valuable. For example, the bathing water example with data provided by
the Environment Agency.9 This data demonstrates the areas where clean bathing water
is available on the coastline. If the data is provided with the name of the location it
4http://spencerfry.com/freemium-model
5http://www.ickr.com/
6http://www.spotify.com
7http://www.skype.com/
8http://www.linkedin.com/
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is useful, but, if it is linked to the coordinates given from OS and also linked to data
about the local amenities to that location it becomes more valuable as a resource for
consumers to use.
In order to realise this value it is important that all data is made linkable. It must be in
a format from which links can be made. If a dataset is not available in a format which
is easily linkable then its value is relatively limited as it cannot be linked any further.
We have seen a decrease in the amount of revenue being generated from advertising
campaigns alone, and therefore to solve this, we also investigate free models, in particular
the `freemium' model as this presents the opportunity for organisations to continue to
oer a premium version of their data products whilst enabling users to access a free
version as well, which can be supported via advertising (Chehade, 2011).
5.4.2 Willingness to Pay for Information Goods (Online)
We have established in the previous sections the potential models for the consumption
of LD online. We now look at the issues which may aect a consumers willingness to
pay for goods online.
Research carried out by Ye et al. (2004) found that the willingness to pay for online
content was inuenced by their perceived value of convenience that the services pro-
vide. The study focuses on charging for services which were previously free and outlines
the reasons that help to explain why consumers are willing to pay for online services.
Investigation into LCD should be considered to enable organisations to ascertain the
benets of a linked web of data and consideration into the factors which will aect a
users decision whether to pay for LD.
The cost or price of content online is a key issue which we raise in regards to the
willingness to pay online. We consider that this could extend our investigation further,
following the clarication of quality features.
When there are free options available, the pricing of content online is even more im-
perative to ensure it meets the needs of both the supplier and the consumer. It must
generate enough revenue for the supplier, and if not then it is subsidised in other ways
and that it is at price which the consumer nds reasonable to pay.
There has been a sharp decrease in the protability of advertising on the web, and, as a
result, the freemium model has become increasingly popular Lopes and Galletta (2006).
However, it appears that users are unwilling to change their spending habits(Dou, 2004).
This is due to users of the internet becoming increasingly aware that free alternatives
are available (Dou, 2004). How do organisations gauge the content and value of the
premium version of their products? In order to understand this, we feel it is important
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linked online content, as old revenue models become obsolete. Firstly we notice that
users' online purchasing behaviour could be shaped by a number of criteria: specically,
demographics, net value and cost benet and by past online habits Ye et al. (2004).
Consumers' willingness to pay is related to their perception of convenience, added-value
and service quality (Wang et al., 2005). Therefore, when considering LD, we should
examine the types of applications for development, the value they give as an application
as opposed to a single dataset, and nally, the quality of an up-to date and accurate
service. LD will make access to data faster and decrease time spent searching. Therefore,
if the audience is targeted accurately the LD movement will transform the way users
interact with data on the web, thereby making the data more useful.
We also look at consumers' willingness to pay when there are free options available.
We notice that some consumers are willing to pay for content online and some are not
(Guel and Rochelandet, 2006). The ones who are prepared to pay, do so for a number
of reasons, such as improved quality, income, and usability. A proportion of users state
`friends' as a reason for paying and this suggests again the power the network eect has
on willingness to pay.
In a situation where one user in a social group is a paid user, this can inuence the
other free users in the group to also become paying users (Wang and Chin, 2011). This
suggests that again reputation can inuence a brands name or consumption of data.
Willingness to pay for premium services is strongly associated with the level of social
activity of the user (Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson, 2009). This suggests that the LD
movement could enable people to participate in generating and sharing content online
and that there is potential for applications to be built with both a free and a premium
option for both types of users.
It has been suggested that people use free review websites for products more often than
those which require payment Kowatsch and Maass (2009). We would like to understand
if this is aected by the product, or the payment type or trustworthiness of the resource.
From the research described above, we can see that there are a number of factors which
aect consumers willingness to pay. We note that many of the concerns are regarding
attitudes towards paying for data. From this we explore the willingness users may show
to pay for potential LD in the following later chapters.
5.4.3 Trust
We have outlined the concept of willingness to pay for data and one of the concerns
we recognise is trust in the source of a product. The mechanisms used to verify that a
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looking at a link to data or the data itself, a user will want to know whether the link is
correct and that the data it directs them to is itself correct.
McCole et al. (2010) outlines three further factors for the study of trust: vendor (the
person or company who is selling the product), internet (in this case the medium by
which a purchase is made, that is, online and not `in store') and third parties. When
contemplating a transaction, a consumer will take these three factors into considera-
tion. They go on to explain the two types of uncertainty; rstly uncertainty with the
technology and secondly uncertainty with the product.
When we consider trust on the internet, we consider that there are concerns with the
`trust', more specically in the technologies surrounding it. Specically the authentica-
tion (how a transaction is carried out), condentiality (what happens to personal infor-
mation about a transaction) and the transaction itself (will it be carried out smoothly,
will the correct product be ordered etc). We note that one of the key factors of this trust
is understanding of the technology. This is of particular concern with the introduction
of a new technology, as new users may not fully understand the way in which the tech-
nology works and as a result do not trust it. Therefore education about the technology
should be available.
Trust in the vendor in this instance is with the data provider or the product. It is well
researched that brand awareness and recognition is a big factor in a consumer's trust
and willingness to pay for a product (Oh, 2000; Macdonald and Sharp, 2000). In this
instance we are looking at trust of LD. We have two issues here, not just trust of the
source of data, but also trust of the link which is created towards this data. A mechanism
to enable consumers to establish grounds for trust is important in a LD situation, as we
want the consumers to know that the data they are using or purchasing is recognised
and trusted.
The second issue is the problem with the accuracy of the links. The links created
between data may predominantly be created by users across many dierent sectors. We
consider here that a way of checking or validating these checks may be benecial to gain
consumers trust in user generated content.
The voiD vocabulary is an RDFS which describes linked datasets. 10 Each dataset is
created and maintained by a single provider. The voiD vocabulary aims to create a
bridge between the publisher and the user. Omitola et al. (2011) have developed an
extension of void to voiDp, which provides classes and properties that publishers can
use to describe the provenance information of the data. They describe provenance for
the data as when and how it was derived, what data had been used to derive it and who
carried out the transformations which achieved the data. This is a mechanism which
can be used to help users deduce where the data they are using or linking came from,
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which will help with the issue of trust. We outline in our technical framework in chapter
8 how this will be utilised.
We extend our exploration into the trust of products and information online, in chap-
ters 5, 6 and 7 which help us to understand to what extent trust aects a consumers
willingness to pay for content online.
5.5 Digital Content Industries
Having investigated LD, its technology and capabilities we have been able to draw a
number of similarities between GI and other industries such as the news industry, the
music industry and the software industry. We explore these similarities in the dierent
industries in further detail below. However, we note that although there may be similar-
ities in the industries, they are still dierent industries with dierent business models,
but the revenue model, which is what we are discussing at this stage, is similar in that
it requires attention due to changes in the market and behaviours of consumers and also
changes in technology. Handheld devices have meant that demand for traditional media
has changed. We appreciate that the content in these dierent industry hold no similar-
ities but we do appreciate that changes in the business environment aect the ways in
which business is carried out and dierent revenue models can be applied across many
industries. We also acknowledge that there are two types of LD. LD as a commodity in
itself, that is as a product which can be sold and services which have been built around
LD.
5.5.1 Newspaper Industry
We consider two factors in this section, rstly the protability of the news industry
and then following this we talk about the use of LD in the news. Over the years, the
internet has become a popular medium for reading news (Turnor, 2007; Gunaratne, 2010;
Zwemer et al., 2010). A study carried out by Li (2006) shows the advantages that online
news has over paper print. This includes the ability to be updated more frequently,
the addition of audio and video content and the ability to have more interactivity i.e.
through comment pages and via blogs. However, despite this increase in online activity
this content has widely been available for free and it is clear that the advertising model
is not generating the required revenue to sustain the news industry on the web (Chyi,
2005).
In the past, news organisations have oered news for free, in the hope that it will increase
audiences (Ihlstr om and Palmer, 2001). With high audience gures, it is hoped that it
will in turn attract advertisers in order to generate revenue. Despite this, there has
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to increased costs of online advertising a result of this, the companies are reducing the
amount spent on advertising all together (Kirchho, 2009; Kind and Sorgard, 2009).
We also note that new devices such as wireless mobile phones and devices such as the
Apple I-Pad and Amazon Kindle have contributed to the increase in online viewing of
news and decrease in paper print news. All the time that people are viewing the news
online for free, the sales of the paper based news is dwindling, which is causing news
organisations to struggle.
News organisations have been working with dierent alternatives to the online advertis-
ing model such as subscription, micro payments and revenue sharing with search engines
like Google.
We note the Guardian as an example below:
 EVERYDAY+ save 41% { 7 day Guardian and Observer papers, plus full iPad
and iPhone access - $8.00 per week
 SIXDAY+ save 36% { 6 day Guardian papers, plus full iPad and iPhone access -
$7.00 per week
 WEEKEND+ save 29% { Saturday Guardian and Observer papers, plus full iPad
and iPhone access - $5.00 per week
 SUNDAY+ save 26% { Observer paper, plus full iPad and iPhone access - $4.00
per week
The Guardian oers 4 dierent packages and produces vouchers which customers can
take to the a physical shop and purchase a paper copy, alternatively they can purchase
view the paper online or on hand held tablets devices and mobile phones. This prices
shown display a reduction in the cost from a subscription to purchasing the paper over
the counter at a shop without the subscription.
The Times oers a dierent subscription package with just 2 options:
The Classic Pack
 The Times Monday to Saturday
 The Sunday Times
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 Access to The Times and Sunday Times websites
 Times+ membership worth over $100 a month
 $6 a week - $26 a month
The Ultimate Pack
 The Times Monday to Saturday
 The Sunday Times
 The Smartphone app
 The Times tablet app, The Sunday Times tablet app
 Access to The Times and Sunday Times websites
 Times+ membership worth over $100 a month
 $8 a week - $34.66 a month
We note that when the pay-wall was introduced to the Times a sharp decline in online
viewing was noticed (Thurman and Herbert, 2007b). This may be analogous to intro-
ducing a pay wall to data on the web. Therefore, if this is so, will value be generated
from other places, such as applications using the data and other services, rather than
the data itself? (Gallaugher et al., 2001; Morales-Arroyo and Sharma, 2009). We note
here that news organisations publish information and not necessarily raw data which
is where we consider that perhaps applications which have transformed raw data into
useful information rather than the sale of just raw information may be more useful to
consumers.
If news organisations need to start charging for their data and yet still remain com-
petitive over competitors, they will need to keep enabling features which attract users
(Zwemer et al., 2010; Sylvie, 2008). LD is especially benecial to the news industry.
LD provides a wealth of relevant data concerning specic locations, therefore, when a
news-worthy event takes place, reporters are able to uncover much more detail about a
location than previously possible due to the links connecting dierent datasets together
(Belam, 2010; Troncy, 2010). For example if a serious crime is committed in a location,
this crime can be pin pointed on a map and then the news coverage surrounding the
event can be attached to this location. Further to this insurance companies can use
this data for guidance on charges for insurance premiums, or potential home owners can
look to see if the area they wish to move to is safe. This will enable users or reporters
to nd more specic detail relating to a place or event enabling them to generate more
detailed discussion and knowledge regarding the news. LD also enables consumers of
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areas, more detailed crime reports, health problems and numerous other events which
add to consumers' knowledge.
Revenue models for newspapers are in a state of instability (Sylvie, 2008). There is
increasing evidence to suggest that people are unwilling to pay for news when there are
such vast choices for free news online. It is also noticed that users are unwilling to pay
for content online which has only a short term value (Thurman and Herbert, 2007b).
Therefore it is important that these news industries oer a premium service alongside
its free service. For example, better comment pages, easier and faster navigation and
clearer links will give people better choices and use a better tailored service.
However, we notice that if content is valuable, for example music, and is not freely
available elsewhere, users can be encouraged to spend money and we notice this in
particular with iTunes (Thurman and Herbert, 2007b). People want to build a library
full of music and the cost of replacing such items would be expensive. We go on to
discuss the music industry in more detail next, but for now we ask, is news valuable
enough to users to encourage them to pay?
News organisations oer bundled online articles, like that of a printed newspaper. Re-
search by Stahl et al. (2004) suggests that revenues can be higher for bundled packages.
For a set fee, a customer receives a paper full of articles, rather than a pay per article
service. This bundling could enable packages to be tailored to a specic user's needs,
such as articles by a certain author or subject, thus making them more valuable for
reference at a later date (Veglis, 2004). This however, is only valuable to a small pro-
portion of users and most readers of news may not want to refer back to an article again
once it has been read. Unique content, such as reader comment, is possible to attract
some users. Stahl et al. (2004) states that further investigation into this area needs to
be carried out to clarify this, but we suggest that this is a possible model to investigate
for the sale of not just news online but for the sale of other LD.
The research carried out by Thurman and Herbert (2007b) shows that most UK online
newspapers are charging for something, be it mobile services, games or email alerts.
However, which combination of charging is the most lucrative? The evidence above
suggests that a freemium model as detailed earlier, is possibly the most suitable revenue
model for news online and thus leads us to suggest that a freemium model for LD is most
suitable, as pure subscription models do not appear to attract strong revenue streams
when free alternatives are available.
5.5.2 Music Industry
Pre internet, the music industry concentrated on physical media, from vinyl records, to
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the sharing and copying of music but has left behind the demand for the physical me-
dia we have previously used. Consumers are now able to purchase individual tracks
whereas previously whole albums or cd's were purchased, with tracks which were often
not required.
Before the rise in digital music, the music industry was partially protected by copyright
laws. The copying and distribution of CDs remained illegal, and oenders could be
prosecuted. However, the internet poses a real threat to the music industry, where
copying and distribution of digital music les is fast, and prosecution is harder, as
oenders are harder to locate.
The emergence of peer-to-peer le sharing websites such as Napster has forced companies
in the music industry to re-think their business models, as these networks have made
music a non-excludable good (Hougaard and Tvede, 2010; Gaustard, 2002; Dolata, 2011;
Lin, 2005). This is partly due to the nature of the product: costly to produce and very
easy to reproduce (Teece, 2010) and partly due to the changing habits of consumers and
the availability of new media applications such as Spotify which allows users to `rent'
music where previously they may have had to purchase.
The concept of access versus ownership is predominant in the digital world where con-
sumers are choosing to `rent' items such as music, whereas previously they would have
purchased a physical product (Heimer, 2011; Wiercinski and Mason, 2010). Spotify is a
key example of music `rental' . Spotify was established by Daniel Ek in 2006, and oers
consumers a unique streaming music experience via a downloadable platform similar to
iTunes (Kreitz and Niemela, 2010). Spotify uses peer-to-peer technology but adds DRM
to the music which prevents it from being played in any other platform. Consumers are
able to create and edit playlists of music they like. The free version of Spotify allows
consumers 10 hours free listening per month. Following the time restricted version they
can choose to pay for access for limited access $4.99 or unlimited access for $9.99 per
month. There are links available within the platform for users to download specic
tracks they like. Initially Spotify allowed unlimited access but found this was not vi-
able and so introduced a 10 hour cap to the service. The problem Spotify has now is,
the more people who pay to use the service to remove the ads, reduces the number of
consumers hearing adverts, which in turn puts o advertisers as they are not receiving
value for money.
Apple has a wide variety of products from mobile devices to televisions. By oering
music for sale via their online music store iTunes and providing a platform for the
downloading and listening of music from their store, they are creating a type of services
which is totally dependant on their software. With the recent introduction of the ability
to download movies or rent them they are also opening up the opportunity for users
to develop a need to purchase the physical products they produce in order to create a
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razor. Gillette charges a high price for its replacement blades but oers a whole new set
of razor and and `free' blades.
We consider in this section the renting or downloading of lms. Traditionally people went
to the cinema to see lms or waited until they were released on tape or dvd and either
rented them from traditional lm rental stores such as Blockbuster or more recently
LoveFilm and Netix. However Apple has introduced a new feature into the market
which is the downloading of lms using iTunes onto available devices. This means that
there is now a proportion of consumers who will still prefer to purchase the lm, but
not necessarily own the physical item and are happy with a digital version of the lm.
There is also still a portion of users who do not wish to own the lm in any format
and will be prepared to rent the lm to watch as a one o. We believe that the type
of user depends upon the product in question, which leads us back to LD. Dierent LD
products will have diering values and therefore, we must consider the long term use of
the data product in question when we consider the type of revenue model suited.
We see the music industry as analogous to the linked GI industry where organisations
are holding quantities of data stored in databases which have the potential to generate
a large amount of revenue. Once released, music can easily be copied and distributed,
and the same applies to data. In order to operate in this world, advances in the revenue
models should be investigated to keep up with the advances in technology.
We also note the issues of willingness to pay for music, in a world where free music is
readily available (mainly through illegal le sharing)(Guel and Rochelandet, 2006). The
model used by the Apple's iTunes is a viable mode of selling music and the micropayment
system incorporated here, enables consumers to purchase as much or as little of the music
they wish; whereas previously a consumer would have needed to purchase a full album
in order to listen to certain tracks.
As outlined earlier, the Long Tail as detailed by (Anderson, 2006) can also be noticed
here due to the variety of music available. This suggests that low volume sales of music
from unknown or smaller artists may make up the market share from the bigger artists
(Dubosson-Torbay et al., 2005). We pose the question as to whether this would be a
suitable format for the LD. Would consumers be happy to pay to view the data; or the
links to the data or would they prefer to download the data for future use? We suspect
that there will be proportions of users who want to have a copy of the data for future
reference, but there will also be a proportion of users who just want an instant answer
to a query and have no need to refer back to the data or use it for another purpose in
the future. We also predict that more and more applications will become apparent, as
people build `mash ups' of data which otherwise would not have been created in the
past.
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carried out by Key Note Ltd in 2009,11 showed that physical lm rental gures had
decreased but the existence of rms such as LoveFilm and Netix have helped to support
the lm industry by allowing the streaming of lms online (Ltd, 2009). They report that
the decline in rental sales is potentially due to prices of individual dvds being reduced
to a more aordable price for consumers in supermarkets and on auction sites such as
eBay. They also note that where strict broadcasting restrictions for television channels
have been reduced, more lms are viewable via television which has become popular.
It is also interesting to note the nding that the ability to temporarily own lms via
mediums such as iTunes is becoming more popular. We notice that the `renting' of more
expensive products such as lms is appealing to consumers. Whereas consumers are still
keen to `own' cheaper products such as music. In terms of LD, we are interested to nd
if people are more concerned with the data itself rather than owning it to refer to it
again in the future. In order to do this we will consider consumers willingness to pay
for data in chapter 5.
We consider this a viable prospect for LD as it would enable users to purchase parts of
datasets, rather than the whole dataset which may be deemed useless to the consumer.
With this however, we need to consider the pricing of such data items, and maintain the
balance between what is economically viable to the data provider but also acceptable to
the consumer.
Music, like information goods, is an experience good. Therefore, it is considered that
until a user experiences the good, they are unsure of its value. Therefore is the potential
for revenue in the data, or is there more potential in the links and added value which
the links create rather than in the data itself?
5.5.3 Software
Traditional software licenses are granted by the software publisher under an end-user
license agreement but the ownership of the copies of the software still remains that of
the owner. This is known as proprietary software.
The rst type, which is often the most commonly found, is named user licensing. This
is where the license for the software is purchased for a specic user of the software
or machine. The second type is a server based license, determined by the number of
machines the software is installed on. Alternatively software is available per module,
that is a portion of a package of applications. Finally, there is a concurrent user license
which is where a number of licenses are available to an organisation and only that number
of users can run the software at the same time.
Following on from the traditional software industry, we go on to discuss the Open Source
Software, where software is written and when sold, a copy of the source code for the
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software is released with it. This is comparable with the LOD community, as they
give away amounts of their Intellectual Property (IP) but try to retain some control
by attaching various licenses to it. We see that this is analogous to LD rstly due to
the ability of users to take portions of data, link it to other data and create their own
applications and `mashups'. We can expect to see this data with licenses attached to it,
which we will explore later in this report.
Stallman et al. (2002) outlines the dierence between `free software' and `Open Source
Software'. Free software has no price and is given for free, whereas open source gives
away the code for this. In the Open Source world, if you give your product, or in this
case software code, away for free e.g. Red Hat,12 it is the additional features and services
attached to this software, which generate the highest revenue and not necessarily the
original software. We predict that this is the way in which the future of LD will develop
(Rajala et al., 2007). People will give away their raw data for free and organisations will
be able to develop tools and applications with this data, which will be the key element
for generation of revenue.
Rajala et al. (2007) suggests that revenue can be made from making developments to
software and extending it, thus making a collaborative world where software is continu-
ally improved by others. This shows an opportunity for users of LD to be creative with
the data they wish to link and explore the dierent possibilities for LD, which can lead
to the development of LCD applications; but we note that it is the application which is
then closed and not the data itself.
This is not necessarily true for all organisations. Google for example, would not be
suited to giving away its code/algorithm for free, as this may inadvertently destroy their
business. This may be comparable with the LD industry where organisations may give
away their data for free but this may be detrimental to their business. We want to
consider this when looking at organisations who are just entering LD market, who are
unsure whether it would be suitable to give away all or some of their data.
Raghu et al. (2009) discusses the willingness to pay in an Open Source software envi-
ronment. Traditional software producers are beginning to nd diculty in operating in
an environment where Open Source software and free software is available. Raghu et al.
(2009) nds a number of factors which aect the willingness to pay for software. The
main factors which aected a users decision to change from paid to free were learning
of a new system, format changes from paid software to free and reliability.
We can see again there is proportion of users who will pay regardless of the situation and
those who will pay if certain factors aect their decision. When looking at this in terms
of LD we need to take this into account. If some data providers start distributing their
data for free, where other publishers are charging, there will be a need for companies to
ensure they provide a strong competitive advantage.
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Our investigation into three similar industries using linked geospatial data has high-
lighted a number of areas we believe need further investigation.
Firstly we have highlighted the issues of willingness to pay in an environment when free
alternatives are available, how can this be overcome where there are free alternatives?
Secondly we have highlighted copyright issues with illegal sharing, what are the options
to protect data once it has been published. Finally we address the possibility of the
Long Tail eect which means it may not necessarily be the data or large quantities of
data which holds the value, but more that applications and possibilities which stem from
it which adds the value.
5.6 Experiences With Linked Data
We acknowledge that the business of the BBC is very dissimilar to that of OS. We
visualise OS to be more of a central point to link data such as that of the BBC and
DBpedia. However we note that the experiences of introducing the LD technology are
similar when it comes to development and integration costs for content management
systems which are expensive. These systems require sta to organise and look after the
data and require a level of expertise to integrate them with other datasets.
A question which an organisation may have regarding LD is, how do they start making
their business use the technology? An interview with the Technical and development
lead for semantic publishing at BBC News and Sport Online during the 2010 World Cup
answers a number of queries (Milhollin, 2012).
The BBC has created many sites about its programmes and content, written in HTML.
These sites are useful for its followers to get information from but these sites are not
linked together in the way we experience with LD.
The BBC began investigating the use of LD to better present and share its data. Before
LD the publishing of news aggregation pages specic to a person, athlete, topic or
sporting discipline was time consuming and generating links was not possible if done
manually.
Raimond et al. (2010) outlines how the use of Semantic Web technologies on the BBC
Web Sites has impacted its business. The BBC uses SWT across its Web sites: BBC
Programmes which provides information about its television programmes, BBC Music
about music and artists played on its radio stations and BBC Wildlife Finder which
provides a web identier for every species, habitat and adaptation the BBC has an
interest in.
Richard Hammond is a television presenter from the BBC, he is well known for presenting
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for example he also hosts Planet Earth Live. Until the introduction of LD at the BBC
users were not able to navigate from a page about a programme to a page about an
artist played in that programme.
There is however a large amount of community generated data available which can be
used to give structure to data for example MusicBrainz is used by the BBC be for
structuring entries of music played on the radio stations. Other sites such as DBPedia
can be used to enhance pages with relevant information about topics such as wildlife
etc.
The value which the BBC nds from the use of LD is in making its content more
discoverable and making the user experience in nding the data more accessible. By
using and linking to other online resources the cost to the organisation is less as they
only need to maintain the data they hold and then link to other sources which have
been generated and maintained by someone else, therefore reducing integration and
maintenance costs.
The benets gained from organisations such as the BBC, is not just from having well
structure and organised data from within the organisation, but form the potential to
create other more benecial applications from this structured data. BBC Sport has
gained eciencies by enabling journalists to carry out their main role as a journalist and
author content, and letting the automated semantic technologies organise the content
on the pages (Milhollin, 2012).
OS has a dierent model to the Met Oce. The Met Oce has provided weather and
climate forecasts fro 150 years. They are again a Trading Fund and operate under the
same Trading Fund regulations as OS. However we appreciate that there are similarities
and dierences with their models. Firstly the technology required for both geographical
and weather forecasting is of very high cost and therefore the information gathered by
both organisations is high. However, with location we note that forecasting is more
valuable when it is attached to a precise location. We note that this is important when
connecting data as data connected via a location will enable the user to make other
decisions. Accurate weather forecasting has strong implications for everyday life and
up-to date and true data can inuence important decisions such as events and product
placements. Therefore when implemented with data which is linked to other useful data
will help increase its use.
We also interviewed Glen Hart the Research Manager at OS to nd out what value OS
are expecting to get from the introduction of LD. In April 2010 OS released a wide
number of products as Open Data. The majority of these products were either raster
products or vector products intended to enable cartographic representation. However,
three products: Boundary-Line, Code-Point and the 50k Gazetteer were suitable for
representation as LOD and they have been published in both conventional formats and
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the use of Ordnance Surveys Open Data by making it available to not just traditional
GIS user but also by new user groups as well. There was also a desire to publish LOD
so that this sector could receive a boost. In a similar manner OS has also worked
with the University of Southampton and the company SEME4 in a part TSB funded
project called RAGLD (Rapid Assembly of GeoCentred Linked Data Applications) to
develop a toolset to aid the development of LD applications with a geographic component
(http://www.ragld.com/). Ordnance Surveys ambitions for the publication of LD go
beyond the current released products and LD is now recognised as an important format
for products intended for more than just cartographic use. Hence it will be one of the
publication formats used by default for future products such as the replacement gazetteer
product (currently under development). Work has also been conducted in converting
the address holdings to Linked Data, although due to the provenance of these products,
releasing this data as LD will also require the permission of GeoPlace, the company that
constructs the products.
One benet to the publication of Open Data is that it may encourage some Open Data
users to begin using premium products as well. At present there is no direct link between
open and premium products and users of Open Data need to discover the premium
products. LOD is seen as a vehicle to enable a freemium model to be more directly
implemented with LOD products having implicit links to premium products.
Ordnance Survey Research are also leading a project to investigate the use of LD to
underpin future database models in order to maximise the ability to ingest and inter-
link new datasets into Ordnance Surveys overall content holding. Here the aim is to
signicantly reduce the cost and time to acquire new data, something which is ex-
tremely dicult with Ordnance Surveys existing databases. These systems have been
constructed with the traditional aim of providing ecient data retrieval but have done
so at the cost of schema evolution.
For OS, LD is seen as a means to expand the use of Open Data, to help promote the
LD Market and to be a potential mechanism to enable a more explicit freemium model.
LDis also seen as a possible means to implement internal database solutions where
the emphasis is placed on exibility to easily ingest new data over simple database
performance.
Later on in the next chapters we outline how dierent contexts inuence a users decision
to pay for data. We reiterate here the dierence between raw data as a commodity and
data which has been manipulated into an application. Data which is consumed through
an application will have diering values to its raw counterpart which introduces an extra
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5.7 Licensing
The purpose of a license is to permit users to use someone else's work, whilst enabling
the owner of that work to maintain rights to the work. A license can be restrictive and
prevent users from copying or editing the work themselves and passing it as their own.
When looking at online content we must also consider the legal implications of trading
online. Goods which although expensive to produce are cheap to reproduce and piracy of
these products can be detrimental to the holding organisation. Therefore it is essential
that eective licences are available which whilst allowing freedom for users to create
their applications also maintain the royalties owed to the holding organisations.
In order for us to understand the legal issues surrounding the LD we outline in more
detail the licenses and their application with LD below.
Licensing terms for GI are often seen to be too restrictive. Some licenses allow the re-use
of the information freely. Others are limited to just personal re-use and do not allow
reproduction of the content for commercial purpose, thus hindering the potential for
innovative new products and uses for GI, to become available.
We also note that the Open Licenses, which we outline in more detail later on, are
mainly suitable for LOD and are not specically suitable to a situation where there
is LCD. Therefore, we need to address this issue in chapter 7 where we introduce the
architecture for geospatial LD.
Under recommendation 8 of the Power of Information Taskforce Report (Allan, 2009)
two more recommendations were given which are relevant to OS, which will aid the
reform of their business.
 Government should ensure that there is a uniform system of release and licensing
applied across all public bodies; individual public bodies should not develop or
vary the standard terms for their sector.
 The system should create a `Crown Commons' style approach, using a highly
permissive licensing scheme modelled on the Click-Use license that is transparent,
easy to understand and easy to use, .
In order to envisage these recommendations, it is important that a clear analysis of the
potential licensing policies is detailed in a comparative form, in order to draw conclusions
on potential directions for OS to adopt and promote in the future.
The study of more simple licenses is important due to the complexity and length of
current licenses (Barker et al., 2005). If licenses can be made more accessible to users
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information to be used in ways that would otherwise not happen under current licensing
terms.
The report carried out by (Barker et al., 2005) aimed to identify the needs of an or-
ganisation, the needs of the potential users of their digital content and to examine the
Creative Commons license as a possible licensing solution. This study was commissioned
by and carried out for members of the Common Information Environment (CIE) and
does not include organisations such as OS but does however examine Creative Commons
(CC) licenses for the use of licensing public sector digital information.
We notice that licensing is particularly problematic for LD as, many datasets, each with
their own dierent license which can be linked together, causing issues for re-use.
5.7.1 Content licenses
 Creative Commons Attribution
 Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike
 Creative Commons CCZero
 GNU Free Documentation License
 UK PSI Public Sector Information
 MirOS License and
 Free Art License
The data licenses include
 Open Data Commons Public Domain Dedication and Licence (PDDL)
 Open Data Commons Attribution License Data
 Open Data Commons Open Database License (ODbL)
 Creative Commons CCO
From the licenses listed above there are just two licenses which we consider suitable
for a LD framework. These licenses are the Creative Commons CC Zero and the UK
PSI Public Sector Information License. These licenses are suitable for LOD but more
restrictive licenses would be required for LCD which may contain sensitive or condential
information to prevent it being misused.
They are both able to support content and data, whereas the others support only content
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as there are some bodies who need to make available their data under new government
legislation.
We also note that the Creative Commons license is machine readable. Therefore it
is suitable for use with LD and enables the license to be attached easily to the data.
The Creative Commons license allows data be licensed in a simple way and can be
standardised for particular datasets. For example restrictions can be added for copying,
editing and distribution. This will allow the personalisation of licenses for dierent
purposes such as free and commercial use. Creative commons licenses are detailed on
the Creative Commons website found here.13
5.7.2 Creative Commons Licensing
The Creative Commons license originated in the US in 2001 and enables individuals
and companies to grant copyright permissions to their work. The licenses enable the
copyright terms to be changed easily from one to another of six types of license. 14
A report by Barker et al. (2005) outlines the CC licenses and their applicability to public
sector organisations in the United Kingdom.
The advantages given in this report by Barker et al. (2005) regarding the use of CC
licenses include
 Ease of use,
 Widespread adoption leading to familiarity,
 Human-readable,
 Machine-readable and symbolic representation of the licences,
 Sharing a common licence with many others,
 A direct link between the resource and it licence.
The most important advantage of the CC license is that it is available in dierent forms;
a machine readable form and a human readable form. The machine readable form is in
RDF which is perfect for use with SWT as it enables machine searches to be carried out
to discover web pages which are licensed by CC.
The license is encoded in RDF/XML and describes the license. It gives the name
and translations, the description and the properties of the license. This can then be
incorporated or linked to the data and will be shown in the RDF of the data in question.
13http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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If a consumer is concerned by the license which may restrict its use, the consumer is able
to nd this license in the description of the data, which can be returned by carrying out
a simple SPARQL query to search for data which contains a license, or even a specic
license.
According to the recommendations given in the report, CC licenses should be used
wherever possible and where it is not possible the rst choice after CC should be Creative
Archive or Click-Use licenses. The aim of using only a small number of licenses is to
make it clearer for users to understand the terms of these licenses, rather than having a
wide variety of licences, each with dierent terms. If a customised license must be used
the directive suggests that this license should still be based as much as possible on the
CC license, again keeping the licenses accessible and understandable by its users.
The report by Barker et al. (2005) states the baseline features of the CC licences as:
 Licensees are granted the right to copy, distribute, display, digitally perform and
make verbatim copies of the work into another format.
 Licensees may incorporate the work into collective works (that is when the work,
in its entirety in unmodied form, along with a number of other separate and
independent works, is assembled into a collective whole).
 The licences have worldwide application that lasts for the entire duration of copy-
right and are irrevocable.
 Licensees cannot use technological protection measure to restrict access to the
work.
 Copyright notices should not be removed from copies of the work.
 Every copy of the work should maintain a link to the licence
 The rights holder must be attributed.
 The work must not be subjected to any derogatory treatment as dened in the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.
The six licenses are shown in decreasing restrictiveness and details of each license are
outlined below.
1. Attribution Non commercial No derivatives (by-nc-nd) The most restrictive
license and allows redistribution. As long as the users of the restricted work men-
tion the owner they are able to download it, however they are not able to change
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2. Attribution Non-commercial Share Alike (by-nc-sa) Unlike the previous li-
cense, this license allow others to build upon the restricted work by changing or
remixing it, all derivatives will however remain non-commercial as with the previ-
ous license.
3. Attribution Non-commercial (by-nc) This license enables users to change and
build upon restricted work and need to acknowledge the owner; derivative work
does not need to be licensed in the same terms.
4. Attribution No Derivatives (by-nd) Redistribution of commercial and non-commercial
nature is allowed as long as it is not changed and credit is given to the owner.
5. Attribution Share Alike (by-sa) Commercial modication of the work is allowed
as long as credit is given to the owner. It is similar to open source software. All
new work will carry the same license and will therefore allow commercial use.
Derivative works can be made.
6. Attribution (by) Others can distribute and change the work as long as credit is
given for the original work. It is the most accommodating of the licenses in its
ability to let others use restricted works.
5.7.3 Click-Use Licenses
The Click-Use License was an online license for the reuse of a variety of Crown Copyright
material. In 2001 the Oce of Public Sector Information (OPSI) introduced this license
in two types: the Public Sector Information License and the value added license. The
PSI License covers the information that is central to the government process. There
are no charges made for the re-use of this information. The value added license covers
the value added material produced by the government and charges are made for this
information.
The Click-Use license was not specic to one set of information and once a user applied
to the OPSI for the license, they were able to use a wide range of information under the
same license. The license lasts for up to ve years and permits users to reproduce and
publish the material but does not allow it to be modied (Barker et al., 2005).
According to OPSI (2009) there were 17,934 Click-Use licenses in use as of the 30th June
2009. The Click-Use license enabled the opening up of PSI to a wider global audience
than has previously been possible.
The Click-Use License has now been replaced with the Open Government License which
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5.7.4 OS OpenData License
This license is specic to OS OpenDataTMand also incorporates the Open Government
Licence for public sector information which is outlined in the next section. The licence
governs access to and use of OS OpenDataTMmade available at https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html
and at http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk.
The license allows users to make use of the data in any way but with the following
restrictions:
 Acknowledge the copyright and the source of the data by including the follow-
ing attribution statement, Contains Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and
database right 2011.
 Include the same acknowledgement requirement in any sub-licences of the data
that you grant, and a requirement that any further sub-licences do the same.
 Ensure that you do not use the data in a way that suggests Ordnance Survey
endorses you or your use of the data.
 Ensure that you do not misrepresent the data or its source.
This license was introduced in January 2011 to ensure that there is just a single set of
term for people to use freely available government information. The license also means
that the developers do not need to apply for a license to create applications, which can
be translated to its users as they will be able to enjoy full benets from the applications
being created such as unlimited access to applications without restrictions on use.
5.7.5 Open Government License
The Open Government License for public sector information which was produced by
The National Archives15enables and encourages people to reuse information under a
small number of conditions. The license enables people to copy, publish, distribute
and transmit information, adapt and exploit information commercially; for example
combining it with other information or using it in a product or application. This license
is particularly suitable for LD applications where users may wish to combine datasets
from a number of dierent sources. In order for people to use this license they need to
ensure that a suitable link is created to the license to ensure that people are aware that
the data has been reproduced or used under a license.
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5.7.6 Public Service Mapping Agreement
The Public Sector Mapping Agreement (PSMA) is a contract which enables the provision
of core mapping data to the public sector. The agreement became available in July 2011
and has meant that various products are now freely available which were previously
available but with strict conditions on reuse. This agreement means that collaborations
between public sectors bodies can be created. This will enable the creation of LD mash
ups which previously would not have been possible. It does, however, still leave the issue
of use of data for non public sector bodies. Therefore we still see the requirement for
investigation into the provision of data for commercial use.
5.7.7 Comparison of the old Click-Use licenses versus Creative Com-
mons Licenses
Table 5.5 illustrates the basic dierences between the two licences.
Click Use Creative Commons
Licence available for an array of in-
formation
Licence only available to selected
information
Valid for 5 years Valid for entire duration of copy-
right
Does not permit modication Certain licences permit modica-
tion
Table 5.5: Comparison of Click use licenses versus Creative Commons Licenses
After an online survey was completed by online users, work began by OPSI to develop a
new licensing model which will enable greater interoperability of licenses (OPSI, 2009).
The licensing model will enable other license users such as Creative Commons and
General Public License (GPL) to re-use government information more easily.
5.7.8 Open Data Commons Licenses
It has been noted that the CC licenses are not particularly suitable for use with data
Miller et al. (2008). Rufus Pollock from Cambridge University 16 suggests that the
licenses such as the non-commercial CC license makes it unfeasible to create `derivative"
works. He suggests that other licenses such as the Open Data Commons (ODC) licenses
are more suitable. The open data commons provides two licenses which were created
for data and databases. 17
16http://www.rufuspollock.org/
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1. Public Domain Dedication and License (PDDL)
This license is intended to allow users to freely share and modify work for any
purpose without any restrictions. 18
2. Open Database License (ODbL)
This license allows users to share, create and adapt as long as the user attributes
any public use of the database or any works produced from the database. If
the user publicly uses any adapted version of the database or works the adapted
database must also be oered under the ODbL. If the database is redistributed
then technological measures may be used to restrict the work as long as a version
without such measures is also distributed.
The key point to note in this license is that the contents of the database are not
covered with this license and that users should combine this license with others to
protect the contents. 19
The ODC licenses are viewed to be a much more suitable method of licensing data from
databases as they were created for use with databases and allow issues such as creating
derived works to be claried. These licenses are clear and accessible to understand and
in terms of enabling data to be re-used, shared and linked on the web are a satisfactory
alternative to the CC license.
5.7.9 Open Street Map Licensing
OSM have recently introduced the use of a new license called the ODbL. This license
allows users to freely share, modify and use the database while maintaining this same
freedom for others. This license is one of the two licenses created by the ODC
OSM has chosen to adopt this license over other potential licenses due to their belief
that their licenses are not suitable for the licensing of data and databases. These un-
suitable licenses include the GPL, the GNU free documentation license (GFDL) and the
attribution share alike license (CC-by-SA) by the Creative Commons.
5.7.10 Licenses used on Data from the Linked Data Cloud
Table 5.6 illustrates the key datasets with the most links from the Linked Data Cloud
and the licenses used. We can see from the table that the most commonly used license is
the Creative Commons Attribution license. We note that some datasets do not specify
licenses and although the data is free, the data still needs to hold and display some
form of licensing in order for users of the data to be able to use it. We consider there
18http://www.opendatacommons.org/licenses/pddl/1.0/
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may also be a problem here with linking data which has dierent license terms. How
will developers of applications give access to the applications if some parts of the data
used are held under more or restricted licensing terms to the rest of the data in the
application?
Data How Licensed
MusicBrainz
(http://musicbrainz.org)
Core data The core data of the database is licensed
under the CC0 license
Supplementary data - The remaining portions of
the database are released under the Creative Com-
mons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 li-
cense
Ordnance Survey
(http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk)
OS Open Data Licence compatible with Creative
Commons Attribution License (cc-by)
DBPedia (http://dbpedia.org) Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License
and the GNU Free Documentation License
RKB Explorer
(http://www.rkbexplorer.com)
Non specied
The Gene Ontology
(http://www.geneontology.org)
No licensing requirements
Freebase
(http://www.freebase.com)
Creative Commons Attribution Only (CC-BY) license
Geonames
(http://www.geonames.org)
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License , Creative
Commons Attribution License (cc-by)
Table 5.6: Key Linked Datasets and their Licenses
5.8 Summary
In this chapter we have considered PSI and GI as the key subject of linking data in
this thesis. We have explored the emergence of datasets from the public sector and how
these dier from commercial data providers. We also showed further detail on OS and
the products which they provide in LD format. We also detail a number of other public
sector organisations who have begun to consider the use of LD.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 reviewed the literature surrounding the key themes in this thesis.
Chapter 5 introduced a chapter about OS which outlined it experiences with LD. From
this literature we were able to highlight further key issues we believed to be necessary
to investigate in more detail. Firstly we have acknowledged through the literature that
there are two types of users of data online, these are commercial and leisure users.
Do these users have dierent buying behaviours when making data purchases online?
Following this if there are two types of data available, free and paid, will people be still
willing to pay for data given that free alternatives may be available? Further to this we
would like to be able to illustrate what a potential LD application look like with open
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We have raised a number of issues and questions in this section and the next chapters
aim to answer some if not all the questions posed so far. Where we are able to answer
these questions, backed up with empirical research, we have stated this, but where we
feel that the area requires more investigation or the answer is unclear, we suggest further
recommendations, which are outlined in the nal chapter of this research.Chapter 6
Requirements Elicitation
In chapter 2 we introduced the technical side of this research which included the tech-
nologies used for LD and the SW. Following this in chapter 3 we investigated the issues
which would aect the business of linked data. Chapter 4 then outlines the business case
and issues for LD. This review of the literature has established that there are a number
of factors which require investigation in order to understand how to derive value from
LD. Specically, we have found that we need to take into consideration the opinions of
users when considering potential revenue models and their willingness to pay for a new
technology or concept such as LD. We also note that the characteristics of the product
such as quality and value added also need to be taken into consideration.
The next three chapters use the ndings from the literature in chapters 2 and 3 and
4 and 5 to inform a number of preliminary investigations to further understand the
landscape for the business of LD.
We carried out three separate investigations, each one with a dierent aim. The rst
investigation looked at the types of users of geospatial information in order for us to
understand who may be the users of the data. The second investigation aimed at bringing
together the two communities in order to inform them of the possibilities of linked,
geospatial data. Finally, we carried out a pilot study to investigate the appetite for LD
applications. The aim of this experiment was to understand the reasons why people
chose to use dierent types of data when there are free, paid and premium options
available.
6.1 Ordnance Survey Open Space Investigation
Our rst investigation looked at the consumers of OS OpenSpace. The OS OpenSpace
API1 is a free service which allows non commercial users to build web applications with
1http://openspace.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/
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OS data embedded in them. Firstly, we took the database of consumers who have
registered with the OpenSpace API. We analysed the dataset containing registration
information for 3275 users who had registered to use the OpenSpace API up until De-
cember 2009 and categorised them into 27 dierent groups. In order for us to separate
the users into dierent groups we classied each user depending on how they registered
for the API. Users who stated that they had some commercial relation or were exper-
imenting with the data for commercial purposes were grouped into various dierent
commercial groups. Next, users were put into separate groups if they came from a coun-
cil or other local authority. All non-commercial users were identied and classed into
respective categories and then nally all users who did not give any credentials were
classied as undisclosed (See Table 6.1). The types of users and their applications is an
important place to start when looking at the business model as it is the customers who
will generate the income for the organisation, and without them the business model will
be of no use.
We must note that given although only 3.5% of the total number of registrations was
for councils, this could in fact represent a large potential user base compared with the
numbers of individuals registering for personal use.
Once the user type had been grouped, we looked at the types of applications the users
had registered for. The activity was classied into one of ve dierent categories to
determine the types of applications users required of the data (See Table 6.1). The ve
dierent categories were split up depending on whether or not a user had a a specic
experiment in mind. If the use type was specically for experimentation, following
this another classication was included which could expand on the type of experiment
detailed. Users who gave no specic experimentation details were grouped into non-
specic experimentation. Users who were more specic about their experimentation
and those who were using the API for an educational purpose or for academic research
were given separate groups. Many users who stated their use as non-commercial were
grouped into service provision where they were experimenting with the API to provide
a non-commercial service often for walking or other outdoor activities. The remaining
users who did not ll in this section were classied as undisclosed.
6.1.1 Results
Of 3275 users, 44% did not disclose their organisation; specically they did not enter
anything in this eld when registering for the API key, showing a high proportion of users
were unwilling to divulge their identity. This could have been for a number of reasons.
They may have been from rival organisations, or did not have an organisation and
required the information for personal use only. 17% registered for the API for `personal'
use. These were people who identied their use was purely for a personal website and
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User Type Users Percentage
Commercial 393 12%
Consultancy 122 3.7%
Developers 104 3.2%
Service Providers 43 1.3%
Other Commercial 124 3.8%
Governmental 115 3.5%
Borough Councils 22 0.7%
City Councils 6 0.2%
County Councils 23 0.7%
District Councils 14 0.4%
Local Authorities 24 0.7%
Town Councils 6 0.2%
Parish Councils 20 0.6%
Education 138 4.2%
Schools and Colleges 40 1.2%
Universities 98 3%
Non-Commercial 1144 35%
Other Non Commercial 6 0.2%
Charities 55 1.7%
Clubs and Societies 321 9.8%
Political Parties 18 0.5%
Developers 29 0.9%
Local Communities 85 2.6%
Open Source 9 0.3%
Personal 561 17%
Religious Organisations 23 0.7%
Emergency Services Ocial 19 0.6%
Emergency Services Volunteer 10 0.3%
Healthcare 8 0.2%
Undisclosed 1435 44%
Table 6.1: Classication Of Open Space API Users
Use Users Percentage
Educational Purpose 47 1.4%
Non-Specic Experimentation 567 17.3%
Specic Experimentation 1291 39.4%
(Non-Commercial) Service Provision 462 14.1%
Academic Research 105 0.3%
Undisclosed 766 23.3%
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for route planning, interest in APIs or for blogging purposes including tagging pictures
with a location.
These users often detailed their use for activities such as walking, cycling and other
outdoor leisure pursuits. 9.8% of individuals registered for the OpenSpace API on behalf
of a club or society. Again the uses given for this category were mainly for walking,
cycling route planning or directions to other outdoor activities. 12% of users signed up
for a commercial reason, and were grouped together for all types of commercial purpose.
Just 3.5% of users were from the various dierent councils: town, parish and county
councils. These small numbers of commercial and non-commercial users demonstrates
that a considerable number of new users of LD could be attracted by a more suitable
business model.
We also note that the low numbers of governmental users may well be due to the fact
that they already have good access to premium data through their government agency
licenses and agreements (for example the PSMA).
Table 6.1 illustrates the proportion of users who registered for the API depending upon
the type of use they proposed. The majority of users registered with a specic experiment
in mind. The most common experiment was for route planning. Location pinpointing
was the second most popular use and was often associated with leisure activities or
hobbies.
Furthermore, a signicant number of users did not disclose the specic use of the data.
This could be due to users experimenting with the data with no particular aim or due
to not wishing to disclose their intent.
Of the users who stated a website attached to their registration details, we noticed
that very few (less than 10%) had actually used the maps on their proposed website.
We acknowledge that many of the users who registered for the API did not take their
registration any further or in fact looked at the API and found it was no use for the
purpose they signed up for. We also note that some of the reasons people signed up for
the service may not have included the use of the maps on a website and therefore we
would be unable to see their use from their registration details.
6.1.2 Discussion
The percentage of users who are non-commercial users versus the number of users who
will make a commercial purchase in the future is signicant in these results. This study
was created after the release of Open Space but before the release of Open Data. These
users can be noted as an untapped pool of potential paying users and should be taken
into account with the consideration of potential LD products in the future. The number
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exploring the freemium model further as it will encourage more free users and potentially
capture a wider commercial audience than previously. This will only be so if the pricing
of the premium model is reviewed in correlation with the data available through the use
of new technology. This investigation looked at OpenSpace and has not reviewed the
use of OpenSpace Pro. To gain a clearer understanding of the types of users and types
of use it would be benecial to review the same details from OpenSpace Pro version of
the API. We have made the assumption that the number of registrations with the API
correlates with the API usage, as users will be unable to use the API without registering
for it and that API usage is an indicator of the future of LD usage.
Having classied the users rst detailed use, we felt it was interesting to see the other
uses listed. Often the user stated it was for a non-specic experiment in which case
their second use listed was `none'. However, a number of users detailed exactly what
the data would be used for and we were able to outline this further. In total 13% of
users specied their intentions for route planning purposes and a further 6.3% specied
the use of the API for location pinpointing. Of the remaining results 2% of users were
experimenting with the API for comparison with other free data (such as OSM). This
is a small proportion of users which could be increased to attract more customers if
the data was available to them more readily and the business model was changed. The
new model must be able to encourage new users and give them more opportunity to
experiment. The results of the second use supplement the previous table demonstrating
the highest proportion of users intending to use the data for route planning or other
local investigations. This high proportion of users for non-commercial purposes show
that users were utilising the API for personal use and there is potential here to gain a
wider customer base if the data is made available to a broader range of customers.
The results of the preliminary experiments show that the greatest proportion of users
interested in the API are personal users or from clubs and societies, despite the number
of users who have detailed they are experimenting with the data with a potential to
use or purchase further data in the future. The greater proportion of users in this
group will not be prepared to pay for OS data which they require and will therefore
look elsewhere for alternatives which are free. There were a number of users who have
been clear that they are using this API as a comparison with other geographical data
providers highlighting a key point. Giving away a proportion of the data encourages or
stimulates demand for the data and may encourage users to make future purchases. The
widespread adoption and use of OS data by free users stands to benet both OS and
non free users through the integration with third party data derived from OS linked GI.
OS dene derived data as data created by the licensee that has used Ordnance Survey
Digital Mapping Products in its creation (Ordnance Survey, 2011). Derived data must be
considered when addressing the feasibility of the freemium model for linked GI because
despite giving data away for free, the licensing issues surrounding derived data and GI
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The PSMA as we stated earlier enables other public sectors organisations to publish
data without the restrictions previously experienced. We also note the introduction
of free versions of OS data will, although hold licenses, will not hold the same strict
restrictions as found with some derived data. It does, however, still require licenses to
be included. We explored the possibility of licenses attached to the data in the previous
chapter. We also suggest further use of licenses in the technical framework in chapter 8,
which discusses a technical framework for the consumption of LD.
6.2 Terra Future - Forging Links Seminar
In the previous section we carried out a short investigation to classify the types of users
of the the OS OpenSpace API. This investigation provided us with details of the types
of users of OS data and the uses which the data was put to.
Following our review of the literature surrounding LD and the relevant technologies and
the previous investigation, we felt it was important to understand potential users' initial
thoughts on the introduction and use of a new technology. One of the key ndings from
the literature in this section was that understanding of a technology was often a factor
for not being willing to pay for a products or information online. Therefore, we felt
it would be benecial to create a situation where users could nd out more about the
technology and we could use this opportunity to nd out more about their concerns
and opinions of using a new technology. The main aim of the Terra Future - Forging
Links Seminar was to bring two communities together, the LD community and the GI
community. We saw the seminar as a way to answer some of the questions we raised in
chapter one.
We understand that the GI community may have limited knowledge of the concept of LD
or some may know nothing. Users of GI have an extensive understanding of the types of
applications which would be useful and interesting. Comparably, LD practitioners have
the technical understanding to put ideas for applications into practice. We felt that in
order to gain insight into the types of applications which people hope to build, a seminar
drawing the two communities together would enable us to interpret the obstructions each
community faces when utilising a new technology.
6.2.1 The Approach
We organised the day into three parts. The rst part of the day was a series of presen-
tations by LD practitioners who explained the role of LD. The presentations aimed to
give the GI community an understanding of LD and how it may be applied. This session
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The second part of the day took the form of two workshops geared specically to the
two communities. The rst workshop demonstrated the potential of LD and the second
workshop was targeted at the GI community giving both communities an opportunity
to see the possibilities from each others perspective.
The nal part of the day was a group idea generating session. The participants were split
into 20 groups of 7, where half were from the GI community and half were from the LD
community. Each table had a facilitator who helped encourage and guide the discussion
to ensure that key questions were posed to the group to give us an understanding of
the issues they face. The facilitator was briefed before the event and given a number of
questions to put to the group.
We found a number of key topics arose during the afternoon discussions. These were:
1. Licensing
2. Cost
3. Technical ability
These discussions enabled users to give details of the issues which they felt were a priority
having spent the morning learning about the possibilities of LD.
Many users voiced their concerns about how the data is licensed in terms of re-use
within applications. Their concerns then turned to how much the data would cost if
they wanted to use it for a commercial purpose.
Finally the non-technical users found that although they understood the concept of LD
and had an understanding of the technology they were unsure if they would be able to
replicate a LD application in the future without any further knowledge or training.
We found these round-table discussions useful to this research to inform us of the current
issues of uptake of LD for non-technical users from other elds who may be interested
in its implementation.
6.2.2 Conclusion
The Terra Future event aimed to introduce new users to the concept of LD and introduce
users of LD to the issues of using GI in LD. From this event we were able to conrm the
issues which users have regarding the use of LD as a new technology. We reiterate here
that although applications built using LD would have LD in the background or be built
on LD, users may not be aware of this and not notice any dierence in the applications
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Following our review of the literature and our initial investigation into users of OS GI
we have found that there are a number of issues which need to be addressed in order for
us to understand the opportunities to derive value from linked geospatial information.
These key areas are licensing, cost and revenue and technical ability.
6.3 Investigation - Information Quality Criteria Question-
naire
Initial work carried out in the previous section aimed at discovering the areas of concern
noticed by potential consumers of LD. The results found that there are a number of fac-
tors which may prevent the full uptake of a potential LD product or service. Therefore,
we decided that the next section of research should investigate the factors which may
inuence a decision to pay for data. We aimed to see which are the most important
factors aecting consumers decisions to be able to inform data providers of the factors
which they must consider when preparing to sell their data in LD market.
From our initial investigations into users and LD, we found that there were a proportion
of participants who were not willing to pay for information, some who are willing to pay
for information and some who were prepared to pay a premium price for information.
Following this we felt that it was important to understand the specic attributes of the
information which aect their decision to pay for the information.
As we mentioned earlier, there are users who will be unaware that the data they are
consuming is in fact LD. We have chosen to test factors which are considered relevant
for the consumption of ordinary data on the web as the same trust issues and concerns
will be applicable. We have chosen the most commonly occurring factors from literature
concerning information quality on the web (Eppler et al., 2003; Knight and Burn, 2005;
Naumann and Rolker, 2000; Caro et al., 2005).
We wanted to investigate if there was any relation between the decisions made by par-
ticipants and see if there was a preference between one particular criteria over others.
6.3.1 Experimental Design and Methodology
For the purpose of determining which factors are of most importance to consumers we
decided that a survey would be the best way to establish these which of these criteria
were most important. A survey was designed using Survey Monkey (See Appendix C)
to determine the attributes of information people nd most important to them when
searching for information or data on the web.
From the literature review specically in chapter 4, we have been able to identify that
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decisions to pay. We have narrowed these down to six criteria which we used to test
which were most important.
We have dened each of the criteria below. We also note that this is our interpretation
of the meaning of the terms and have specied this in the questionnaire to ensure that
each consumer is aware the meaning we give for each term.
Accurate - The extent to which information is correct, reliable and veried free of
error.
Consistent - The extent to which information is presented in the same format and
compatible with previous information.
Secure - the extent to which access to information is restricted to maintain its security.
Timely - The extent to which the information is suciently up-to-date for the task at
hand.
Complete - The extent to which information is not missing and is of sucient breadth
and depth for the task at hand.
Concise - The extent to which information is compactly represented without being
overwhelming.
We decided to ask participants to select their preference for each criteria rather than
ask them to order them in numerical order as dierent participants may not rank them
using the same measure. For example, one person's view of a 5 on a scale of 1 to 10 may
be dierent to another. We found that the most ecient way of accurately analysing the
data was to use the Chi square test to test if each response was independent. Therefore
we listed all of the possible pairs and in order to ensure that we did not introduce any
bias into the questionnaire we made sure that the order of the data was randomised
for each participant. This meant that the criteria would appear dierently for each
participant, ensuring that the results we generated from the study were not just the
result of participants selecting the rst option from a list.
The null hypothesis for this study is outlined below:
H 0: There is no signicant association between the variable A and variable B
 H0: Variable A and Variable B are independent.
 Ha: Variable A and Variable B are not independent.
When we refer to Variable A and Variable B we are illustrating the possible combinations
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6.4 Participants
100 participants were recruited from a bank of participants held by uSamp.2 We asked
that the participants be geographically located to the UK only and could be of any
age over 18. A total of 99 participants completed the study. When participants were
recruited by uSamp, they cam from a wide geographic area across the United Kingdom,
to ensure that there was no bias towards the use of words from diering areas of the
country. We restricted the study to only participants from the United Kingdom.
6.5 Results and Statistical Analysis
The results of the experiment are displayed below. Table 6.5 shows the results of the
questionnaire. It shows the proportions of participants who selected each response.
Option First Attribute Second Attribute
Accurate or Timely 83 16
Accurate or Consistent 79 20
Accurate or Concise 75 24
Accurate or Complete 74 25
Consistent or Concise 73 26
Complete or Concise 69 30
Secure or Timely 66 33
Secure or Concise 66 33
Complete or Timely 63 36
Consistent or Timely 63 36
Secure or Complete 60 39
Accurate or Secure 59 40
Complete or Consistent 58 41
Secure or Consistent 55 44
Timely or Concise 47 52
Table 6.3: Results of Information Quality Questionnaire
Following the experiment a statistical analysis of the results was carried out using the
SPSS statistics package. Table 6.5 shows the results of the statistical analysis. The
table illustrates the option, the Chi square result, the degree of freedom and nally the
asymptotic signicance. Following this Table 6.5 details the results of the statistical
analysis to clarify which responses had a signicant association. See Appendix D for full
details of the results.
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Option Chi-Square df Asymp. Sig.
Accurate or Secure 3.646a 1 0.056
Accurate or Complete 24.253a 1 0
Accurate or Consistent 35.162a 1 0
Accurate or Timely 45.343a 1 0
Accurate or Concise 26.273a 1 0
Secure or Complete 4.455a 1 0.035
Secure or Consistent 1.222a 1 0.269
Secure or Timely 11.000a 1 0.001
Secure or Concise 11.000a 1 0.001
Complete or Concise 15.364a 1 0
Complete or Consistent 2.919a 1 0.088
Complete or Timely 7.364a 1 0.007
Consistent or Concise 22.313a 1 0
Consistent or Timely 7.364a 1 0.007
Timely or Concise .253a 1 0.615
Table 6.4: Results of Statistical Analysis
Option Signicant Association.
Accurate or Secure No
Accurate or Complete No
Accurate or Consistent No
Accurate or Timely Yes
Accurate or Concise Yes
Secure or Complete Yes
Secure or Consistent No
Secure or Timely Yes
Secure or Concise Yes
Complete or Concise Yes
Complete or Consistent No
Complete or Timely Yes
Consistent or Concise Yes
Consistent or Timely Yes
Timely or Concise No
Table 6.5: Signicant Association of Results
6.6 Discussion
In the previous section we outlined the results of the questionnaire. From these results
we see that out of the 15 pairs of quality criteria, 9 of the options showed a signicant
association. We chose to use the Chi Square test to determine if there was a signi-
cance between the choice each participant made for each pair of criteria. We wanted to
determine if each participant just chose each result by chance or for a reason.
The results from this questionnaire disproves our hypothesis which says that there is no
signicant association between the two criteria. When we state signicant association
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signicance in the results gained from the questionnaire. The remaining 6 options showed
no signicant association. We will discuss the signicant results in further detail below.
When asked to rank accurate over another criteria it is clear to see that when put against
any other option accurate is always the preferred choice. This backs up our ndings from
the literature which also suggests that quality is the most important factor to consumers
when considering the selection of data online. We also note that when complete was
ranked against others we found that it was the preferred choice followed by consistent.
Table 6.6 below highlights the preferred criteria.
Option Preferred choice
Accurate or Timely Accurate
Accurate or Concise Accurate
Secure or Complete Secure
Secure or Timely Secure
Secure or Concise Secure
Complete or Concise Complete
Complete or Timely Complete
Consistent or Concise Consistent
Consistent or Timely Consistent
Table 6.6: Preferred Quality Criteria
We nd that accurate, secure, complete and consistent are the criteria people nd most
important to them when considering data. From this we can draw our conclusion. The
results from this questionnaire will be used to inform a further study regarding the
actual use of data on the web.
6.7 Conclusion
Following our previous investigation which aimed to determine if consumers were willing
to pay for data at all online, we decided that we also needed to ask questions to inform
the factors which providers of data need to consider when publishing data from which
they wish to receive revenue.
This questionnaire has enabled us to explore the key factors which consumers look for
in the search for data online. We chose the criteria which we felt were the most relevant
criteria for LD and from the questionnaire we were able to narrow the 6 criteria down
to the most important.
1. Accurate,
2. Complete,
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Through this investigation we have noticed that the term `accurate' could be considered
to be an umbrella term for the other attributes such as complete and consistent. We
conclude that participants may have chose accurate when they in fact meant complete or
consistent. We treat this result with caution in our further investigations as, although we
gave specic denitions for each of the attributes we cannot be sure that the participants
took the meaning of the criteria as we intended.
Security is one term which was ranked highly. Security of data or resources on the web
specically is a large area which could be potential basis of further research into LD in
the future. For the purpose of this next experiment we did not choose to specically
model or test `secure' data, as security is one feature which we would expect to be part
of any online resource we use on the web. This does not however mean that it is not an
important part of data.
6.8 Summary of Research Contributions
The requirements elicitation enabled us to begin our investigation into the potential
to consume LOD and LCD. We wanted to determine the key features which would be
desirable to consumers which are specically non technical at this stage. The key areas
we wanted to explore included the types of users, the potential to charge for data and
the quality factors of the data in question.
Firstly we looked at the current users of the OS OpenSpace in order to nd out the
types of users of OS data. From this we found that there are three potential types of
users of linked geospatial data and that a potential LD application needs to be able to
support each potential consumer type.
We also not that with the introduction of a new technology, it is important to ensure
that potential users are able to visualise how the technology will work and in turn, how
it will aect them. We describe how we achieve this in the next chapter which explains
the two specic LD experiments we implemented.
From the requirements elicitation we also found that there are certain quality factors
which need to be considered to determine if they will directly aect a consumers will-
ingness to pay for information. We use the factors highlighted here, in the design of the
following experiments to test how consumers would act in a LD situation.
The key points we have raised so far through this research include:
1. Information quality is important when considering the building of applications
using LDChapter 6 Requirements Elicitation 124
2. Informing participants about the ease of the use of LD is essential to ensure that
LD is accessible to all types of participants, not just technical participants and
experts.
3. In order to understand the landscape for linked geospatial applications it is im-
portant to investigate the current applications and demonstrate the possibilities
for future applications.
4. The type of participants of GI varies. This is important when targeting a new
product or application, as some participants (commercial users) will be more pre-
pared to pay a premium price whereas others (leisure users) may not be prepared
to pay much more.
The following chapter describes the experiments we designed and implemented in order
to nd out more about the landscape for the consumption of LOD and LCD.Chapter 6 Requirements Elicitation 125
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:Chapter 7
Linked Data Investigations
7.1 Linked Data Experiment 1
The literature in the previous sections and the investigation into the users of OS OpenSpace
followed by the Terra Future event, highlighted a number of areas which we feel further
investigation will contribute to the development of models for carrying out business and
generate value from LD. THe experiments were used to study how users interact with
information provided by a LD application. More specically we looked at the propensity
of users to use the data. It should also be noted that as previously mentioned in section
2.3 LD is not intended for direct consumption by people as outlined by Berners-Lee et al.
(2001), therefore we did not expose the users to the raw LD, or explain the technology
behind the applications in detail. From our observations of how people use applications
or consumer information based on LD, we draw conclusions on the potential purchase
of LD.
The hypotheses for this experiment are:
H1 Consumer willingness to pay for data is aected by information quality factors.
H2 Willingness to pay for data will aect consumers product choice.
7.1.1 Experimental Design and Methodology
In order to answer some of the questions generated from the literature and preliminary
work we have built a working prototype of a LD situation.
This study aimed to demonstrate the potential of LD and to open up thinking about
the possibilities for LD applications on the web. Further to this, we aimed to discover
the appetite for LCD by observing participants willingness to pay for premium data.
We will explore the factors that aect the decision whether or not to pay for premium
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data, or continue to use free data. The key question to answer in this study is: What
criteria make participants chose premium data over free data?
The study was a server side application written in Python programming language, which
was used to generate dynamic webpages. The script was executed on the server and so
was not visible in the browser. We were able to customise our response based on the
users input or response enabling dierent scenarios to be modelled.
This study was carried out online to ensure that all participants were able to participate
regardless of their geographic location and also to ensure that the study simulated a
real web browsing environment, similar to that in the study carried out by Lopes and
Galletta (2006). The LD simulation enabled participants to browse through specic
information using a hypothetical scenario, incorporating LD. (Appendix B for screen
shots). The participants were provided with an initial bank balance. Premium data was
given a value and the bank balance was reduced as they spent more. Premium data was
considered in this case to be data which contained the most fruitful data. On purchase
of premium data participants would be able to determine the optimal answer. Paid data
would give the participants the correct answer but may have not contained all of the
details. The data was prepared so that the optimal answer was most easily available by
paying either for the premium data or the paid data which was not always complete.
The free version of the data had a number of factors which may have aected the
participants choice. These factors included correctness, completeness and timeliness,
which may have persuaded them to purchase the paid or premium data. The option
was given to decide whether they would use free data, paid data or a premium dataset
in the execution of their task.
Following the scenario, participants were asked to complete a short questionnaire to
enable us to explore the user experience of the study and to record data about the
numbers of users who may be prepared to pay for data (willingness to pay) and reasons
why they chose to pay for premium data.
The data for this experiment was generated from a number of sources. The location of
the car parks was taken from the Bournemouth Borough Council website.1
This data was extracted manually from the website and collated into a .csv le and
converted into RDF. The exact location of the car parks were then plotted onto Open-
Street Maps and also OS Maps and the data relevant to each car park was added to
each point depending upon the data type given. The free data did not contain many
details about the car park, whereas the paid versions of the data contained more text
and was displayed when a user clicked on the point. We note that at this stage the data
available from the Bournemouth Borough Council website2 was not in a LD format and
1http://www.bournemouth.gov.uk/PeopleLiving/Maps/CarParks/KingsParkCarParkMap.aspx#
2http://www.bournemouth.gov.uk/PeopleLiving/Maps/CarParks/KingsParkCarParkMap.aspx#Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 128
required time to translate into data which is of a useful format for linking.
Monetary incentives were provided to encourage participation in the study. Participants
were oered a base rate for participation and then a further incentive was oered for
obtaining the best solution in the study, i.e. achieving the best data/result and having
the highest bank balance at the end of the study.
In the design of this experiment we considered other willingness to pay for research
eorts and have designed this user experiment, taking into account the ndings from
these experiments.
Although studies have been carried out regarding willingness to pay, there are no stud-
ies to date which have concerned the willingness to pay specically for LD. We have
also found that the most studies concerning willingness to pay relate to that of online
auctions. We note that the factors which aect the consumers decision to pay or bid
for items on sites such as eBay, have similar issues to the ones we have discovered for
LD. Buyers are concerned with the trustworthiness of sellers and more specically their
feedback scores (Melnik and Alm, 2003). We take this into account as a potential way
of ranking sellers of data online and investigate this in more detail in chapter 8, the
technical architecture for LD.
Other choice experiments have been carried out in the past regarding physical goods
and some for online goods. We note in particular a study carried out by Chyi (2005)
which used interviews to nd consumers willingness to pay for news online. We note
that there are no similar studies for LD.
Although the use of LD in our application was eectively hidden from the participants,
we believe that our choice experiment is the rst such to use LD as the subject of a
choice. As mentioned at the start of this chapter, LD is not intended for direct human
consumption but the participants are nonetheless choosing between dierent sources of
LD.
We note that there have been a number of experiments carried out which use false
or pretend money and decided to use a pretend currency, in this case `map groats' as
opposed to pounds and pence, so that we did not bias the decision of participants by
introducing the problem of price into our investigation. However, we suggest that a
further development to this investigation should be carried out which investigates the
dierent real prices consumers are willing to pay for online goods and in particular, data.
Every selection made during the study was emailed back to the researcher on completion
of the study, enabling analysis to be conducted at the end of the study. The simulation
enabled participants to interact with LD and to carry out a simple task which highlighted
some of the key points of LD.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 129
7.1.2 Participant Interaction with the Study
We have included screens shots of the experiment in Appendix B but we will explain
how the participants interacted in the study in this section.
Firstly the participants were asked to enter their email address and click a send button
which sent a personalised link to their chosen email address to ensure that we were able
to trace the answers they gave.
The next page they viewed gave them the instructions for the study and then once they
had read this page they were directed to the rst page of the study.
They were shown a snapshot of a map of Bournemouth on the right hand side of the
page and on the left was the scenario. They were asked to nd the most suitable place
to park in order to go shopping for a birthday present. They were given three criteria
to take into account in their search for the correct space.
Following this they were asked if they would like to use free, paid for or premium data
for their search for a suitable parking location in Bournemouth. They were able to see
the data from all three and we recored which datasets they used to get their answer.
Once they had made their choice and clicked next they were taken to a questionnaire
about their experience with the scenario.
7.1.3 Participants
A wide sample of participants (displaying diversity in age, gender, occupation and lo-
cation) were recruited to take part in the study. A number of participants had already
shown an interest in taking part in research studies through Ordnance Survey and were
contacted with details of this study.
Participants were also recruited from universities. This was advertised by email on
behalf of the researcher by the participating universities.
As we stated, we had a wide sample of participants. In total 50 people took part in the
study. However we noticed that the older participants in the study were less inclined
to pay for the information available. We also noticed that some participants spent a
minimal time completing the study. We acknowledge that this could introduce a bias in
our results.
7.1.4 Results
The results from this experiment enabled us to begin to understand why or why not
consumers would be willing to pay online for LD.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 130
Table 7.1.4 below outlines the number of users in each category who selected free, paid
or premium.
On average we found that most participants spent 15 minutes searching for the optimal
answer and then having understood what was required of them were able to answer the
questionnaire following the study.
Data type Number of Participants
Free 18
Paid 22
Premium 10
Table 7.1: Proportion of participants in each category
Table 7.1.4 illustrates the number of participants in each category who chose the correct
answer which was location h. This was determined by the number of free spaces available.
This could be found by looking at the additional information which was available through
the paid or premium versions of the data. The optimal answer was not the closet
geographically to the desired location but would full the requirements of the study
which was to nd a space quickly at a peak time of day and by making a purchase they
would have been able to make a decision with less eort.
Data type Participants with the correct answer
Free 0
Paid 2
Premium 2
Table 7.2: Proportion of participants who chose each option
Participants were asked in each case to explain why they chose the answer they did.
There were mixed responses to these questions.
Of the 18 participants who chose the free option, 9 participants said they were not pre-
pared to pay for data and 7 participants said they would rather look for the information
themselves.
14 participants said they would use the same data option in the future whereas 4 par-
ticipants indicated that they may choose a dierent option in the future. This may be
due to the fact that they had learnt that choosing a particular option may not result in
the correct answer.
1 participant said that if they were using an application they would like to have seen
more detail. Another user said they would choose a paid option on repeating the task,
but, would not choose a premium option as they felt it was too costly for the task in
question.
Of the 22 participants who chose to use paid data, 9 participants said they were prepared
to pay a small amount for the data and 5 did not think that the free option would beChapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 131
adequate.
9 participants said that they would be happy to use paid data again whereas 5 partici-
pants said they would make a dierent choice.
1 participant stated that they would not nd more information in the premium option
useful and 2 further participants stated that they would not be prepared to pay any
more.
1 participant said that they would not want to put their nancial details online and so
would not use the paid option again. Another user said that they would like to check
the free option rst and then decide whether to use a paid option in the future.
Of the 10 participants who chose to use the premium option, 3 said that they chose this
option as they would not be prepared to spend time searching for the answer. 6 partic-
ipants said they would denitely pay for the premium option if they could guarantee it
would give them the right answer.
1 participant stated that they would pay for the data only if they had little time and it
was important.
7 participants stated that they would use the premium option again and 2 would choose
a dierent one. 1 participant stated that they would like to see the other options before
making a purchase.
7.1.5 Discussion
From the results (see Figure 7.1.5) we see that a high proportion, 64% of participants
are in fact willing to pay for data. The remaining 44% of participants were not prepared
to pay and 28% of participants who chose free data would use the same choice again.
Those who are prepared to pay for the premium data do so because of convenience and
time saving whereas the free participants are prepared to spend the time searching for
data rather than spend extra for a service.
As a pilot study we only sampled a small number of participants. We feel that the
situation participants were asked to simulate may have led them to make the decisions
they did. Participants may have felt that if they chose the paid option they would get
the `optimum' result. Whereas some participants may have felt that by choosing the
premium option they would get the best result. However, this may not have been a true
reection of their buying behaviour in everyday situations. We feel that a further study
which demonstrates a number of dierent scenarios may be useful to determine whether
the scenario has any eect on a user's decision to pay from a premium service.
The currency used for the study did not reect real money. We feel that this may have
inuenced the participants when they considered whether or not to pay for the data.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 132 Graph to show proportion of users who chose each 
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Figure 7.1: Data type selection.
Some participants may have not been able to relate the currency we chose with real
money so may have spent it feeling that they were not making a real loss by spending.
Or, others may not have spent as they may have felt that the currency was more valuable
than it really was. Therefore a further study to consider using real currency and varied
prices may be useful to help determine how price of the data aects a participant's
decision to pay.
Having completed the study 4 participants went on to repeat it again. They chose the
best option they found from using the premium data and selected free data the second
time. We feel that this was for two reasons, the rst as they wanted to achieve the best
result and secondly they were not allowed to preview the data in the rst place.
A number of participants suggested that in the future they would like to preview the
free option before they decided whether they would make a purchase. For the purpose of
this experiment we decided to make sure they were not able to preview the other options
as this may have resulted in them still choosing a free option. Therefore a further study
could look at oering a user a preview of all the options free, paid and premium and
recording which one most participants chose.
One user stated that free data can be easily combined with other sources, these can
include local people who would know the best car park. A paid for car park map may
not include all relevant, up-to date factors such as crime, car washing or accept credit
card payments. We nd this particularly interesting when looking at GI. User generated
maps such as Open Street Map have local knowledge attached to them and are often
a key factor when people decide to use the map over an alternative. Therefore when
looking at creating a linked GI application it is important to note the criteria which
people consider when they choose to purchase data or an application. We consider
this an important factor in the development of LD applications and will investigate the
information quality factors in our further research.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 133
We note here that the `free' data was not considered of less quality, the premium data
was considered `premium' as it gave the same answer but with fewer steps involved. We
aimed to demonstrate that the free data was acceptable to use, although may not have
been able to answer all the criteria, but by purchasing premium data the optimum result
for the situation could be achieved perhaps within a shorter time.
Only 4 participants chose the optimal answer given the data provided, which was `h'.
We note that this was not the most obvious choice and most people chose the one which
looked geographically closest, but only by purchasing the data would they nd that this
was not the most suitable place. The participants who had chosen the correct answer
had chosen either a paid or a premium option. None of the participants who chose the
free option got the correct answer as they were not given the relevant information only
a scale and points with no additional details.
We aimed to test two hypotheses at the beginning of the experiment, the rst;
H1 Consumer willingness to pay for data is aected by information quality factors.
and the second;
H2 Willingness to pay for data will aect consumers product choice.
We have proved through the results of this experiment that both hypotheses are true.
There is a signicant relation between consumer willingness to pay for data and dierent
information quality factors. Secondly, that consumers purchasing behaviour will result
in consumers choosing a cheaper alternative, even if the paid option will generate the
required answer.
7.2 Linked Data Investigation 2
Following the questionnaire outlined in the previous chapter, we were able to inform
a further study to test the top 3 most important criteria within a LD simulation. We
wanted to conrm if in a LD situation, the factors outlined in the previous experiment
would aect a participants decision to purchase the data in a LD situation. If data
was incomplete, would participants then decide to make a purchase of data which was
complete? Or, would they decide to purchase data without looking at the free options
as they deemed this as time wasted.
The initial LD experiment in chapter 5 aimed to nd out what people said they would
do in a particular situation. This experiment aimed to test whether what people said in
the previous experiment is true, factoring in the ndings from the questionnaire which
will make the experiment more substantial using criteria which has previously ranked.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 134
We hypothesise for this experiment:
H1 Context of a purchase situation aects a consumer's willingness to pay for informa-
tion.
H2 Willingness to pay for information is related to consumer requirement to reduce
search times.
7.2.1 Experimental Design and Methodology
The same structure from the initial LD study was adapted to created an online inter-
active study (see Appendix E). This study was built around LD to demonstrate that it
works and is implementable in a LD environment. It was again a server side application
written in python, which was used to generate dynamic webpages. The script was exe-
cuted on the server and so was not visible in the browser and all webpages were displayed
in HTML. The data for each of the cameras was generated in RDF and displayed on
the webpage using a SPARQL query which was executed to display dierent responses.
We were able to customise our response based on the users input or response enabling
dierent scenarios to be modelled. This was developed in order to give participants the
chance to interact with dierent information. The information was tailored to reect a
real world situation where free reviews may have been biased, out of date, inaccurate
and incomplete. Whereas paid reviews were accurate, complete, up-to date and con-
cise. We wanted this experiment to illustrate how people can follow links which contain
collaborations of data rather than typical web browsing.
The dierent quality reviews have been used to represent more complex reviews that
could be composited with dierent qualities of LD. The free examples for instance were
generated from sites using free data and could therefore be accessed via the web but
being input in this application they displayed how they are able to be drawn together.
The reviews which required payment, were reviews which would require payment on the
web without necessarily being in LD. We gathered this information and translated it
into RDF to structure it in a way which would enable us to show how data can be made
more useful if it is in a structured format and may be something which consumers may
wish to purchase.
The participants in this study would not necessarily be aware that they are using LD
as such, however we have ensured that all of the data used in the experiment was in
RDF and that the choices made by the participants were displayed by a SPARQL query,
which again, they would not see but demonstrates how it is possible to create a LD
application which can generate dierent sorts of applications.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 135
Participants were invited to the take part in the study at Ordnance Survey Headquarters
in Southampton. They were asked to imagine they were looking to purchase a camera
as a certain type of user (a point and shoot user, a keen amateur or a professional). We
allocated them a user type and asked them to act with certain criteria in mind.
They were then asked if they would like to purchase a subscription to the paid data for
a one o fee. If not, they were directed to the data where they were only given access
to the free data. If they chose to they were able to purchase individual reviews.
They were asked to use the information provided to establish which camera they felt
was the most suitable for their type of use.
After the interactive element of the study, users were asked to complete a questionnaire
regarding their experience with the study (See Appendix F).
Following the study, participants were told of the purpose of the study and the reasons
for the study were explained to them. We then gave them the correct answer and they
were given their incentive payment.
7.2.2 Participants
30 Participants were recruited from a list of volunteers who signed up to take part in
research projects through Ordnance Survey. Participants who signed up to this list have
a keen interest in research at Ordnance Survey and an interest in maps especially. As the
participants were mainly map enthusiasts, we chose to use a neutral topic of cameras
rather than one specically based on mapping to ensure that we did not introduce
any bias in particular about brand loyalty. We also ensured that the data about the
cameras in the study did not contain any brand names and we replaced these names
with references to camera A, B, C, D etc.
The payment method we chose for participants was aimed to ensure that we gained the
most natural response to the questions being asked. We advised participants that they
would be given $5 to spend on data, they are not obliged to spend the money but if
they get an incorrect answer they must return the unspent money.
In fact we paid the participants the full amount regardless of whether they achieved the
correct answer. We felt that by asking them to perform the task in their own character
meant that we would not nd a bias in participants trying to earn the most incentive
payment from the study.
7.2.3 Results of Linked Data Simulation
Of the 30 participants who took part, - 10 participants paid the subscription for the
data from the start. - 3 participants chose to subscribe after viewing the free data - 13Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 136
participants never paid for the data and only used free data - 4 participants paid for
individual data not under subscription - 11 participants achieved the optimal answer
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7.2.4 Results of the Post Simulation Questionnaire
28 users (98%) said that the type of hypothetical user they were allocated inuenced
whether they decided to pay for the data.
When asked which information quality criteria was most important to them when search-
ing for information, 14 users said that accurate information was most important to them,
5 users said that complete information was most important to them and 11 users said
that consistent information was most important to them.
When asked if they were to purchase information on the web, 12 users were concerned
about credit card security, 14 users would prefer to look for the information themselves
and 22 said they were concerned they could not guarantee the information would be
useful.
10 users said they would prefer to spend a small fee for obtaining the answer instantly
and 20 users would prefer to spend time looking.
When asked how much would they trust the checkout/payment process online. 7 users
said they would trust a lot, 6 users said they would trust it a great deal, 11 users said
they would trust it a moderate amount, 6 users said a little and 0 said none at all.
7.2.5 Participant discussion
Following the interactive part of the study and the questionnaire, users were asked for
their comments on the study. Each participant was given the time to discuss the study
and their views on paying for data online.
These discussions are summarised below:
Participant 1
Would never use a paid review as it may be biased, regardless of the situation.
Tends to nd that the paid reviews do not give you all the information.
Participant 2
Would not usually pay for information but if they could not nd the right answer
they would pay for the data in the end.
Participant 3
No knowledge of cameras therefore obvious choice is subscription as $3 is reason-
able for lots of information. For an expensive product like a television or camera,
would spend a small amount for a trusted review as they felt that time is wasted
searching for information. They felt that free reviews were no accurate or correct
and they tend to trust reviews for which they pay.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 138
Participant 4
How do you know the credentials of a paid for review? Would want to know the
reasons why they should trust a paid review. For example would like a preview of
the information/review before they purchase but a free trial which doesn't allow
all the features would not be suitable. Depending on the type of user, depends on
how fast you want the answer, i.e. a professional may need the answer faster for a
deadline.
Participant 5
If searching for this information would spend longer looking and would be prepared
to search rather than pay. Would however pay if a professional but not as an
amateur.
Participant 6
Participant stated that there were not actually many `paid' review sites around
and therefore said the context may inuence the decision more.
Participant 7
Participant specically trusts the manufacturers more than other users as people
tend to be biased and may review a product on personal preferences rather than
on how the product really performs.
Participant 8
Stated that online shopping does not give the same experience as you get in the
shop, therefore cannot get a true reection of a product.
Participant 9
Context is very important on decision to pay
Participant 10
In the current economy participant felt that people may not be so prepared to
pay for information as they see they can get the same answer by spending time
searching.
Participant 11
If paying for information online would expect value for money, clear, accurate up-
to date and trusted. Concerned about conicting reviews, how do you know which
one to trust?
Participant 12
Decided to pay for data as not convinced that the free data was correct.
Participant 13 The participant stated that regardless of the cost or accuracy of the
reviews available online they would always spend their time searching through all
free reviews available online to nd the answer to the problem. They stated this
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would not be satised that all of the information would be available in a paid
review and therefore would be unwilling to pay.
Participant 14 The main concern from this participant was providing their bank de-
tails online. They would like to pay for reviews, but would not pay for them as
they would not want to disclose their bank details online.
Participant 15 The participant stated that they paid for the data as they were not
convinced that the free data would be accurate, or trustworthy.
Participant 16 They viewed all of the data as they said that if they were going to pay
for data they would want to get value for money.
Participant 17 The participant stated that they would rather spend time searching
for data but if they did pay for the data they would like to make sure that it was
accurate.
Participant 18 Swayed particularly by the opinions, therefore nds opinion useful and
would be prepared to pay for this if they felt it was required. They also stated
that context is important in deciding whether to pay for data.
Participant 19 Participant stated that their prior knowledge of cameras inuenced
their decision to pay, i.e. if they had little knowledge of the subject they would be
more prepared to pay.
Participant 20 Participant showed concern for biased reviews and stated specically
that trust on the web was an issue for them.
Participant 21 Would like the option to make small `micro-payments' for data but
knows that their partner would never pay for information online, whatever the
situation.
7.2.6 Discussion and Conclusion
The aim of this experiment was to answer a number of questions regarding the use of
paid data online. By asking participants to do this, we wanted to nd if the answers
they gave in the rst LD experiment detailed in chapter 5 were true responses. One of
the critical issues we wanted to address is the reasons why they chose to make a payment
for data.
We note that although this may not be a typical use for LD and camera reviews do
not contain GI specically. It was dicult to make strong inferences that the ndings
relate specically to LD but we are able to demonstrate the capabilities of such a LD
application and how it can be tailored for dierent needs.Chapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 140
The literature which we outlined in chapter 4 suggests that there are numerous factors
which aect a consumers willingness to pay. We decided following our review of the
literature, that we would consider the factors of quality. Stemming from the area of
quality we were able to outline a number of other factors such as timeliness and accuracy.
We tested each of the criteria with real participants and the interviews following the
experiment enabled us to generate more details and accurate responses to our research
question.
We developed two hypotheses for this experiment:
H1 Context of a purchase situation aect a consumers willingness to pay for information.
and
H2 Willingness to pay for information is related to consumer requirement to reduce
search times.
We have found that both are signicantly true. The results of the experiment show
that there is a statistically signicant relationship between the context and a decision
to pay for information. We can see from the results that if the participant was asked
to interact with the information as a professional user, then they were more likely to
pay for the data as they felt that the product was expensive and they would want to
make sure they had all the information available to them. However, they said that when
they chose to pay, this was not necessarily the same choice they would make if they
were a dierent user. For example if they were a point and shoot user, they would not
necessarily have paid. Therefore, we note that there are dierent circumstances where
people will choose to pay for information and this has a direct inuence on willingness
to pay for information online.
The second hypothesis is also true but only in some situations. We have found from this
experiment that some consumers are willing to pay if they are limited by time, however
some will never pay for data even if they are pushed for time.
We also noted that over two thirds of users would prefer to spend time looking for
information rather than pay to obtain the information faster. This may be due to the
issue of trust. People are cautious when searching for information online and when asked
to make a payment for information they want to know that what they are paying for
is worthwhile. This highlights an issue which needs further investigation to encourage
users to interact more comfortably with linked information online.
We note that two thirds of participants who took part in the study were of retirement
age. We suggest that there may be slight bias in their response, potentially as they may
have more time to spend searching for data and are therefore less inclined to pay.
We have found that there is a clear divide between participants' responses. There are
people who will always pay for information in any situation, there are people who willChapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 141
never pay for information online (for a number of dierent reasons) and those who will
pay depending on the situation/context. This illustrates dierent behaviours of users
and suggests that until there is a satisfactory means of searching for information online
people will always search for the information themselves. We nd that this may be due to
information having always been free on the web and similar to the introduction of charges
for newspapers online. People are not willing to pay when there are free alternatives
available. The issue here is how can organisations continue to operate online when free
alternatives are available?
In terms of information quality, people mainly require accurate information followed by
consistency. They are least concerned with completeness. When considering resources
such as OSM we note that OSM is not a `complete' resource as such and yet people still
choose to use it. Perhaps this is due to consistency of the maps and on most occasions
accuracy. If found not to be accurate users are able to contact OSM to make the relevant
changes. The benet of a user generated system allows people to contribute their local
knowledge.
Trust was highlighted regularly in discussions with participants. The key issues high-
lighted were, if you purchase information online, how do you know that the author is
trustworthy? For example, what is preventing them from publishing incorrect links to
data and who veries that the links are correct? How do you know that what you are
going to purchase is what you require if you cannot see it before you buy? They also
highlighted the issue of cost. For example how do you know that the cost of one piece
of information for 50 pence, has the same quality of information of that which is $5?
In a shop on the high-street you are able to hold and examine the product, and return
it if it is not what you want. This is where brand recognition plays an important part
on the web. We are more likely to make a purchase from a brand that we know has a
reputation for good quality products than one which is unknown. But the key question
is how do we model this for individual information providers who do not have `brand
recognition' status as such. We will investigate this further in the next section of this
research.
We have made an assumption here that, although we know the meaning of the attributes
listed, the participants may not have fully interpreted the meaning in the same way. This
means the terms have an unstable meaning and therefore we suggest that the study could
be repeated using a new set of participants to determine if they interpret the attributes
in the same way. We could also use a control study to nd out what the users understood
by each term.
This leaves unanswered questions for information sellers on the web of - How much do
you give away for free and how much do you charge for a paid version?
From the discussions with the participants following their interaction with the study we
found that there were key criteria which also aected their decision to pay for informationChapter 7 Linked Data Investigations 142
online.
 Trust
 Accuracy
 Value for money (Range of opinions, quality and quantity)
 Bias
 Security
 Online payments
From the experiments described in this chapter, we have been able to establish a number
of factors which we use to inuence the user driven architecture for linked geospatial
data which we detail in the next chapter.Chapter 8
An Ordnance Survey Case Study
Using Linked Geospatial Data
8.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have covered the literature surrounding the technical aspect of
this research which included LD and the SW. Following this we introduced the key
theme for this research which was surrounding PSI and more specically GI. We then
introduced the key economic and business issues for research which provided us with the
foundation to the studies which we carried out in the remaining chapters of the thesis.
The results from the empirical research we have carried out have enabled us to inform
what we refer to as a technical framework for the consumption of LD. By this we mean
an informing policy which initially establishes how LOD and LCD may be consumed
alongside each other and further, the possibility of granting access to data which may
be closed via restrictive licenses or paywalls. The Cobden et al. (2011) paper which
we co-authored and presented at the COLD (Consuming Open Linked Data) workshop
at ISWC (International Semantic Web Conference) 2011, outlined a possible framework
for LD. However this left areas which were not addressed regarding the detail of the
framework. We explore these areas in more detail and discuss here how a user interacts
with the system. We also specify the architecture for each of the components of the
system and how they may interact. This chapter is an examination of how OS is moving
towards producing open data from a commercial perspective. In the absence of concrete
information about the denition of pricing models, we use OS Open Space and OS Open
Space Pro are to illustrate a free and premium situation.
When we explore LD we notice that there are areas which are missing when incorporating
a system for LD. These include value of the data to the holding organisation and to the
consumer and the willingness to pay from the consumer. Currently, systems for LD do
not consider a link between a free dataset and a paid dataset. That is to say there are
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direct methods to use free data and these are well utilised, searches can be carried out
via SPARQL endpoints and data can be retrieved but where a situation arises where
there is a paid dataset available which is an extension of a free one, there is no way
of linking it to show it is related to the original. The free data is available shows no
link to data which may require payment. The addressing products at OS are a premium
product which are expensive to maintain and are seen by OS as core to its growth. There
is a general belief that the more value can be realised by using the address data to act as
a directory to 3rd party data, of which the value is unknown and is an ongoing area of
research which is being investigating in the SPRITE project at OS. With a dataset which
holds high potential value to its consumers and is a valuable product for the holding
organisation, ways in which utilisation of this value can be exploited are an imperative
area for further exploration. We take into account these shortcomings in the work to
date and suggest the requirements for a potential system.
8.2 Ordnance Survey Case Study
8.2.1 Background
In the previous section we detailed the technology required for a LD architecture based
on our ndings from the literature and from our own investigations. We then use this
section to describe how it can be applied around using addresses as a case study.
As we have noted earlier in the literature of this thesis, spatial data has a signicance
for LD. Hart and Dolbear (2006) highlights the importance of spatial data, stating that
eighty percent of all data has a geographical component, meaning that many datasets
contain data which has a direct or indirect link to a physical location. In order for us
to illustrate the use of LOD with LCD we will outline a key focal point that we can use
to link data to, this is an address.
We have chosen addressing as although spatial data does play an important part in
many datasets as indicated above in very many cases this data does not contain explicit
coordinate references but identies location through the means of an address. In the
UK the majority of these addresses are postal addresses as dened by the Royal Mail,
although increasingly within local government administrative addresses obtained from
local authority Local Land and Property Gazetteers (LLPG) are also used. Furthermore
we note that addresses are useful in that they are typically used to directly identify and
locate property and business, and indirectly (i.e. in conjunction with other data)to
identify and locate people. Addressing therefore has signicant economic value.
OS has a range of products called AddressBase R  which contain Royal Mail Post Code
Address File (PAF) addresses, both commercial and residential matched to the local
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(UPRN)). We have chosen the AddressBase products as these products allow the iden-
tication of property and features and the older address products from OS are being
phased out and therefore this product range is the most suitable to base our architecture
on.
AddressBase is available from OS in .csv and GML formats. It contains Royal Mail PAF
addresses, both commercial and residential matched to the local authority Unique Prop-
erty Reference Number (UPRN)and also addresses included by OS identifying a number
of non-postally addressable objects such as structures and certain natural features such
as ponds. There are three levels of Addressbase available. The rst level, known simply
as AddressBase contains just the postal address, the second level contains the postal
address, the OS address and the local authority address and the third level contains all
of these and some additional attribute contain information such as alternative addresses.
We note that the AddressBase range is a commercial product of value and is not available
free of charge. It is also only provided through bulk data supply and there is service
provision. By contrast the Royal Mail provide PAF, a commercial product containing
postal addresses and very granular coordinates as both a data oering and also as a
service. The service enables 15 lookups per day free of charge. The service thus provides
very limited free use in a manner that does not threaten its commercial venture but
provides the general population with a means to look-up the odd address. This shows a
form of Freemium model which we outlined earlier in this thesis.
The AddressBase products support addresses that are compliant to both the PAF ad-
dress format and also to British Standard BS7666 Spatial Data-Sets for Geographic
Referencing. The later standard is used by Local Government to construct LLPGs and
also in aggregated form to construct the National Land and Property Gazetteer (NLPG)
that forms part of AddressBase Plus and Premium. We also note that whereas PAF
simply contains a list of addresses, the LLPGs and NLPG contain references to property
identied by UPRN that have addresses associated with them.
For the purposes of this exercise we will use AddressBase Premium as it is the richest of
the three products. Most importantly this product has more records than AddressBase
as it includes objects without postal addresses, such as subdivided properties, places of
worship and community centres, and richer attribution than AddressBase Premium as
it also has alternative addresses.
The current licensing for AddressBase is outlined in the licensing section in Chapter 5
under the Discover, Evaluation and Developer license.
AddressBase R is not currently available as part of OS OpenData and therefore requires
translation into LD format in order to process it in a LD application.
We have stated previously that addresses derived from LLPG are based on the BS7666
and that this standard covers not just addressing but also properties. We therefore nowChapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 146
outline the nature of BS7666 and the way that it describes properties and addresses. For
properties, the standard is based on the concept of a land parcel unit known as a Basic
Land and Property Unit Basic Land and Property Unit (BLPU). A BLPU is dened in
BS7666 part 2, as an area of land in uniform property rights or, in the absence of such
ownership evidence or where required for administration purposes, inferred from physical
features, occupation or use1. Each BLPU has a unique reference number UPRN, a spatial
reference (grid co-ordinate) and one or more Land and Property Identiers (LPI).
The standard identies two types of BLPU: a Primary Addressable Object Primary
Addressable Object (PAO) and Secondary Addressable Object Secondary Addressable
Object (SAO). A PAO typically references a property at building level and a SAO iden-
ties a property within a building. SAO are therefore referenced to the corresponding
PAO.
The LPI is the address of the BLPU in a standard format that uniquely identies
the BLPU in relation to a street as dened and held in the National Street Gazetteer
(NSG). The principal components of the LPI are the UPRN from the BLPU, the Unique
Street Reference Number (USRN) from the National Street Gazeteer NSG and sucient
elements from the hierarchy of PAO Name Primary Addressable Object Name (PAON)
and SAO Name Secondary Addressable Object Name (SAON) necessary to uniquely
identify the BLPU. We notice that BLPUs are therefore equivalent to features and
UPRNs equivalent to TOIDs within the OS OS MasterMap product range. A BLPU
can have one or more Unique Property Identier (UPI)s as a UPI is eectively an address
and a BLPU can have multiple addresses.
Addresses under BS7666 may or may not be identical to postal addresses.
For example the postal address for a location is
5 Picture Close,
Warsash,
SOUTHAMPTON
SO31 9AJ
but the BS7666 address is
5 Picture Close
Warsash,
Hampshire
SO31 9AJ
1http://www.iahub.net/docs/1183553456634.pdfChapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 147
We can see from this example that in the postal address Warsash is associated with
the Post Town Southampton (Royal Mail convention is to capitalise the Post Town
component). We also note that Warsash falls neither geographically nor administratively
within Southampton. However for postal purpose mail directed to Warsash is rst routed
to the main area sorting oce in Southampton. The postal address is therefore very
functional. By comparison the BS7666 or administrative address relates Warsash to the
largest administrative area in which it falls, the county of Hampshire.
We note that AddressBase Premium therefore oers an immediate benet in that it
cross-references the postal and administrative addresses to the associated BLPU.
Even within BS7666 a BLPU may have multiple administrative addresses as we demon-
strate below. The Address for Ordnance Survey is:
SAON Ordnance Survey
PAON Explorer House
Street Adanac Park
Locality Nursling
Town Southampton
Administrative Area
Postcode SO16 0AS
Note that the admin area is not Hampshire as administratively Southampton is not in
Hampshire!
An alternative address for Ordnance Survey is:
SAON Ordnance Survey
PAON 4
Street Adanac Park
Locality Nursling
Town Southampton
Administrative Area
Postcode SO16 0AS
We note that due to a lack of clarity within the standard the following is also a valid
address form:
SAON Ordnance Survey
PAON 4
Street Adanac Park
Locality Nursling
Town Southampton
Administrative Area Southampton
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Here Southampton is referenced as both a town/city and administrative area. We note
that whilst this address form is somewhat clumsy it has nevertheless been used by some
local authorities adding further to the complexity of an already complex data form.
We can express the relationship between the address elements and to the BLPU using
LD but to do so need to assign URIs to the various components. The URI of the BLPU
can be based on the UPRN. However there is no equivalent unique id for the address
component and so we will have to create one. We can base the URI for Streets on the
USRN dened by part 1 of BS7666, Locality and Town from the URIs contained with
the OS 50K Gazetteer and the URI for the Admin area can be obtained from the OS
Boundaryline Gazetteer.
We can describe the BS7666 structure ontologically using OWL as shown below using
the Manchester Syntax:
Prefix: : <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/addressing-ontology>
Prefix: dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
Prefix: owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
Prefix: rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
Prefix: xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace>
Prefix: xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
Prefix: rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
Ontology: <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/addressing-ontology>
ObjectProperty: isOn
SubPropertyOf:
owl:topObjectProperty
ObjectProperty: owl:topObjectProperty
ObjectProperty: isIn
ObjectProperty: isAssigned
ObjectProperty: identifies
ObjectProperty: isPartOf
Class: PrimaryAddressableObject
SubClassOf:
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BasicLandAndPropertUnit
Class: CityOrTown
SubClassOf:
isIn exactly 1 AdministrativeArea
Class: SecondaryAddressableObject
SubClassOf:
isPartOf exactly 1 PrimaryAddressableObject,
BasicLandAndPropertUnit
Class: AdministrativeArea
Class: Street
SubClassOf:
isIn max 1 Locality,
isIn exactly 1 CityOrTown
Class: Locality
SubClassOf:
isIn exactly 1 CityOrTown
Class: Postcode
SubClassOf:
identifies some BasicLandAndPropertUnit
Class: BasicLandAndPropertUnit
SubClassOf:
isAssigned exactly 1 Postcode
The ontology sets out certain requirements for the address. We have a POA which must
be located on exactly one street and that the SOA is part of exactly 1 POA. A SOA is
usually a business or at within a property (POA) and therefore enables us to illustrate
where there are more than one businesses located within one building or who share the
same address. The locality shows areas within urban areas and is an optional feature
and may not be contained within every address.
We illustrate this example using Figure 8.1. Although we do not need to explicitly state
each of the requirements (i.e. every address has a POA) we suggest that it is makes it
clearer and more accessible to easily understand the address. The dashed lines between
each part of the address illustrates whether each element is required or optional and also
allows the address to be easily put back together in a LD format.Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 150
Firstly we will talk through the relationships between the data. Then we will go onto
explain how freemium models based around addressing can be made to work according
to the suggested LD architecture giving examples for free and premium data.
 A BLPU has a Post Code (URI based on UPRN)
 A SAO is a BLPU and is also part of a PAO
 A PAO is a BLPU
 A PAO is on a Street (URI based on USRN)
 A street is in a locality (not always required) and is also in a town URI taken from
OS 50K Gazetteer
 A locality is in a town/city (URI taken from OS 50K Gazetteer)
 A town/city is in and administrative area (URI taken from BoundaryLine Open)Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 151
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8.3 Analysis and Requirements
As we stated earlier, the experiments carried out were designed to specically identify
the users requirements for the consumption of LD. Each experiment produced results
which were used to contribute to the framework and that we discuss in more detail
within this chapter.
We have identied that there will be scenarios of LCD alongside LOD. These situations
may occur where there is a free version of data and a premium version of data. There
may also be a situation where a `mashup' is made up of data from various dierent
sources, some of which may be closed and require payment. In order for us to manage
this, a system must be in place to support each scenario, open data and closed data, or
a combination of both.
The rst investigations aimed at looking at the consumers of existing OS data and the
proportions of leisure users and the types of purpose for which they used the data. From
this we were able to establish there are dierent levels of leisure users. Following this
we invited consumers of OS products to join in roundtable discussions with technically
minded users to discuss their concerns with the introduction of a new technology. The
results of this gave us the background for the framework to ensure we established a
system which would be suitable for dierent types of users. Following the clarication
of the types of users we decided to test how these diering types of users would react to
dierent levels of data and if they would be prepared to pay. From this we were able to
clarify that there is a denite proportion of users who may pay for data and therefore
the framework we established needed to cover dierent levels of data. Further to this
we extended the factors which would inuence the decisions to pay and we began this
investigation using a questionnaire and followed this up by creating a further study which
queried if the decisions the participants said they would make in the rst experiment
were in fact true following a simulation of a LD situation. This study also claried that
the system would need to handle payments and access to data and manage the access
through the use of licensing.
To summarise, the overarching requirements for the framework include:
 Search for data or navigate from other data
 Authentication and access control
 Pricing (Freemium data = Free + Premium)
 Licensing
 Payments processingChapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 153
8.4 Actor Description
We have identied four key actors within the framework. These actors are detailed
below:
The users
Role: Searches for data, enters login details, enters payment details, consumes
data
The data provider(s)
Role: Provides data, publishes data in RDF on the web.
The data access control host
Role: Authenticates users for access to data
The payment handler
Role: Following authorisation from access control host authorises payments for
data.
Figure 8.2 shows the actors we have identied within the framework and how they
interact.Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 154
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8.4.1 Context - How does Addressing apply to our suggested architec-
ture?
There are a number of possible scenarios that can be implemented into the architecture
we have outline. First we consider how we might implement a service based around OSs
current pricing policy where addresses are charged and not free. Here OS jcould provide
either a subscription model or pay-per-use. For the example we will work through we
shall describe a subscription scenario. Here we assume a service user wishes to obtain
the addresses related to a Post Code. The process is summarised in 8.2 and we will use
this as the structure for the walk-though. In order to protect the data OS must set up
their data-store such that any request for a URI referring to any address element other
that the Post Code will return a 402 response Payment required.
This next section gives the step by step directions for how the user will interact with
the data in the system which was illustrated in Figure 8.2.
1. A SPARQL query is executed by the requestor for the addresses required that
relate to a specic Post Code such as AX13 1PQ.
2. The query is passed to OS who execute the query against their data.
3. Attempts to access the data content through their URIs will result in a 407 Au-
thentication Required request being generated. This will be handled by a service
such as OAuth and if the requestor is authorised to access the data through the
subscription service then the data will be returned as requested. If the requestor
is not authenticated the process terminates.
Figure 8.3 shows the actors we have identied within the framework and how they
interact.Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 156
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Due to the nature of the system we are able to make very quick changes to the types
of data which is paid for by changing the access rights on the links and not on the
code/software.
So if the data provide decides to change the policy and they decide to give away some
more data for free, all that is required of the organisation is the access rights to the links
which direct them to the data, not the code in the software. Similarly we can see that
it is simple to extend the data content by simply include the extra data (expressed as
triples) and linked to the existing data. A conventional relational database would be
required to alter the database schema to absorb new data as it does not support the
simple and uniform triple model but rather requires data to be held within structured
tables. Using this method it is therefore easy to see how it can be applied to support
our second scenario, where some address components are free and others charged for.
We will suppose that OS and the Land Registry wish to operate a service to provide
property information where some of the data will be free and some premium. Let us
also suppose that they decide that information down to street level will be provide free
for example average house price for a town, locality or street will be provided free but
that specic details about individual properties require the user to be subscribed to the
premium service. It is decided that OS will be the service provider. OS therefore take
data from the Land registry (we assume here that Land Registry have their data as LD,
if not it will need to be converted) and link it to their data: matching street data to
street, locality to locality, town to town and property (BLPU) to property. If the Land
Registry data remains hosted by the Land Registry then this matching would generate
sameAs relationships otherwise we note that OS will simply add additional properties
to their existing content.
In order to support this model OS change their pricing model so that they now do not
charge for address elements and related properties below and including the Street. This
is achieved merely by changing the access permissions to the appropriate URIs.
Now if a user requests the average property price relating to a street the SPARQL query
will not initiate a process that results in a 407 Authentication Required response but
will simply retrieve the requested data. However, we note that a 407 response will be
generated if the user request data held by the Land Registry relating to a specic BLPU.
8.4.2 SPRITE
Sprite is OS prototype system exploring the concept of providing data and services based
not just on OS data but also on third-party data. It use semantic web technologies to
store and serve the data as LD. It currently demonstrates the principals through a
demonstrator system that supports a service to enable people wishing to purchase a
house to investigate the area of interest using OS and government Open Data includingChapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 158
data on schools, hospitals, social deprivation, amenities and house sales. All the data is
either supplied or converted to LD before storing in a triple store.
The primary reason for adopting LD has been because of the ease in importing and
storing new data enabling the system to grow in terms of information richness.
The Sprite example we give here does not use the Freemium model at present and in
fact ignores service charging completely due to its focus being a technical demonstra-
tor. However, we have noted that the potential for such a system to generate revenues
through a charging model has been noticed by both the Products and Sales and Market
Development Groups. We in turn note the ease with which a Sprite could be extended to
demonstrate the freemium charging model and indeed following discussions that we have
had with the Sprite Programme Lead this has now been added to the areas for further
demonstration in the third incarnation of Sprite. (Sprite 1 was an initial demonstrator,
Sprite 2 is currently being developed as a more sophisticated version holding a wider
range of date and explicitly supporting address level searching).
8.4.3 Application - Why use Linked Data for this?
We note that it can be argued that the use of LD is not essential to the implementation
of a freemium model in any of the examples given. We concede this observation but
argue that the use of LD in this way oers two signicant advantages over the use of
conventional implementations.
Firstly we note that LD operates by placing access restrictions on the links between data.
The architecture implementing the LD solution is itself entirely neutral to the nature
and content of the data and no software is involved in setting restrictions to specic data
elements. Therefore adding additional data that have may have very dierent content
to existing data and providing the necessary charging merely involves adding the data,
linking it to existing data and setting the chargeable restrictions on links either from
existing data to the new data and, or within the new data. No code is required to be
changed. The only assumption is that the data can be represented as LD which is very
likely to be true. A more conventional approach is will not only require schema changes
to its databases each time a new dataset is added but also code changes to handle it.
Furthermore even changing the charging policy may involve code changes.
Secondly, we note that although it can be argued that conventional methods could be
used to construct a data-driven system that would not require software to be altered
given new data this would be done in a non-standard way, each implementation being
unique. LD by comparison is based on international standards and a wealth of software
already exists to support it. Implementation costs will therefore be signicantly lower.Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 159
8.5 Technologies
Based on the literature we detailed in Chapter 2, we outline the technology and consider
its suitability below.
8.5.1 Data Format
Many formats of data will be available on the web include .csv and .pdf. According to
the ve star ranking system outlined by the W3C2 as long as data is available, even in a
non-machine readable format, it achieves one star, but in order for it to achieve a higher
ranking, (four stars), it needs to be in a open standard such as RDF to enable others to
link to it. We suggest that in order to comply with this requirements of the W3C, RDF
is the data format of choice for this purpose.
RDF, as detailed in the earlier sections of this thesis, is a language used for representing
information about resources in the World Wide Web. 3 RDF is a machine readable
format which means when queries are executed the data can be processed by machines
and processing by humans is not required. RDF is the language used as part of the
architecture as it species the format of the triples being used and without which we
would not be able to form the graphs containing the data. The W3C outlines the
specication for RDF which is found on the W3C website.4
8.5.2 Query Language
In order for the data within a repository to be queried, it needs a specic query language.
In this instance it is SPARQL. A simple example of a SPARQL query is shown below.
The query is searching for the title of a book from the data. It is formed in two parts:
SELECT - identies the variables to appear in the result.
WHERE - provides the basic graph pattern against which the data will be matched.
SELECT ?title
WHERE
{
<http://example.org/book/book1> <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title> ?title .
}
2http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
3http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-primer-20040210/#basicconcepts
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The result of this query would be displayed as:
title
"SPARQL Tutorial"
The full specication for SPARQL is outlined by the W3C and full details of this speci-
cation are found from the W3C website.5
8.5.3 Authentication
If we are to consider a system which handles payments of an type, we must include an
authentication mechanism to support this. We suggest that a possible solution to this
would be the us of API keys or OAuth which we have detailed in chapter 2 in more
detail. These mechanisms will enable small payments to be made and access granted to
the data available.
The following section details two possible authentication models which could be used.
There are other authentication systems available but the two outlined below give detail
of how two diering systems work.
8.5.3.1 API Keys
In chapter 2 we introduce an API as an interface used to enable dierent software
components to communicate with each other. In order to control access to these APIs,
organisations may wish to use something called an API key to approved users. An API
key is basically a strong password with an account identier (or name). (Farrell, 2009)
outlines the use of API keys and suggests that the functionality and security of API keys
is variable and suggests that the OAuth specication is a more suitable way to interact
with protected data.
8.5.3.2 OpenID
OpenID, similar to OAuth aims to create a decentralised authentication system. This
system enables users to consolidate their digital identities. Users create accounts with
preferred identity providers which are then used to sign into other websites. The iden-
tier is transferred into a unique URI which is sent to a provider which handles access.
There are a number of security issues surrounding OpenID which should be considered.
These include areas where a user may be directed to a bogus authentication page. Sim-
ilarly as a web page based system, the possibility of the webpage being intercepted by
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an unauthorised person is a threat. We consider this to be a concern when dealing with
payments however a number of companies such as Yahoo, AOL and Google incorporate
the use of OpenID and demonstrate its security.
The dierence between the two systems being that OpenID asks the users for their
identity, whereas access to OAuth is requested directly from the application via the
token system. For the instance of a LD system OAuth allow limited access tokens to
be granted which will facilitate diering versions of data. For example, free, paid and
premium.
We do note however there is discussion about the possibility of combining the features
of OpenID and OAuth into a hybrid model. This would be particularly benecial to LD
as it would enable features from OAuth such as limited access to be incorporated into
an OpenID system (Balfanz et al., 2009).
8.5.4 Licensing
As outlined in chapter 3, there are a number of licenses which are available for use with
data publication. Specically they comply with the principles detailed by the Open
Knowledge Foundation.6 With many dierent datasets being linked together, restriction
with one particular licence would not be suitable, therefore depending upon the type
and nature of the data relevant licenses could be applied.
8.6 Protocols
The framework we describe below outlines the consumption of Linked Open and Closed
data from search execution through to purchase, download and use. Figure 8.2 helps to
illustrate the system.
A consumer will be required to enter search terms in the system via a linked data search
engine which will execute a SPARQL query as exemplied earlier.
Following discovery of the required data, the user will click on the resource which will
return one of a number of dierent status codes. These codes are set out by the W3C7
which could be used following a users request (Fielding et al., 1999).
 303 See Other,
 401 Unauthorised,
 402 Payment Required,
6http://opendenition.org/licenses/
7http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.htmlChapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 162
 403 Forbidden,
 404 Not Found,
 405 Method Not Allowed option to transfer to 402,
 406 Not acceptable
 407 Authentication Required.
Figure 8.4 shows the codes with the possible outcomes. Each of the codes can be used
for dierent purposes. Table 8.1 outlines the use we outline for each code.
Status Code Use
303 See Other Free Data
401 Unauthorised Restricted access
402 Payment Required Premium Data
403 Forbidden Restricted access
404 Not found
405 Method Not Allowed Option to choose premium
407 Authentication Required For condential resources, only be accessible via
login
Table 8.1: Status Codes and Their UsesChapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 163
As we outlined in the literature in chapter 2, we suggest that although there is the
potential for large amounts of data to be available as `Open' data, we have to take
into account datasets which are not necessarily `paid for' datasets, but for security
reasons have restricted access. For example organisations who want to adopt LD but
not necessarily publish it openly on the web.
The rst option: 303 see other, the user is authorised to access the data as it is avail-
able free of charge. The user is sent directly to the data and the process is complete.
The second option 402 payment required. The user will be transferred to the payment
mechanism where payment is made and conrmation is sent back to the authorisation
mechanism where access to the data is granted. This process is completed by returning
a 200. The third case, 403 method not allowed. This enables restrictions to be made
due to licensing restrictions or because the data provider has restricted access to the
system. There is the option within this to provide an alternative such as a redirect to
an authorised login page but this is an option which can be entered if required. The
last case 401 authentication required enables data providers to allow users access to the
data, but with the restriction that they must provide login details which enables the
provider to trace them.Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 164
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The subscription model is a model where users will be required to pay a subscription to
a service in order to gain access to it. This will enable users to gain unlimited access
to a system or a dataset or access specically one dataset. This system is particularly
suitable to a situation where users want to use or access a large quantity of data and
thus makes a micropayment in this instance unsuitable. The subscription model also
enables users to subscribe to a service where they can pay for additional features if
they require (based on the freemium model). A subscription model will be suitable
for handling a premium version of the data or to implement the premium version of a
freemium model. However we need to ensure there is a way of handling other payments
for smaller portions of data.
Micro payments for payments online are suitable for individual small payments for data
to allow consumers to purchase as much or as little of the information as they require.
From our earlier research, it shows that most people are unlikely to subscribe to a service
and would prefer a service which they can opt in to purchases freely.8
There are a number of dierent micropayment systems available, for instance the W3C
lists a number of dierent micro payment handlers for example Paypal, Clickshare and
Cartio.
PaypalTM(or a similar technology) hides users details, thus enabling the user to share
their details once rather then repeatedly for each purchase. This reects concerns made
by participants in the Linked Data study . The most re-occurring issue highlighted
in the post study discussion was the concern with sharing payment details online. A
number of participants stated that they may wish to purchase additional data but would
not be prepared to enter their details online. A secondary supporting factor for using a
Micropayment system similar to Paypal is that the system is fast. Paypal only requires a
login ID (typically an email address) and password and therefore minimises the amount
of data users need to enter into a system to make a purchase. For instance if this
micropayment feature was incorporated into a mobile phone application, a user would
discover a link to further data and then be transferred to a payment gateway if they
choose to click through to make a purchase.
8.7 Other Considerations
8.7.1 Trust and Reputation
Following the investigations carried out in this research we note the need for users to
trust the information or data which they wish to purchase.
8http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-mptp-951122Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 166
In the literature we investigated earlier, we considered the issue of brand awareness.
Consumers are more willing to pay for data from a brand they recognise and remember
as opposed to an unknown individual. We must consider ways of addressing this issue.
Our rst recommendation is to utilise the metadata surrounding the data and use this
to provide a ranking system. This will include details surrounding the data provider and
the person who made the link. We have noticed that it is not just the data itself which
contains value but also the link (Bonatti et al., 2011). The link can be detrimental to
the value of data if it links to something which is incorrect or inaccurate. The metadata
could also be used to detail the number of links people have made and how many they
have made which are inaccurate. The freemium model creates the best environment
for the user to determine the quality and trustworthiness of a dataset as they are able
to experience the free version before making a purchase. The issue still remains with
convincing people to make the jump from a free dataset to a paid one. This leads us
back to prior research which highlighted organisations such such as OS the diering
types of consumers; leisure users and commercial organisations. We also directed our
research in the LD experiment to investigate the behaviours of three dierent types of
users. Point and Shoot (Leisure users), keen amateurs and professional users who would
all react dierently to purchase of data online.
8.7.2 Willingness to pay for data
From the research carried out in the previous chapters we note that there is the issue of
how to convince users to pay for data when there is a free option available.
We suggest that again we utilise the metadata attached to the data. This could be made
available in a form which allows users to check that it covers all of the areas they would
expect the data to contain. I.e. Date, coverage, format, etc. This could be a pop up
box which is displayed when the user has the option to choose free or paid for data.
8.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we have established a framework for the consumption of LOD and LCD
online. We have highlighted the key technologies which we suggest to be most suitable
for the framework and detailed the key actors and processes. We also describe two
dierent revenue models for which LD can be sold through and the licenses to which
can be attached to the data to ensure that the data provider maintains control of data
which they own. Following this we have addressed the issues which are most cause for
concern and have proposed possible solutions. We concluded with an example of the
use of LD for OS and how dierent types of data could be integrated into such a LD
application.Chapter 8 An Ordnance Survey Case Study Using Linked Geospatial Data 167
From the architecture we have outlined in this chapter we have demonstrated the dif-
ferent options available using the addressing problem as an example. The addressing
issues is a good example for LD as there are many elements within the address and each
have dierent potential values. We have demonstrated how the architecture can provide
certain elements of an address for free and then redirect users to a paid resource where
they can enter payment details to gain access. We also illustrate how we can deny access
to resources should the data provider deem this necessary.
In the next section we will conclude this research and propose future directions to extend
the research in the future.Chapter 9
Conclusions
The aim of this research was to answer a number of specic questions regarding the
derivation of value from geospatial LD.
In our research we outline the architecture of the World Wide Web and the key tech-
nologies used, we then go on to identify the role of LD and the SW and the aordances
for both. In Chapter 3 we outlined the relevance of PSI and the role of data providers
for LD. We then looked at GI and established the importance of GI for LD. Chapter 4
draws upon the third theme for this research, which is the business case. This chapter
also introduced potential revenue models for LD and looked at similar digital content
industries. Following our review of the literature we began Chapter 6 with our require-
ments elicitation which contained investigation into consumers of OS products and then
drew together potential consumers of LD to identify factors which were of concern to
them with a new technology. We then looked at users response to specic information
quality criteria factors in order to prioritise them for investigation.
Chapter 6 described two specic LD experiments which we designed and implemented to
discover the willingness of consumers to pay for LD when free alternatives are available.
We then, from this experimental work, devised an architecture for linked geospatial data.
Chapter 7 brings together all of the ndings from our preliminary investigations into a
suggested user driven architecture for linked geospatial data.
Each chapter contributed to answering the questions we posed in Chapter 1. Chapter
6 addressed the user driven aspect of the research where we interacted with potential
users of LD to explore ner niceties regarding information quality and how these were
applicable to LD. The experiments in Chapter 7 looked at the actions users took when
interacting with a simulated LD application.
The main contributions made in this thesis are:
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1. Identication of the dierent types of consumers of LD. We established that there
were either professional or leisure users.
2. Identication of the factors which aect a users willingness to pay. We tested
through the experiments outlined in Chapter 7.
3. Determine the quality factors of data which aect a users decision. These factors
were also tested through the experiments in Chapter 7
4. A use case for the consumption of LD. We have detailed this use case in Chapter
8.
The research we have carried out to date has supported the hypotheses we outlined in
Chapter 1.
h1 { Does criticality of purpose aect a user's decision whether or not to pay for pre-
mium LD when free alternatives are available?
h2 { WIs willingness to pay for premium data positively inuenced by consumers' per-
ceptions of its value?
The specic ndings from the research are detailed in the following sections.
9.1 User Requirements
Chapter 6 looked at the specic requirements of technical and non-technical users for
the implementation of a new technology and specically to LD. The rst investigation
discovered the current users of OS data and the ways they facilitated the data. We
found that there were three dierent types of users; personal leisure users (who used
GI to map routes for walks and personal interest), a second type of leisure user (who
used the data for clubs and societies to give information to its members about planned
events and activities, and the third type of user (those with a commercial interest who
used the data to see if they valued it enough to make a purchase of further data). This
is where we began to think about the potential for LOD and LCD.
Once we had determined the types of consumers we then went on to look at nding
potential users to give us feedback about the possible concerns they may have with the
implementation of a new technology. We did this by organising the Terra Future event
whereby technical users and GI specialists were brought together to learn about the
technology and to discuss. We found that the key areas which gave concern to potential
users were; the licensing of the data, the costs involved and technical ability of potential
users. We took these concerns into account and used them to inform the LD experiments
detailed in the later chapters.Chapter 9 Conclusions 170
The nal stage of our requirements elicitation involved a questionnaire which was sent to
100 participants. They were asked to rank the data in order of preference and were shown
two options at each stage. We found that there were denite information quality factors
which users rated more important over others. These included; accuracy, completeness
and consistency. Using this information we were able inform two LD simulations which
we carried out in Chapter 7.
9.2 User Interaction with Linked Data
Chapter 6 was used to determine the requirements of the users for a LD system which we
chose to design and implement in Chapter 7. Our rst experiment in Chapter 7 aimed
to test the ndings we had established from our requirements elicitation, in which we
wanted the users to experience a LD environment and see the potential of LD. Our
second experiment claried the dierent types of user; the rst who will always pay for
data regardless of the situation, the second type of user who will pay for the information
if they deem it to be useful and the third type of user who will never pay for data
online. We found that there were varying reasons given for willingness to pay and how
often concerns related to security, mainly disclosing payment details online. We used
the results of these two experiments and our user requirements elicitation to inform the
architecture for Linked Geospatial data.
The results generated from the user interaction experiments were used to put together
a user driven architecture for linked geospatial data. We outline the architecture in the
next section.
9.3 Architecture for Linked Geospatial Data
Following the experiments of Chapters 7 we were able to establish an architecture for
the consumption of LOD and LCD. We proposed a system which would support the
consumption of data which has sensitive or restricted content such as information which
holds a monetary value to the holding organisation or is sensitive due to its content, or
PSI which is free and available to all. We suggest the use of status codes in order to
direct the user to the specic end, which may involve entering a username and password,
entering payment details, restrict access or allow access. The work we have carried out
to date is a suggestion for the consumption of LD and is open to further development
which we explain in the next section.Chapter 9 Conclusions 171
9.4 Future Work and Research Directions
Following the conclusions from the experiments we have carried out and the outline of
the user driven architecture, we are able to highlight areas which will require further
investigation in order to envisage a working model for the consumption of LOD and
LCD.
The aim of the current research was to establish a potential frame-work for the con-
sumption of data. We suggest that it would be benecial for a working prototype of
the proposed architecture for linked geospatial to allow potential users to interact with
the system to ensure that it works in a manner which is acceptable for both a supplier
and a consumer of LD. There are a considerable number of elements included within
the framework and before conclusions are drawn regarding each element, we suggest
that testing should be carried out into areas such as; authorisation and authentication,
payment and security to determine their suitability.
9.4.1 Implementation of the suggested technical architecture
The aim of the research we have carried out to date was to establish a potential frame-
work for the consumption of data. We suggest that a working prototype of the proposed
architecture for linked geospatial data would be benecial to allow potential users to
interact with such a system and ensure that it works in a manner which is acceptable
for both a supplier and a consumer of LD. There are a considerable number of ele-
ments included within the framework and before conclusions are drawn regarding each
element, we suggest testing should be carried out into areas such as authorisation and
authentication, payment and security to determine their suitability.
9.4.2 Usability and HCI
One of the key features for LD is that it is accessible, therefore we suggest that the sites
used to view data and download specic datasets are compatible with all platforms from
Windows, Linux and OSX to hand held devices, which incorporate mobile platforms,
such as mobile phones and tablets. This will enhance the usability and accessibility of
the data for all consumers and will also include the development of applications which
will have the potential to create mashups of data by potential non-technical users.
Whilst our experiments were aimed at introducing consumers to the potential of LD,
we are aware that there are certain usability and human-computer interaction issues
which may have an eect on the usability of the data. For example, such as how the
consumer will access the data through SPARQL endpoints and then view the data onChapter 9 Conclusions 172
screen. These should be addressed in order to make potential LD applications attractive
and easy for use non-technical users.
9.4.3 Return on Investment
The key question asked by companies looking to implement LD as a product is, what is
the return on investment? This is both the revenue which can be generated and which
also has the potential for non-monetary returns. These include the consumer engagement
with potential products. As more data is available and tools are developed to link this
data, consumers will be able to interact not only with the data via the creation of their
own applications but also through interaction with applications developed by others.
For a company, this uptake in use of its products and data, will in turn increase brand
awareness. As can be seen from the LD cloud diagram which we show in Chapter 2,
the amount of data published on the web is ever increasing. A presence on the web as
a data provider in a world where data has become a raw material, holds potential for
ROI from both the data and potential applications.
We look at OS as an example for other companies who may consider LD as a product.
We recommend that initially creating a free set of data which can be released as a
way of understanding how the technology works and to iron out the technical issues
which may arise. Following the release of this data the company should monitor the
usage to see who its users are and the ways in which the data is used. Once this has
been established further more valuable, paid for content can be added and the usage
quantitatively measured. This can then be used to establish the qualitative return on
investment.
9.4.4 Test for speed of data discovery
As aforementioned, the key question for companies relate to the return on investment.
We suggest that testing and development of the speed of data discovery is important to
demonstrate to the consumer that the use of data can solve issues of time spent searching
for data. The faster that consumers can gain access to an organisations data, the greater
the likely satisfaction from achieving the desired outcome. It is important for the speed
to be tested to be able to determine that the use of LD applications is faster than simple
web browsing and that it will help contribute to answering the question regarding return
of investment.
9.4.5 Pricing
We have established a signicant amount of data which will be available for free and
thus call this LOD. We also note that there will be data which is not available for freeChapter 9 Conclusions 173
which we call LCD. This LCD may not just be closed due to licensing and privacy issues,
but also to a company not wishing to, or not being able to, nancially provide it for
free. We also established that although there are consumers who will not pay for data,
there are some consumers who would be willing to pay. Therefore, in order to charge for
data, we need to establish the prices which consumers are willing to pay for such data.
This will include a variety of pricing structure as identied earlier in this research to
include single payments and subscription options. Empirical research carried out by
Melnik and Alm (2003) suggests that reputation has a direct eect on a consumers
willingness to pay for goods online and suggests that a negative feedback score on an
online auction site such as eBay will directly aect the willingness to pay for a purchase.
We suggest that incorporating brand awareness and a form of ranking data providers
by openly revealing their reputation as a data provider is incorporated into further
investigations. Furthermore, we also note that it would be benecial to discover if more
trusted organisations or those with a better reputation are able to sustain charging higher
prices for information or whether consumers will always rather choose an inexpensive or
free option in the presence of charged items.
We observe from our research that there is the potential for more value to be had from
the sale of applications using linked data than from the sale of the data itself. We suggest
that this is a consideration which should be investigated further to help companies decide
if being a data provider will generate required income or if further developments should
be made to build applications.
9.4.6 New Classes of Data
Due to the complexity of the GI, the development of GI into LD was a huge challenge.
We have observed that there is a considerable amount of PSI readily available and that
some organisations such as OS are publishing data and investigating the potential for
LD. However, we also recognise the need to investigate the linking of new and dierent
classes of data such as the linking of personal information too which has adds a new
dimension to LD.
9.4.7 Awareness of the Potential of LD
In order for LD to gain further momentum in the LD movement, we suggest that it
would be of particular benet to generate more awareness to the potential of LD and
its applications. We note that with the start of the Open Data Institute1 and its
involvement with government, potential companies and users will be made more aware
of the capability of the technology.Appendix A
Terra Future Invite
The Terra Future Invites are reproduced on the following pages.
174It is well know that geography forms an important medium to enable data from different 
sources to be associated. It does this through the fact that location is often a common 
theme across datasets. This power to unite data has been central to a number of initiatives, 
including the Digital National Framework and, more recently, as a central core to the UK 
Location Strategy. And it has also formed the glue that enables many of the more informal 
mash-ups to be generated.
If the focus is moved away from geographic information (GI) and one looks for wider trends in the information economy, then a 
new way of organising information is emerging – the linked data web. Although relatively young and an offshoot of the semantic 
web, the linked data web has begun to grow quite rapidly. It has been recognised by link data practitioners that location based 
information can provide a valuable means to assist the growth of the linked data web, and indeed some of the core datasets cur-
rently published on the linked data web are rich in location data. However, it is also clear that in the majority of cases where loca-
tion is exploited, it is not always fully done so.   Similarly, the majority of people in the GI community will either know only vaguely 
about the nature of the linked data web or will have not heard of it at all.
This special Terra future™ seminar aims to bring the two communities together: to inform the GI community about the power of 
linked data, to inform the linked data community about the power of GI, and, most importantly, to forge links between the two 
communities. If linked data is about modern ways to interconnect information, and if part of the power of GI lies in enabling data 
to be linked, then Terra future is about creating links between communities.
Who should attend?
Those in the GI community wishing to  nd out about the linked data web and those in the linked data community wishing to  nd 
out how to exploit geographic data.
Where, when, how much?
The event will be held in the Ordnance Survey Business Centre (map) on 10 March. Better still, it’s free!
What is the plan for the day?
A provisional agenda is outlined below:
09.15–10.00   Registration and coffee
10.00–10.15   Welcome and introduction  – Peter ter Haar, Ordnance Survey
10.20–10.40   Linked data in a nutshell  – Tom Heath, Talis®
10.40–11.00   The power of GI  – Liz Ratcliffe, Ordnance Survey
11.00–11.15   GeoVation™  – Chris Parker, Ordnance Survey
11.15–11.30   Coffee break
11.30–11.50   Linked data and the Beeb  – Tom Scott and Silver Oliver, BBC®
11.50–12.10  Linked data in government  – speaker TBC
12.15–13.00   Lunch
13.00–13.45   Linked data technical workshop and panel discussion  –  Hugh Glaser, Sameas.org and University of Southampton®
13.45–14.30   Geographic information workshop and panel discussion  –  Brian Higgs, Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council and  
         Digital National Framework; Ian Holt, Ordnance Survey
14.30–14.45   Coffee break
14.45–15.45   Group idea generation   – Delegates form a number of discussion groups with equal numbers from each  
      community in facilitated discussion around practical joint uses of linked data and GI.
15.45  Closing address and summary – Glen Hart and Liz Ratcliffe, Ordnance Survey
Forging links seminarHow do I register?
To register please  ll out the form below and send it to us at terrafuture@ordnancesurvey.co.uk.   
Please state:
r /BNF
r 0SHBOJTBUJPO	JGBQQMJDBCMF

r 8IFUIFSZPVBSFBNFNCFSPGUIF(*DPNNVOJUZ-JOLFEEBUBCPUIPSOFJUIFS
r "OZTQFDJBMEJFUBSZDPOTJEFSBUJPOT 
r 8IFUIFSZPVXJMMSFRVJSFQBSLJOH
Any other comments
Places will be limited to around 140 (approximately 70 from each community), so book early to avoid disappointment!
Please feel free to forward this invitation to interested parties.
D07492_0110Appendix B
Parking Experiment
The following images illustrate the screens from the LD simulation.
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Following the experiment the participants were directed to a questionnaire. The ques-
tions from this questionnaire are shown below.
1. Which dataset(s) did you use to get your answer?
(a) Free Data
(b) Paid Data
(c) Premium Data
(d) Free, Paid and Premium Data
(e) Free and Paid Data
(f) Free and Premium Data
(g) Paid and Premium Data
2. If you chose to use only free, why did you chose this data?
(a) I preferred the map background
(b) I would not be prepared to pay for data
(c) I would rather look for the information myself
(d) I did not nd the additional information useful/important
(e) I would not be prepared to disclose my payment details online
(f) Other (please state)
3. If you chose to use premium data or a combination of data, why was this?
(a) It was quicker to use premium data
(b) I preferred the map background
(c) The premium data gave me all the information I needed
(d) Other
4. Any other comments about this scenario/data?Appendix C
Information Quality
Questionnaire
The questionnaire which was sent to participants online is displayed on the following
pages.
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Information Quality
Questionnaire Signicance
Results
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Secure
and Accurate. There was no signicant association between Secure and Accurate
[Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 3.646, p >.05 (computed p = 0.056, which is just outside
of signicance) , Cramer's V = 0.19].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Ac-
curate and Complete. There was no signicant association between Accurate and
Complete [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 24.253, p >.05 (computed p = 0.0005, which
is just outside of signicance) , Cramer's V = 0.49
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Accu-
rate and Consistent. There was no signicant association between Accurate and
Consistent [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 35.162, p >.05 (computed p = 0.0005, which
is just outside of signicance) , Cramer's V = 0.6].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Accu-
rate and Timely. There was a signicant association between Accurate and Timely
[Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 45.343, p <.001 (computed p = 0.0005), Cramer's V =
0.68].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Accu-
rate and Concise. There was a signicant association between Accurate and Con-
cise [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 26.273, p <.001 (computed p = 0.0005), Cramer's
V = 0.52].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Secure
and Complete. There was a signicant association between Secure and Complete
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[Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 4.455, p <.05 (computed p = 0.035), Cramer's V =
0.21].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Se-
cure and Consistent. There was no signicant association between Secure and
Consistent [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 1.222, p >.05, Cramer's V = 0.11].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Timely
and Secure. There was a signicant association between Timely and Secure [Chi-
square (1, N = 99) = 11.000, p <.005 (computed p = 0.001), Cramer's V = 0.33].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Concise
and Secure. There was a signicant association between Concise and Secure [Chi-
square (1, N = 99) = 11.000, p <.005 (computed p = 0.001), Cramer's V = 0.33].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Com-
plete and Concise. There was a signicant association between Complete and Con-
cise [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 15.364, p <.005 (computed p = 0.0005), Cramer's
V = 0.39].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Com-
plete and Consistent. There was no signicant association between Complete and
Consistent [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 2.919, p >.05 (computed p = 0.088, which
is a trend towards signicance) , Cramer's V = 0.17].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Com-
plete and Timely. There was a signicant association between Complete and
Timely [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 7.364, p <.01 (computed p = 0.007), Cramer's
V = 0.27].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Con-
sistent and Concise. There was a signicant association between Consistent and
Concise [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 22.313, p <.01 (computed p = 0.0005), Cramer's
V = 0.47].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Con-
sistent and Timely. There was a signicant association between Consistent and
Timely [Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 7.364, p <.01 (computed p = 0.007), Cramer's
V = 0.27].
 A 2 x 2 Chi-square test was carried out to examine the association between Timely
and Concise. There was no signicant association between Timely and Concise
[Chi-square (1, N = 99) = 0.253, p >.05, Cramer's V = 0.05].Appendix E
Linked Data Study Screen Shots
The following images are screen shots of the screens from the Linked Data Study.
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Welcome to the Information Quality Study
Please read each statement and check each box to agree to take part in the study.
a. I confirm that I have read and understand the project description. 
b. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time and
keep any incentive payment. 
c. I understand that at the end of the study the data collected will be stored at the University of
Southampton and used for research studies. (All personal information will be deleted on
completion of the analysis of data.) 
d. I agree to take part in the above study. 
Please enter your participant number:
  Submit
In association with:
SEC Number: N/11/10/01
Instructions
Start Study
Imagine you wish to buy an expensive new digital camera. Before purchasing you want to compare a
number of different potential cameras.
There are a number of different information sources which you can use: for example, buyer reviews
on Amazon and manufacturer websites will be free; others, such as those from professional
reviewers for example Which will charge.
You are given £5 to spend on information about the cameras. You do not have to buy any
information in which case you will only have access to free information, or you may chose to
purchase information on an individual basis or subscribe to all the information.
If your choice of camera best matches the camera we think the information indicates is best then you
keep all of the money that is unspent.
If however, you do not select the best camera you have to return any unspent money.
You will always keep the £10 we pay to compensate for your time and also your expenses will be
covered.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
Customer Selection
Please select the customer you were allocated.
Keen Amateur This customer would like a camera which takes good quality pictures with manual controls, budget might be an issue.
Point & Shoot user This customer would like a camera which has fully automatic controls which are considered simple to use.
Professional
Photographer
This customer would like a camera which will take high quality photographs and has full functionality, price is less of an
issue.
Continue
You have a starting balance of £5
£5.00
Pre-purchase a subscription?
A subscription to a collection of 'premium' camera reviews is available.
The subscription will cost £3.00.
You can choose to subscribe later, at any time during the study.
Yes No/Later
Camera Reviews
When you have reached a decision please click here to enter you answer
Make Selection
Balance: £5.00
b
Best Buy £1.00
Manufacturer's Data free
Expert Paid Review £1.00
Best Buy Plus £1.00
Free customer review free
More free customer reviews free
c
Best Buy £1.00
Manufacturer's Data free
Expert Paid Review £1.00
Best Buy Plus £1.00
Free customer review free
More free customer reviews free
a
Best Buy £1.00
Manufacturer's Data free
Expert Paid Review £1.00
Best Buy Plus £1.00
Free customer review free
More free customer reviews free
Camera B
November 2011
Camera B is a fraction cheaper than others and has a 12.9-megapixel Cmos sensor compared with B's
15.1-megapixel sensor.
Screen and Battery
We have no similar concerns about the body itself. Weighing 884g including the battery and lens, Camera
B is solid in the hand and feels like it will take the odd knock well. The manufacturer has attempted to set
it apart from the crowd of consumer DSLRs by adding a hinge to the 2.7in LCD on the back. We found
little practical use for it, though - it's theoretically handy for shooting over the heads of a crowd or taking
shots low to the ground, as the screen can be angled up or down, but there's no way to shoot around
corners, for instance.
Customisation
Like its more expensive stablemate, Camera B features an accurate 11-point focus system - a clear
upgrade from the previous versions three-point system. It is also faster than others on the market, offering
a maximum of four frames per second (fps) in continuous-shooting mode. Although this impressive speed
is only maintained for the first 10 shots. Camera B also includes auto-ISO, which allows you to set the
slowest permissible shutter speed at which the ISO should be raised, as well as the effective D-Lighting
setting, which makes images appear to have greater contrast.
Speed
Camara B takes gorgeous images and it's experience in the sub-£1000 DSLR market shows: Camera B's
high-ISO performance has to be seen to be believed. At its highest extreme, it can be pushed to one stop
over ISO3200 - ISO6400, in other words. Performance at ISO3200 was superb, and we'd be happy to use
the Camera B at ISO800 for nearly every kind of shot. For noise-phobic users, Camera B's lowest ISO is
200, and can even be pushed a stop below that.
The kit lens, budget 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 VR - isn't going to set anyone's pulse racing, although we were
pleasantly surprised by the lack of distortion at wide angles. There was occasionally a lack of sharpness,
although nothing that a few minutes in Aperture wouldn't fix. Of slightly more concern was the lens' all-
plastic construction - even the mount that connects the lens to the camera is plastic. The zoom motion is
less than perfectly smooth, and purists will lament the lack of distance numbers on the focus ring.
Video	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
Please select your chosen Camera
Please select your chosen camera from the list below:
(Please note, you will not have been shown all of the cameras listed below)
Camera A 
Camera B 
Camera C 
Camera D 
Camera E 
Camera F 
Camera G 
SubmitAppendix F
Linked Data Questionnaire - Post
Study
The questionnaire which participants of the Linked Data study completed following the
study
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